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NORTH HAVEN’S NEW BOAT

REASON FOR LIGHT FUND BALL

Go On Run About April lst

The changes to be made at the
Billings yard will include those re
quired by inspectors to permit the
carrying of passengers and to fa
cilitate the handling of cargo.
It is expected that daily service
between the two ports will com
mence on or about April 1. Ar
rangements are now in the making
to land at the McLoon dock where
the Vinalhaven n now lands, with
the possibility that its agent will
serve both boats.
The group making the purchase
was comprised of lst Selectman
Philip L. Brown; 2d Selectman.
Lloyd Crockett; 3d Selectman Ray
N. Beverage and Town Treasurer V.
L Beverage.
The selection of a captain for the
boat has not been made
At present, the operations of the
boat will be governed by the town
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EYELET CLOTH....................... yd. $2.99
❖ comfortable. Eyes were designed of the questions in our minds as to
4 for out of door use, largely cn dis what is being done in our schools.
4 tant, large objects. The past 300
39” width
Mr Rjchardson taught in Rockland
❖
❖ years the human race has gone in
Lawn, Batiste, for that new Evening Gown, Dress
4 doors and uses its eyes at close schools as sub-master of Rockland
High and is now business manager
4
or Blouse
4 quarters on small objects under ar o.
The Courier-Gazette.
Any
4 tificial light far below nature’s re- questions regarding our schools will
Extra Fine Quality
❖
qu rements.
Most children are be welcome by him and he will do
Choice of White. Pink, Blue Maize
oorn with good eyes which decline his best to answer any and all. A
rapidly until over 50 per cent of social hour will be held after the
Other Eyelet Material at $4.25 yd.
college graduates require artificial meeting and refreshments will be
aids for vision, largely due to poor served.

The traffic code ordinance, which
will be given public hearing at a
meeting of the City Council next
Monday night will have several
amendments attached and which
have been preposed by Oouncllman
Albert C. McLoon.
The one which is expected to at
tract the greater public interest,
governs traffic on Main street and
establ-shes rotary traffic in the busi
ness district. Under this amend
ment, copies of which may be ob
tained at the C.ty Clerk’s office,
traffic will flow north on Main
street between Pleasant and Ran
kin streets and South on Union
street between the same streets,
te Streets running between will have
alternate East and West traffic with
the exceptions of Rankin. Limerock
and Park which w.ll permit both
East and .West traffic.
Parking w.ll be permitted, under
the proposed ordinance, cn both
sides of the street with all vehicles
headed North. Parking on either
side will be prohibited on Union
street on both sides between Pleas
ant and the railroad station and
between Park and a po.nt opposite
Orient street and between Lime
rock and Rankin street.
One hour parking will be in
effect in all areas on Union street
between the hours of 9 a m. and 6 p.
ni., not listed above, except Sun
days and holidays. Main street
park.ng between Pleasant and Ran
kin will also come under the same
~
cne hour parking laws
All streets joining Main and

Officials of the Town, of North
Haven, yesterday afternoon made
fijnaj arrangements with govern
ment surplus commodity officials
for the purchase of a 65-foot Dieseldriven craft for use on the North
Haven-Rockland freight and pas
senger run.
Strange as it may seem, the boat,
which was built at Billings Shipyard
in Stonington as the T-12 for the
Army Engineers, has been to the
Philippines on duty and will return
next week to the Billings yard for
conversion for her peacetime du
ties.
Now in New York, she will be
taken over officially on Monday by
Neil Burgess of North Haven, for
the town, who will leave here to
Schedule V. ‘One-Way Streets
morrow or Sunday with a cretw of
(See Section 515)
two for that purpose.
The craft is powered with a 230Upon the following streets or
parts of streets, vehicular traffic horsepower Diesel engine which is
shall move only in the following capable of driving her at a 10*^
knot speed, fully loaded.
specified direction:

Union in the rotary traffic plan have
no parking areas on either the
north or south sides with the ex
ception of Limerock and Park.
The public w.ll have an oppor
tunity to discuss, and hear dis
cussed. this proposed plan, in the
publ.c hearing. It is designed to
relieve the present traffic difficul
ties cn Main street. Realiz.ng that
the city is growing, the originators
of the plan are attempting to put
into effect a plan wh.ch wlll pre
vent traffic congest on during the
Summer and at all times .n the
future
the industrial life of the
community enlarges.
The proposed one-way sched
ule is shewn below:

A PRAYER

HOTEL ROCKLAND

ADDITIONAL HELP WANTED

ACHORN’S

ROCKPORT HIGH'S
GALA

JUNGLE CLOTH....................... yd. $1.75
Made by the makers of High Type Corduroy

Wonderful for Auto Seat Covers, Coats, Overalls

Indoor Carnival

BASKETBALL

ROCKPORT TOWN HALL

RED CROSS BENEFIT
ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL BOYS

PRACTICALLY STAINPR00F!

THURS., FRI., SAT., March 21,22,23

KNOX AND LINCOLN ALL STARS

G. W. ACHORN & CO.

AFTERNOON AND EVENING

WINDPROOF! WATER REPELLENT

CAMDEN AND BELFAST
DEPARTMENT STORE

COMMUNITY BUILDING.
ADDED ATTRACTION

THOMASTON HIGH GIRLS
vs.
ROCKLAND HIGH GIRLS

WATCH PAPERS FOR EVENTS

WASHING MACHINE

N. B. PLENTY OP EMPTY OASES
X

*
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(By The Roving Reporter)

There is destined to be a barrel
shortage this Summer if folks take
seriously the display in one of Greg
ory’s show windows. It is titled
“Correct wear for gentlemen in the
Summer of 46” What the specta
tors behold is a dummy clad in a
felt ‘ hat. suspenders, shoes and
stockings. The body is encased in
the big High School Booth w’hich an ordinary barrel, held up by the
will sell all kinds of refreshments, stout suspenders.
Better than a
including hot dogs, hamburgers, and casket, anyhow.
ice cream. There will also be a big
school beano booth w’hich will give
My good friend iFred C. Green,
everyone a chance of winning many who
has been editing the Waterwonderful prizes. Afternoon enter
tainment will be furnished by the town KMass.) Sun the past three
years, has risen to the dignity of
Rockport schools.
Details of the musical program to publisher, having bought that news
be presented under supervision of paper in, partnership with Helen
teachers will be announced shortly. Lang, a member of the staff. I
The outstanding entertainment don't know (Helen, but I do know
feature for Thursday will be an there’s nothing in this world too
evening of magic and tricks pre- ; good for (Fred Green.
sented by the talented magician,
Woodpeckers celebrated the ad
Ernest Haskell. On the other two
nights a popular radio show will vent of Lent by knocking on Rev.
furnish continuous entertainment j Ernest O. Kenyon’s trees
comprising many outstanding musi
cal features. Also on Saturday
Nothing i like doing things up
night. Woodcock’s Orchestra, which brown.. Here's Vinalhaven going to
usually plays for the Saturday night buy a boat to handle traffic with the
dances at Simonton’s Comer, will mainland, open the Center school
be at the gymnasium in the Town (due to increase in the number of
Hall to play for the grand Carnival pupils) and celebrate its centennarv,
this year.—Lewiston Journal.
Ball.
Each night there will be a super- , I do not often find the Journal’s
deluxe door prize. Some lucky highly readable
State
Chat”
Carnival patron will be the winner column in errors, but it s North Ha
of one of ithe hard-to-get items to ven, that’s going to do all those
be offered as prizes. The first night things instead of Vinalhaven, which
there will be a new electric flat-iron several years ago celebrated its
with all the modem improvements; sesqui-centennial.
the second evening door prize will
be a radio, while the third night
Marguerite- Creamer of North
winner gets an electric mixer. On Waldoboro certainly had no wish
the last evening there will be given to arouse uncomfortable feelings,
away as a grand prize a new modern but, she sounded a warning, when,
Maytag Washing Machine.
commenting upon the arrival of
Under the direction of Arthur crows, she wrote:
Frew, Rockport High school princi
“But just because a few crows
pal, students are now busily engaged have been seen and we've had a
in conducting a drive for the sale little warm weather folks shouldn't
of tickets in Rockport and neigh forget that some cf our worst snow
boring towns. The Carnival chair storms have come in March. Winter
man, William Annis, R. H. S. 47. j may not be all over yet. But we
reports a very good initial sale of hope the crows are here to stay. I
the tickets, which went on sale early think I speak for everyone.”
this week.
—o—
There's a vast difference in ages
two carbonaceous deposits
Its Annual Meeting between
found near Bridgeville, in Allegheny
County, Pa , tlie Bureau of Mines
Chamber of Commerce Will of the Department of the Interior
reports. A newly-discovered peat
Banquet At Temple Hall— formation, not commonly associated
with bituminous ccal, is said to be
Schnurle To Speak
a mere "Youngster” of 60,000 years,
whereas the bituminous coal in the
The Rockland Chamber of Com surrounding
area .s estimated to be
merce is to have its annual meeting,
with banquet at Masonic Temple at least 250 millions years old.
hall, next Tuesday. The ticket com
Arthur Marsh and Nathan Farmittee consists of Chairman Harold
Payson, Thomas H. Chisholm, Wil well saw wild geese flying north
bur F. Senter, Jr., Horatio Cowan, ward yesterday afternoon. Nathan
Carl Griffith, James Pease, Lau who may have been an air-spotter
rence P. Dandeneau. Sumner C. in World War II, counted 42 of the
Perry, Keith Goldsmith, Robert M. 1 birds.
Allen and L. E. Coffin.
The speaker of the evening will
One year ago: Evelyn Willis held
be Harold F. Schnurle of Portland, the feminine bowling record ln this
who is a former member of the Gov city with a string of 140—Maine
ernor’s Council, and was connected lobstermen. appearing before a leg
with the Maine Development Com islative committee, went on favor
mission for many years. At present of retaining the present law, and
Mr. Schnurle is with the Industrial opposing an increase of annual li
Division, of the Central Maine cense fees.—Amosg the deaths:
Power Company. Members are look Rockland, William D. Pendleton,
ing forward to an interesting and 83; Camden, (Mrs. Charles E. Bick
worthwhile evening. Ladies are cor nell, 88; Rockland, Mrs. Hiram
dially invited.
Brown, 74; Newton Center, Mass,
Incoming officers Tor 1946-47 are: Charles B. Copeland.
President, Fred C. Gatcombe; lst
vice president, L. E. Jones; 2d vice
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
president, Seth Low treasurer, Jo
seph (Robinson; secretary, Lenore
If I had my life to live again I
Benner.
would have made a rule to read some

Get your ticket now, (only limited
number can be sold), to P. T. A
Light Fund Ball, Community Build
ing, March 13. Lennie Lizotte’s
Dance Band, 9 to 1. Spectacular
Albert McCarty arranged program,
8 to 9, with $25 door prize, and every
single penny to the High School
light furtd. Help swell the fund and
see the greatest affair in years.
adv. *

poetry and listen to some music at
least once a week. The loss of these
tastes is a loss of happiness.—Charles
Darwin
STRONG SOULS

Strong souls within the present live;
The future veiled—the past forgot:
Grasping what ls, with hands otf steel.
They bend what shall be. to their will;
And, blind alike to doubt and dread.
The end. for which they are. fulfill I
—Sir Lewis Morris.

NOW OPEN

NOTICE TO DOG OWNERS

RADIO

TEL. ROCKLAND 673

The popular Rockport Carnival
w’hich lias not been presented since
1941 is to be revived this Spring
March 21. For 16 years this eagerly
awaited event, (w’hich has become a
tradition of Rockport) was the
means of sending the next year's
Senior class of Rockport High
School on an educational trip to
Washington.
Because of wartime conditions all
activity has been suspended in re
cent years, but this Spring a gala
Carnival will be held indoors, as it
used to be in the early days, in the
Rockport Town Hall on March 21,
22, 23.
Although the R. H. S. Junior Class
has undertaken a huge task in at
tempting to make this carnival come
up to former standards, present
indications are that this year's event
w’ill even surpass previous carnivals
in entertainment features, prizes,
and fun for all.
The hall will be lined on all sides
with gaily decorated booths which
will offer for sale a wide variety of
interesting articles. Among buyers
of booths already announced are
The Camden Marine Railway,
Roland Crockett, The Order of the
Eastern Star, and the Simonton
Community Farm Bureau.
In the center of the floor will be

ROCKLAND LAW OFFICES

NATIVE EGGS WANTED
SWIFT & CO.

The Black Cat

Admission 46c and 30c

PRIZES EVERY NIGHT

i mu mi 11111111

VS.

TONIGHT, FRIDAY, MARCH 8

ENTERTAINMENT ALL THE TIME

Rockport Carnival
High School To Hold One In
doors Third Week of
This Month

Details of Plan For Making Main Street A One- Lived In Philippine Waters During War-To

Way Thoroughfare

Volume 101.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Number 20

CURTIS M. PAYSON

FLATIRON

1946 DOG LICENSES

ATTORNEY AT LAW

ELECTRIC MIXER

Are Due To Be Paid On Or Before

Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Thursdays

ADMISSION 50c AND 25c TAX INCL.

APRIL 1,1946

COME ONE!

414 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND,

TELEPHONE 468

FRIDAYS AND SATURDAYS at

COME ALL!

G. U. MARGESON, City Clerk.

19-20

UNION—TELEPHONE 19-2
OFFICE HOURS: 9 to 12, and 1.00 to 4.00

17-20
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Book Review
“Way, Way Down East.” Author.
Leah Ramsdell Puller. Published
by The John W. lLuce Company,
Boston.
This Ls the second book by Mrs.
Fuller, and her many admirers will
find great advancement in her pro
gress as a writer, as well as versatile
in lines of thought.
This children’s story is of persons
living in a remote section of Maine.
It deals with the rich human
qualities in the hearts of those who
love their neighbors, and is written
for children mostly, although much
can be gleaned to give thought and
help to grown-ups.
The language is delightfully colloqual and one finds many forgotten
or unknown phrases and sayings
which adds to the picturesque in
thought. The locale is in the Qucddy
Lighthouse seotion of Maine which
is at the easternmost end of Maine,
and about the Johnson’s Bay.
It really is a story of happy child
hood and the simple ways found for
enjoyment which made for charac
ter in children, possibly finer for
them than these days crowded with
movies and artificial entertainment.
Each chapter Ls full up with the
events which come naturally in
seasons as they follow. A highly
delightful story dedicated to the
author's brothers and sisters and
bespeafts a future of more delights
from the same pen.
K. S. P.

A New Lawyer
David B. Soule of Augusta,
brother of Dr. Gilmore Soule, is as
sociated with Alan L. Bird in the
practice of law.
Recently returned from Naval
service with the rank of Lieutenant,
he served both in Naval intelligence
and armed guard.
He graduated from Bowdoin in
1938, having ranked as all-Maine
fullback that year and one of the
outstanding track stars of the col
lege, participating in the broad
jump and dashes. Continuing his
education, he attended Boston Uni
versity Law School from which he
graduated in 1942, shortly before
entering the Navy.
He is married and has one son and
is at present seeking living quarters
in, the city.
Get your ticket now, (only limited
number can be sold), to P. T. A.
I.lght Fund Ball, Community Build
ing, March 13. Lennie Lizotte’s
Dance Band, 0 to 1. Spectacular
Albert McCarty arranged program,
8 to 9, with $25 door prize, and every
single penny to ithe High School
light fund. Help swell the fund and
tee the greatest affair in years.
adv. *
ASSESSOR'S NOTICE
CITY OP ROCKLAND
The subscribers. Assessors of Taxes,
of the City of Rockland, hereby give
notice to the Inhabitants of said City
and other persons having Taxable Prop
erty within said City, to make and
bring ln to said Assessors true and per
fect lists of their polls and aU their
estates, real and personal, ln writing
Including all property held In trust
as Guardian, Executor. Administrator,
Trustee or otherwise (except as Is by
law exempt from taxation) which they
were possessor of on the first day of
April, 1946. and to be prepared to Make
Oath to the truth of the same.
And they are particularly requested
to notify the Assessors of the names
of all persons of whom they have
bought or to whom they have sold tax
able property since the first day of
April,

1945

And for the purpose of Receiving
said lists and making transfers of all
property bought or sold, the under
signed wUl be ln session at the Asses
sor's Room, No. 7. City Building, from
nine to twelve o'clock ln the forenoon,
and from two to five o’clock In the
afternoon of each day.
MONDAY. TUESDAY. WEDNESDAY,
THURSDAY
APRIL 1. 2. 3. 4 1946
THURSDAY. April, 1. 2. 3, 4. 1946
Special Notice to Executors. Ad
mtnlstrators. Trustees or Ouardlana
The statute provides
that you
must bring Into the Assessor a
true and perfect list of all taxable
property ln your possession to date of
April 1. 1946. otherwise lt will be taxed
as the statute provides, and any per
sonal examination of property by the
Assessors will not be considered as a
waiver of neglect of any person In
bringing ln a true and perfect list as
required by law
Any person who neglects to comply
with this notice will be doomed to s
tax according to the laws of the State
and be barred of the right to make ap
plication either to
the Assessors,
Board of
Assessment
Review, or
County Commissioners for any Abate
ment of Taxes, unless such person off
ers such list with his application and
satisfies the Assessors that he wa* un
able to offer lt at the time appointed.
RICHARD E. THOMAS.
Assessor of Rockland.
Rockland. Maine, March 11. 1946.
20 02

[EDITORIAL]
Congress was not in a receptive mood
Tuesday
when Winston Churchill proposed
CHURCHILL
a British-American military •alliance.
FAILS TO
This country’s negative attitude may be
CONVERT
ascribed to several reasons, but the most
logical one seems to be that it might arouse hostility on the
part of the touchy hear known as Russia. TTien too there is,
admittedly, a disinclination to sleep in the same bed with the
British lion, and, many will doubtless agree with Senator
Brewster of Maine that “we cannot assume the heritage of
British Colonial policies." Great Britain and the United
States have always been firm friends when necessity demands
it, but the relationship appears to cool off a bit thereafter.
Maybe the Wcrld War II intermarriages may help solve the
domestic situation.

TWO BIDDERS FOR AIRPORT
Bids were opened for the opera
tion of the Ash Point Airport at 11
o’clock this momng at the City
Building, as advertised by the City
Council in asking for such bids.
Promptly at 11, the sealed bid
submitted by Maine Air Cargo Ex
press was opened by City Manager
Farnsworth, and read with their
permission. Their offer met every
specification laid out by the Coun
cil, including the deposit of $3000
per annum in a Rcckland bank for ,
the maintenance of the runwavs
and the maintenance of grounds and
buildings used in their operations.
They agreed to allow the use of
the airport by other freight lines
and operators at fair rentals as
laid out by the Civil Aeronautics
Authority.
In addition, they agreed to pay
the City cf Rcckland one-third of
all profits from operat on of the
airport and agreed to a minimum
of $1103 per year as this payment;
bringing the guaranteed payments
to a total of $4100 per year.
They asked a decision by the
City Council by March 12. and stat

“AQUELLA”
The Miracle Waterproofing
Material for Cellars and Porous
Masonry Surfaces which was
described in January Reader’s
Digest is now available.

Fifty-six years ago the State cf Maine
WHEN MAINE enjoyed a distinction in the Nation’s
DOMINATED Capital which has never slnoe been equalTHE NATION ■ led by any other conmonwealth ln this
country, and we can predict with a good
deal of assurance that it never will be as long as the nation
endures. Tlie story is an old one, reviewed with pride and
delight by those who are going down the sunset trail, and
with amazement amounting to incredulity by the generation
of today. Maine's population during the year referred to was
only 661,086—one of the smallest States in the Union.
The Speaker of the House of Representatives of the
United States (Thomas B. Reed).
The President of the Senate of the United States (William
P. Frye).
The Chief Justice of the United States (Melville W. Ful
ler, $ Maine man, Augusta 1833).
And last, but not least, Tlie Secretary of State (James G.
Blaine).
The late John S. Wise of Virginia rushed into the office of
the Speaker (Thomas B. Reed) one day and demanded “Who's
running this government, anyway? I came up here on busi
ness with the Secretary of State, Mr. Elaine from Maine. I
call to pay my respects to the Acting Vice President, Mr. Frye
of Maine. I wish to consult the leader of the United States
Senate, Mr. Hale from Maine. I would talk over a tariff mat
ter with the chairman of the Ways and Means Committee, Mr.
Dingley from Maine. There is a naval bill in the House in
which I am greatly interested and had to talk with Chapman
Boutelle from Maine. I wish for an addition to be built onto
a public building irt Richmond, talked with Chairman Milliken
from Maine and here I am in the august presence of tlie
Speaker of the House, Tom Reed, from Maine.”
“Yes, John,' Tom Reed drawled, “the great, the good and
the wise are running the Government; your Country Is safe."
So they all went out to lunch (with the Chief Justice of the
United States Supreme Court, Mr. Fuller of Maine.
A review of the activities of the
American Red Cross in the last war year
brings realization of how firmly those
activities are woven into the fabric of the
nation. We may be proud that the world's
greatest humanitarian force has become so important a part
of dally endeavor.
,
The Red Cross’s war work following American soldiers into
battle and ministering to men stricken by disasters in war's
wake brought an all-time peak of activity. To carry out that
work it enlisted, either through contributions or services, more
than a third cf this nation’s total population. Now at last a
year cf peace opens before us. But though the demands upon
the Red Cross were multiplied many-fold by war, the aftermath of war allows no great diminution cf its efforts. There
is still need for canteens and motor co:ps and sewing rooms,
for blood donors, nurses' aides and home service workers, and
for hospital and recreation workers with American occupation
troeps. There is need fcr maintaining contact between fami
lies and service men, between citizens here and relatives lost in
stricken Europe. There is need, as always, for disaster em
ergency organization at heme and abroad. Therefore there is
still need for substantial contributions.
The drive for funds, epened this week by 'President Tru
man will continue through the month. Red Cross expendi
tures to the end of June, 1947, are estimated at $160,000,000.
The sum asked of contributors is $103,000,000, since $60,000,000
have accumulated in reserve funds. Let us not fail in our sup
port new of what Basil O’Connor, national chairman, has
called “one cf the greatest forces for good will, for peace, for
imderstandlng between men and nations’’ the world knows.
—Herald Tribune.

“LET US NOT
FAIL IN OUR
SUPPORT”

LIVE POULTRY WANTED
For Highest Prices On AH Kinds of Poultry It WUl Pay You
To Call Or Write—
HILLCREST POULTRY 00.
TEL. CAMDEN 404
'
P. O. BOX 276. CAMDEN

Air Lanes Inc., which this week
bought the Isidore Gordon property
at the foot of Winter street and an
nounced its intention to build a bO
by 60 foot building for a lobster
pound on the Rockland end of their
Rockland-New York air transport
and wholesale lobster business, will
Monday night petition the City
Council for the construction of a
wharf. The wharf will extend into
the harbor for a distance of 200 feet
and will be 30 feet in width and of
pile construction. Dredging will be
done later to permit the setting of
pump lines to supply the storage
tanks in the building with fresh
cold sea water, free from surface
fresh water or waste.
The musical prelude to the Inter
denominational Observance of the
World Day of Prayer service at the
Universalist Church on Friday will
begin at 7.15 p. m. In a candle light
setting Mrs. Faith Berry and Miss
Dorothy Lawry will play several
numbers, among them a two piano
arrangement of Chaminade's “An
dante.” The offertory, also on two
pianos, will be Rubinstein’s “Melody
in P.”
The Coast Guard ice breaker.
Snohomish, received a royal wel- j
come at Bangor Wednesday when
she completed the breaking out of j
the Penobscot River. Making her.
initial appearance in the Penobscot, I
she was closely watched as resi
dents along the stream compared
her with the old Kickapoo. both in
appearance and ice breaking abil
ity. They were not disappointed,
as she made her way to a point op
posite the Eastern Docks and then
turned and bucked her way across
the river several times to reduce the
ice floes to small sections easily
carried out by the tide. Yesterday,
she completed the work, breaking
out to the bridge an.d freeing the
river to navigation.
»
i

Regular meeting of W’nslow-Holbrook-Merritt Unit, American. Le
gion Auxiliary will be held at the
Legion hall Monday night at 7.30.

Tyler Parent-Teacher Association
meets Monday at 7.30 at the Tyler
Building. Rev. C Wendell Wilson
of the Littlefield Memorial Church
will be the speaker. Important busi.
n,ess matters are to toe discussed.
The men members are especially
urged to attend. A white elephant
sale will be held under the chair
manship of Mrs. Ruth Campbell.
All members wishing to donate arti
cles may take them to the meeting.

r.

PASCAL AVE. COR. WEST STREET, ROCKPORT

•I

TELEPHONE CAMDEN 420

Chosen

FOR THE SALE OF

AMERICAN LEGION UNIFORMS
We are now enabled to take measurements and

guarantee delivery on May 30.

PAID FOR

DE SOTO, PLYMOUTH
' ROCKLAND, ME.

95-tT

For full information,
get a contest entry
blank at your A&P to
closes

Contest

day.

midnite, Mar. 31,1946.

Knox County C
Tuesday night at
Several reels of
pictures were sh
the property of Alt
dates ot the ann
set for April 8 to

14^OZQEc

4

CANS

UU
Or win 1 of 400 famous i
patented Silex coffee
makers

tester S

Freeman

QUALITY SHOE SHOP
310 MAIN STREET,
TEL. 593-M

ROCKLAND, ME.

Butler. Oils, Fats (Canned)
Can.led Fruits, Vegetable". Coffee
Condensed or Evaporated Milk
Dehydrated Vegetable Soups
Dried Peas. Beans. Rice
Hard Candy, Chocolate
Kosher Canned Meats
Malted Milk Powder
Packaged Sugar _

Sweet Breafast Cocoa
Whole Milk Powder

$6.50

PKG

21

This famous Freeman Shoe is available in Brown and Black,
Plain Toe or with Cap. Narrow widths to A

Great Northern

Rubber

Shoes

Footwear

Several Styles
BLACK and BROWN
Medium Width and wide

$5.00

CANADIAN WAXED

CABBAGE
LEMONS

FRESH TEXAS

CALIFORNIA

IN GOOD SUPPLY

Rubbers, Rubberboots,
Rubber Overshoes

LOAFERS
for

MEN

Strong, Sturdy Mocassin type Shoes these—Comfortable, longwearing—Full range of sizes.

19‘

2

lbs

25'

3

IBS

10'

2

LBS

17'

SADDLES FOR WASHINGTON?
High School young people bound for Washing
ton are sure to be interested in our handsome Brown
and White Saddle Shoes by Freeman. They’re
beauties.

OFFINS
MENSAND BOVS CLOTHING
FURNISHINGS, SHOES AND UNI FORMS

389 MAIN ST ROCKLAND MF

COFFEE CAKE

^ 26'

JANE PARKER ORANGE MARMALADE

FILLED BUNS

TWO CENT
MERCHAND
'Values ut
WILLIAMS-BI1

JANE PARKER ORANGE
RING.4oz25c

20 lbs
TURKEYS Young
Plump Grade A
Up to 20 pound;-lB 52' & up-LB I
FANCY SPRING
LAMB LEGS
GRADE AA & A
LB

LAMB FORES
Rib Lamb Chops trimmed lb 43c
Stewing Lamb Economical LB 19C
Large Fowl ^to^.ba lb 42c

Infants' and Children's Items
Caps. Socks. Stockings. Shoes
t'nderwear, Sweaters
Muminum Pans. Nipples
Baby's Dresses. Shirts
Belly Bands, Bunting
Nightgowns. Wrappers
Pctt coats, Blanke's
Diapers
Household Supplies
Ptllow Cases, Blankets
Sheets, Towels

A&P SUPER MARKET. 462 MAIN STREET
’
PERRY’S MAIN STREET MARKET. 429 MAIN STREET
ECONOMY CLOTHES SHOP. 435 MAIN STREET
BURPEE FURNITURE CO . 361 MAIN STREET
LOBBY OF PARK THEATRE. 12 PARK STREET
FIRST NATIONAL SUPER MARKET, 331 MAIN STREET

American L
Thor
MONDAY,
And Every M
Then
7.45

^20°

TWO STENI

BONED aod ROLLED
IF DESIRED

rkrlranr R°4S’ing-Graae A
4Cf>
cmcKens 4 «0 s pound* lb 45c
Sausage MeatrRESH pork lb 37c
Skinless Frankforts
iG 37c
FANCY SKINLESS

Cod Fillets

CUT CHICKENS
Buy The Parts Your Family Likes Best!

WANTED
Permanent Positio
HOWE
COOPER’S y.

DA

39c

EVERY FR

Smoked Fillets LB 39c

South Warre

LB

LARGE PLUMP

FANCY CAPE

Mackerel

lb

17c

TO BROIL or FRY
FRESHLY OPENED
BREASTS
EACH 8 to 10 OZS.
TO BROIL or FRY
Oysters
65c
LEGS
EACH LEG 5 to 6 OZS.
TO BROiL or FRY
WINGS APPROX.
2 OUNCES EACH
LB 0/
CUT BEETS
HALF
QQC
NO 24
LIVERS TO BROIL or SAUTE
POUND OU
IONA
CANS 25'
2
GIBLETS
FOR STEW
l.33c
ASP SPINACH
BACKS-NECKS
SOUP STOCK
>.17c
18c
NECTAR TEA
PHILI IP’S
Orange Pekoe Ib65c Q/I r
Beans with Franks 12
02 CAN
18c
and Pekoe
lj LB
1 I H
Skippy Peanut Butter
JAR 39c
OUR OWN TEA
EXCELLEN r
2 LB
Iona Cocoa
QUALITY
PKG 15c
59 ’
” 31 c
Foods
Heinz Strained Raby
MostKiaids 3^°sz23c
Foods
Heinz Chopped Baby
Most Kinds 7^z11c
12 OZ QOC
Armour's Treet
CAN «3d
AA
Orange GRAPEFRUI! Juice BESTEX
46 OZ JO
IONA
String Beans GPEEN
3 V, 29c
OZ QC
Campbell's TOMATO Soup IO'..
CAN
□
44 OZ
Sunnyfield Cake Flour PKG 20c
Rolled Oats QUICK or REG. 4 3 ° 23c
Sealpakt ^7, Beans
'
2 1 5C
In Tomato
Van Camp’s Beans Sauce-1 3'--, OZ Qp
JJ
Tomato Juice AIR LINE ?A°N2 22c
Orange Juice MADONNA
ANN
2 »?, 4i«j
Mello-Wheat
PAGE
Ann Page Plum Jam
NUIO AND
miaow
Black Rasp. Jam SULTANA
ANN
Prepared Mustard PAGE
47(
Vanilla Extract ANN PAGE
RICH AND
Octagon Cleanser
RAI BODIED
Cream of Wheat
Premium Crackers NBC
2 £ 51'
or SPAGHETTI
Macaroni
ANN PAGF
—FINE
VN
Noodles ANNorPAGE
BROAD
pint

pklgb

c pk

WOODCOCK

DA
EVERY SATE
So. Cushing
8:36 P. M. Adm.

BE
EVERY SAT
TEMPI

8.15

E. F
Inside a

Painting

Ceilings Wash
All Work
Tel 323-K
75 Broad St.

p k gz

can

ANO WIND

PLEASE BRING SUPPLIES TO THE COLLECTION DEPOTS

BE

JANE PARKER ORANGE MARMALADE

p

Absorbent Cotton, Aspirin
Cimhs. Brushes, Pure Soap
Handkerchiefs
Razors, Blades
Sanitary Napk'.is
Sewing Materials
Shaving Brushes, Cream
Toothbrushes, Paste
Vaseline, Zine Ointment
Vitamins

Baked bean sup
gion hall, Saturdl

2 doz 37'

>MALL SIZE 432s

$5.00

141 3 '

A meeting of
City Committee.
Republicans will
Court House at
Thursday night I
to the State Corn
and to reorganize
tee.

/Z,

COCOANUT

TELEPHONE^

10 OZ
CELLO BAG

WINTER NELIS

TURNIPS

$8.00

HEAD

READY TO SERVE

AND

This S.O.S. Collection is NOT a solicitation of funds, but of relief items. It Ls conducted throughout
the country by the Joint Distribution Committee, the Jewish relief agency for aid to overseas sufferers.
In the State of Maine, it is sponsored by the Maine Jewish Council.

/

14 OZ

DAILY DURING LENT

SPINACH
PEARS

ITEMS TO BE CONTRIBUTED
(New or Used in 6ood Condition)
Comfort Items and Medicines

Foods

JANE PARKER fresh

LETTUCE

The

WE APPEAL TO THE PUBLIC IN THIS COMMUNITY TO HELP KEEP THESE
SURVIVORS ALIVE. ANY ITEM YOU WILL CONTRIBUTE IS A LIFE-SAVING

l

The Camden &
Company lias sonn
for the coming sea
them hinge upon
obtaining builciin
definite statemen
at this time. TTit i
completing an e)
Atlantic street, w
8-inch main have
the Winter, with
encountered pract
Way. The new Una
lower end of Me J
the South end in

CALIFORNIA FRESH CRISP

NECESSITY TO THESE UNFORTUNATE VICTIMS OF WAR.

15tf

MILLER’S GARAGE

SUPERMARKETS

HOT CROSS BUNS

Europe Ls going through the grimmest years in recent his
tory. A million and a half surviving Jews still totter on the
brink of death through starvation, discease, and cold. All
their possessions have been looted, confiscated or destroyed
by the Nazis.
Over 90% of these survivors live in countries where UNRRA
does not operate and. therefore, they do not receive aid from
this international agency.

OFFICIAL DEALER IN ROCKLAND

Clean Used Cars

Rev. Maldwyn Vaughan Parry will
be in Machias tonight attending the
annual board meeting of the Eastern
Maine Summer School of Religious
Education. Mr. Parry will serve as
Dean of the school for the third
year. This is an Interdenomina
tional leadership Training School
and will be in session at the Ma
chias Normal School the'week of
June 16 The only school of its
typq in the State, having a labora
tory school to tra'n workers for
Vacation. Bible Schools and Church
School work.

COLLECTION OF SUPPLIES
FOR
OVERSEAS•SUFFERERS

60 DAY GUARANTEE

We are-Pleased to Announce That We Have Been

O.P.A. PRICES

Chairman of the City Council
Moran stated that the matter
would be considered at the meeting
cf the council next Monday night,
unless it was thought possible to
call a special meeting to consider
the matter.

s. o. s.

PIERCE’S RADIO SERVICE

Manufacturer's Representatives
65 Commercial St.
TeL 4-2684
Portland 3, Maine

HIGHEST LEGAL

March 8—Interde;
servance of Wortd
Universalist Church
March 9—Llmerocl
Orange meets with
March 11—Camden
March 11—Vlnalha'
March 13—PTA 1
Community Bulldli
March 14 (7 30 p
Caucus at the Court
March 16—Woman
meets In the Untv
3 P m.
March 17—St. Pati
March 18—Cushtni
March 20—Illustrat
ward Rowe Snow at
Ing. benefit Knox F
March 21-23—Rt
Carnival.
March 22-23— Dein
ventlon In Portland

other bidder

17*26

GENERAL BUILDING CO.

ROCKLAND, MR.
TELS. 744. 413
PLUMBING AND HEATING
OIL BURNERS

i

They also asked that a decision

Pleasant Valley Grange meets at
Grand Army hall Tuesday night.
Work in the first and second de
grees. Lady officers are in charge of
the 6 o'clock supper.

Please contact us for the name

THE PEERLESS
ENGINEERING GO.

TALK OFT

be reached by March 12, as did the

The Rockland Farm Bureau will
meet at the home of Mrs. Arthur
Webber, Old County road, March 12
at 10.30 a. m. Mr.s. Etta Andersen
will speak on “One Meal Fcr All.”
A hot meal will be served at noon.

of the dealer in your community.

Your Heating system It No Bet
ter Than It Is Engineered

ed that should they have not heard
from that group at that time that
they would consider the bid with
drawn.
S gning the bid were Jack Dodge,
Thomas O’Dwyer and Alfred Oxton
This firm’s b.d was for a fiveyear rental with a five-year option
beyond that time
The seccnd and final bid opened
was that submitted by Maine Air
Transport Inc. and signed by Fred
erick R. Elliot with Alan Bird of
Rockland named as the r attorney.
This group asked for a one-year
lease with the option to operate
an additional five-year period.
Payments effered were $2000 per
year plus a one-cent per gallon
payment to the city on all gasoline
sold on the field.
Should this firm erect hangars
or buildings at their cwn expense,
they offered that they would re
vert to the city at the end cf a 20year period or, be paid for by the
city if the lease was terminated at
a sooner date.
Thev also extended an offer to
possible rent standing buildings.

A qualified airport manager was
offered in the bid at the expense
of the bidders.
They based their b.d on the right
to exclude any other operator for
the period of one year and then
admit another only when the need
for such additional service to the
area be proven.

Tuesday-Fri

TALK OF THE TOWN

For Finest Quality Radio Work

.

Tuesday-Friday
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CASHMERE BOUQUET SOAP 3
WHEN AVAILABLE’

BARCOLENE

. ,27'

WIRII

APPLIANI
“EDDIE
TEL. 1102-M
Write 38 Talbi

Antique
Maroie iup
grape carved: 1
pieces; Lam p
shades; China,
of boys and gir
leaf Tables,
drawers; Wli
Bureaus; Slat
Secretaries; (
Steeple-topped
Music Boxes:
4-Poster Beds
better.
RIPLEY

LIFEBUOY

38 OLIVER S
PHO?

HEALTH SOAP

’LB WW
QCc
JAR

3 CUES 20'
"When Available''

BU

SPIC ano SPAM

RINSO

NO RINSING NO WIPING

2pc39<

LARCE

PKC

2b U

"When Available"

Funet
TELS.
118-112 LI

BOCKi

Ambula

Tuesday-Friday

TALK OF THE TOWN

dates of the annual exhibits were
set for April 8 to 13.

The Camden & Rockland Water
Company has some ambitious plans
few- the coming season, but as all of
them, hinge upon the possibility of
obtaining building materials no
definite statement is forthcoming
at this time. The company is now
completing an extensive job on
Atlantic street, where 850 feet of
8-inch main have been laid during
the Winter, with ledge formations
encountered practically all of the
way. The new line will reinforce the
lower end of Mechanic street and
the South end in general.
A meeting of the Republican
City Committee, and all interested
Republicans will ibe held at the
Court House at 7.30 p m., next
Thursday night to elect delegates
to the State Convention.at Bangor
and to reorganize the city commit

tee.

Baked bean supper 5 to 7 at Le
gion hall, Saturday night.—adv.

BEANO
American Legion Rooms
Thomaston

MONDAY, JANUARY 7
And Every Monday Night
Thereafter
7.45 o'clock
TWO CENTS A GAME
MERCHANDISE PRIZES
-Values up to $5.00
WILLIAMS-BRAZIER POST

cae A
Js-LB
NCY SPRING
J.DE AA & A

LB

|MED aod ROLLED

1 IF DESIRED
IJlftCnS

LB
GradeA

<

.

LB d jC

4 to 5 pounds

husagc MeatrRcsH

HOWE FUR CO.

COOPER’S MILLS, MAINE
17-20

37c
ib37c

DANCE

FANCY SKINLESS

Cod Fillets

lb

39c

EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT

LARGE PLUMP

Smoked Fillets t n 39c

South Warren Orange Hall

fancy cape

Lb 17c

Mackerel

WOODCOCK’S ORCHESTRA

18*20

FRESHLY OPENED

Oysters

pint

65c

DANCE

CUT BEETS
2 NO
IONA
' 25C
A&P SPINACH
24

EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT

cans

17c

18c

Nca2n

So. Cushing Orange Hall
8:30 P. M. Adm. 35c and 50c tax incl.

18Ftf

NECTAR TEA

BEANO

I Orange Pekos Ib65c Oar
and Pekoe

IN MEMORIAM
In memory of my mother. Cora E.
Harriman, who passed away March 10,
1944.
Her daughter, Ida Leonard; and
great-grandson, Whitney Allen.
•
IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of our mother and
grandmother. Amanda
T. Webster,
who passed away. March 8. 1943
j
Her children and grandchildren.

IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of my Mother, who
passed awav March 6. 1945.
*
Mr. and Mrs. George Evans

• . LB v

t

OUR OWN TEA
I LB
> 1. IH
PKG 59'
r ip
r 33c

Lonelv I am without you.

EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank our friends and
neighbors for their help and sympathy
during our recent bereavement, also
for the beautiful flowers
Family of Walter C. Swift.
CARD OF THANKS
T wish to thank all those who .<*o
kindly remembered me with cards,
fruit and flowers during my recent
illness
They were much appreciated
and greatly enjoyed.
Mrs . William Branhall,
Friendship.
CARD OF THANKS
I wish to extend mv thanks to th*
nurses who were so kind also to those
who sent flowers and cards, also the
many telephone calls, and those who
called on me while a patient at Knox
Hospital.
*
W T. Duncan.

TEMPLE HALL
8.15 O'CLOCK

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank Dr BeLkuan and
the uursea at Miles Memorial Hospital
40-F-tf for their kindness ln caring for me
while I was there: also my friends for
the cards, letters, flowers, plants,
hooks, stationery and other things,
E. F. WITTY
tt was greatly appreciated.
Inside and Outside
Mrs Stillman Havener.
Friendship..
Painting & Decorating

Coats and Cloth Coats at moderate
19 £2 prices.
lOtl

WIRING AND
APPLIANCE SERVICE

oz

2 £ 4Vi

••EDDIE” BARNARD
TEL. 1102-M (New Number)
Write 38 Talbot Ave., Rockland

3-tf

MU10W

meeting March 25 will be faced by
so many overdue repairs on the
town property—repairs postponed
throughout the war years because
of the shortage of manpower and
materials — that the (Budget and
Planning Comm.ttee have it under
consideration to recommend au
thorizing the town offic.als to nego
tiate a small issue of serial notes,
payable $1000 each year, for the
following purposes:
Absolutely necessary repairs on
Watts block, especially the re
build.ng of a part cf the western
wall.
Installation of a Are escape at
the High School, urgently recom
mended by the Fire Department.
Other changes at the High
School, including repair of a sill,
improvement of the lighting, at
present below the minimum re
quirements of the State authori
ties; painting the outside of the
building, which has been repa.nted
only once, 11 years ago. in its 22
years of existence; inside painting;
and improvement of the floor sur
faces.
Improvement of conditions be
hind the bus-ness blocks on the
north side of “The Corner” so that
trucks can unload there instead cf
in the front. This would involve
removal of some unused buildings,
filling in with gravel, and the in
stallation of a town parking lot.
The est.mated cost of this entire
program
of i mprovements
is
$13,000. If the ccmmittee decides
to recommend it, complete figures
will of coursee be submitted to the
voters. It is urged .n favor of the
plan (1) that it is better economy
to cover vital needs all a cne time
in accordance w.th a definite plan
than to go on patching bit by bit
y.thout producing any lasting im
provement; (2) that present inter
est rates would enable the loan to
be raised at a very reasonable
figure: (3) that With its bended
debt all paid off except $3000 due
;n the next year cr two, Thomas
ton is in an exceptionally favorable
position to take on such a pregram
without feeling the added burden.
ISLE AU HAUT

Antiques Wanted

RICH AND
FUU IODIEO

51*

totaling

6s?*

ANO WIND

3cau>27’

1 ABlf

LIFEBUOY

$3,567

MATINICUS

Our plantation meeting went along
fine, not much going on. Fred
Ames was re-elected assessor, C.A.E.
Long. Treasurer; Clement Hill, tax
collector; Orren W. Ames, constable;
Fred Ames, truant officer and
Vernon Philbrook, school commit
tee.

•

Voted to appropriate $950 for sup
port of schools, $75 for text books,
$75 for repairs on schoolhouse, $300
for plantation charges, $20 for ceme
tery improvement.

Damages of $48000 are asked by
the Mid-Central Fish Company,
Portland, from George IN. Soffron of
Ipawich, Mass., in. a suit filed in
Cumberland County Superior Court
here Tuesday afternoon, alleging
that Soffron refused to sell his
dragger. G. N. Soffron, in accord
ance with an agreeing
The fish firm alleges it deposited
$2,000 with Soffron's agent, Peter
Soffron,, who agreed to give the
firm the option 'to buy the vessel,
now at Rockland, for $50,000 after
work had been completed on it.
George Soffron refused to sell the
vessel last Nov. 21 when the firm
was ready to buy it. the writ alleges.
Deputy Sheriff Ernest Gray
attached the vessel Feb. 1 at the
Snow Shipyards, Rockland and
placed Fred C. Gatcombe of Owls
Head on the craft as its keeper.
Two suits totaling $75,000 were
filed against F. Gilbert Congdon of
j Portland, head of the Congdon
I Trucking Company. Cecelia Michal.
i ski of Worcester, Mass., sued for
$50,000 for personal injuries, which
she claims are permanent, suffered
last Sept. 1, at Waldoboro. Joseph
E. Michaud, also of Worcester, en
tered an action for $25,000, also for
personal injuries suffered at the
same time and place.
Michaud was operator of an au
tomobile which was in collision
with a trailer-truck allegedly owned
by Congdon and operated by one ot
his employes. The two vehicles
were passing in opposite directions.

The Masonic Assembly secheduled
for Monday night has been post
poned to Mcnday, March 18.
Captain George Gray has re
turned to New York from a two
weeks’ vacation. He has been em
ployed in the Army Transport serv
ice, but will be retired cn his return
and will be employed by the New
York Sightseeing Co.
At the Littlefield Memorial Baptist
Church last Sunday evening the
largest audience thus far to attend
this series of sermons on “Court
ship, Marriage and Home” heard
Rev. C. Wendell Wilson preach on
the theme, “Making Marriage A
Success.” The special soloist was
Warren Whitney, the boy soprano
from Thomaston. Next Sunday
come the Trumpeters who have
played over the Augusta radio, under
the direction of Frank Young. The
sermon theme will be, “Marriage Is
A Partnership Not A Battleship.”
This sermon will deal with causes
that wreck marriage after the knot
has been tied.

Attorney Frank Tirrell will be
guest speaker at the Rotary Club
luncheon this noon
Rev. Frederick D Kayes, presi
dent of the Maine Council of
Churches, addressed the Rockland
Inter-Church Youth Fellowship
last night. Young peoples groups
of the city were invited to attend
Subject of the meeting was, True
Greatness.
Refreshments
were
served following the meeting.

Beano G. A. R. hall Monday
2.15.
20-lt

DANCING
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT

COMMUNITY HALL
SPRUCE HEAD
Good Music 1 Popular Prices!
lflFtf

PUBLIC

Chicken Pie Supper
I.O.O.F. HALL
WARREN

Maroie iup furniture, rose or
grape carved: Hair Cloth covered
pieces;
Lamps, with flowered
shades; China, Vases or Statues
ef boys and girls in pairs; Dropleaf Tables, with one or two
drawers;
What-Not
Shelves;
Bureaus; Slant-top Desks or
Secretaries; China or wooden
Steeple-topped Clocks; Dishes:
Music Boxes; Prints; Dolls or
4-Poster Beds, the taller the
better.

RIPLEY & JORDAN
38 OLIVER ST..
ROCKLAND
PHONE 767-W
9-tf

The beano concession at Rock
port carnival is open for bids.
Phone 606 Camden at once.—adv.
Get your ticket now, (only limited
number can be sold), to P. T. A.
Light Fund Ball, Community Build
ing, March 13. Lennie Lizottes
j Dance Band, 6 to 1. Spectacular
; Albert McCarty arranged program,
8 to 6, with $25 door prize, and every
! single penny to the High School
light fund. Help swell the fund and
see the greatest affair in years.

6 to 8 P. M.
Mystic Rebekah Lodge and
I.O.O.F. Lodge

RINSO
LARCE

PKC
■'When Avallable''

BURPEE
Funeral Home
TELS. 1&8—1174-M
|ia-H2 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND. ME.

Ambulance Service

ing the types of buildings and fire
precautions which must be ob
served in that area.
This ordinance passed the C.ty
Ccunc 1 in second reading and pubi.c hearing Mcnday night and will
become law March 29.

The restrict.cns of Ihe ordinance
are those set forth in a code oi
suggested ordinances for smaller
municipalities and issued by the
Nat.onal Board f of Fire Under
writers.
The fire limits, as set forth in the
ordinance, follow
out! ned below.

the

boundaries

Commencing at the junction of
Camden and Front streets, following
Main street southerly and 100 feet
west of the same to Cottage street;
following Cottage street, westerly to
No. Main sreet; thence southerly on
North Ma.n street to Gay street;
thence westerly on Gay street to
Leland street; following Leland
street southerly to Rankin street;
thence westerly on Rankin street
to Union street; thence southerly
on Union street to Beech street;
thence (westerly on Beech street to
White street; thence southerly on
White street to Limercck street;
thence easterly on Limerock street;
to High street; thence southerly on
High street to 100 feet of Park
street thence westerly following a
Lne 100 feet to the north of Park
street to the junction of New
County road and Park street;
thence following the lme of what
is now the Maine Central Railroad
tracks easterly to Union street;
thence southerly on Union street
to Pleasant street; thence by Pleas
ant street easterly following a line
ICO feet southerly of Pleasant street
to a line 100 feet westerly of Main
street; thence by said line 100 feet
westerly of Main street to Owl’s
Head northerly town line; thence
by Owl’s Head town line easterly
to waterfront; thence by water
front northerly to place of beg.nning.

Dick Gets A Loan

DANCE AT GLOVER HALL
Benefit Repair Fund
19-23

Main street and certainly would
have been a Godsend if it had been
in force during the snow blockades
and traffic tangles this Winter.
Br efly the idea is to have one
way traffic between Pleasant and
Rankin streets, going north on
Main street and south on Union
street, with two-way streets from
Main to Thomaston and the Old
County road, and alternating one
way streets between Union and
Ma.n street as follows: Pleas
ant street, east to Main street,
Myrtle west. Park, both ways; Orient west; Oak, east; Elm, west;
Spring, east; School, west; Limerock, both ways; Lindsey, west;
Summer east; Talbot Avenue, both
ways; Granite east; Willow, west
and Rankin, both ways.
This plan would save much time
and be safer, for one fine only
takes half as much room and cars
can pass easily any car unloading
or parked cars leaving curb
One line can go between cars
parked on both sides of the street,
even when snewpiles prevent their
parking close to the curbs.
In an emergency, cars could
quickly pull to the right and allow
fire trucks, ambulances and police
cars to pass.
It will make it much easier and
prevent accidents for cars entering
Main from side streets because
drivers have to lock only one way.
For the same reason shoppers,
especially women, children and old
er persons, can cross to the east
side of Main street and back again
with reasonable safety.

The plan would allow more and
quicker parking with cars parked
on both sides headed north, for with
two-way traffic you often pass
parking spaces on the left which
you are not allowed to enter.
Trucks cculd make deliveries
without tying up traffic and many
of them bound south and west
could keep off Main street al
together.
This plan has proved successful
in Augusta even though it had a
wider business street than Rock
land and fewer entering streets.
A. C. McLoon.

Daniel T. Malloy Switched
Lt. Snow’s Lecture
Over To Sea and Shore
March 20 will bring one of Rock
Fisheries Department
land's most famous sons home to
Daniel T. Malloy, assistant chief
warden for the Maine Fish and
Game department and in the war
den service 15 years, will direct the
warden force of the Sea and Shore
Fisheries department on a "loan”
arrangement.
Gov. Hddreth and his executive
council approved plans of Commis
sioner Richard E. Reed of Sea and
Shore Fisheries and Fish and Game
Commissioner George J. Stobie for
the “loan” of Malloy for “one
year, more or less.”
Malloy was acting chief warden
of the F.sh and Game department
during the wartime absence of Lt.
Col. Lester E. Brown, who recently
returned to State duty.
The Governor said Malloy would
retain his civil service rating in
the Fish and Game department
while he was employed by Sea and
Shore Fisheries.
Commissioner Reed, successor to
Arthur R. Greenleaf of Boothbay
Harbor, who died, conferred with
the Governor and Council in execu
tive session on tentative plans for
his department.

session.

Mr Richardson, business manager
of The Courier-Gazette, told of the
paper's 100th anniversary edition
and its attendant headaches. In
fact,

he

titled his

talk, “Twenty

Thousand Headaches.”
He told first cf the original
publislung of the paper by Lewis
Richardson, grandfather of Mr.
Richardson, and John B. Porter,
this paper being four pages in size
with seven columns to the page.
j Last June, activities on the cen
, tennial edition were started with
, Frank A. Winslow who was destined
■ to write or edit 65 000 words of news
j copy which would, when done
| constitute a complete history of all
phases of the life of Knox county
for the past 100 years.
Mr. Richardson headed the busi
ness and mechanical staff which
faced the task of selling advertising
and manufacturing what amounted
to 63,000 copies of a regular edition
of the paper; all in addition to
issuing the regular paper twice
weekly.
Skilfully, he brought his listeners
along, step by step, the path which
led to eventual publication on Jan.
22 of the largest paper ever to be
published in the history of weeklynewspaper publishing in the Slate
of Maine.
Bedeviled by shortage of news
print, shortage of metals, and short
age of help, the officials of the paper
and employes moved ahead on the
almost impossible task until the
paper was "put to bed” early cn the
date of publication.
A prearranged assembly line went
to work ito bring the seven eightpage sections together to make tlie
edition complete.
Carrier boys, faced with carrying
more than their own weight in
papers to cover their routes, were
furnished with cars and drivers,resulting in the entire task being
completed by 5 o'clock ln the after
noon.
All in all, tlie talk served to en
lighten the Lions as to the work of
publishing a newspaper of this size,
its difficulties, and compensations
for the rendering of a public service.
-By Sid Cullen.

Maine to Rhode Island, from lone
ly Mr. Desert Rock to isolated
Great Point Light Nantucket
Island. Watch him drop his wel- ‘
come packages at the homes of the
lighthouse keepers. Travel with
him in the Summer time as he
visits the same locations. See the
keepers who tell these hair-raising
accounts of danger on the ocean
and of storm and shipwreck at sea. |
The lecture is packed with adven
ture and drama along New Eng
land’s coast.
Rockland's Kiwanis Club is spon
soring the lecture to raise funds
fcr a typical Kiwanis Club project,
the complete furnishing of a room
at Knox Hospital.—adv.

tell hs story. Lieut. Edward Rowe
Sncw, nationally known soldier,
sailor, explorer and historian will
tell his enthralling story March 20
at Community Building, illustrated
by moving pictures and stereopticon
slides.
Lt. Snow of Rockland and Win
throp, Mass , Is one of the most col
orful individuals in contemporary
American history and his drama
tic, exciting lecture is filled to the
last second with facts and thrills,
very largely cf Maine and local
origin. Illustrated with movies and
colored slides.
More Talk of The Town on Page 2
Travel with Lieutenant Snow as
he soars over the lighthouses from and Page 6.

Workers For the City Should
Not Argue With Their
Critics
A policy of public relations of
city employes has been defined by
the City Manager in Executive Or
der No 2, recently posted in the
City Building and delivered to all
department heads.
This order reminds the employe
of h.s responsibility to his depart
ment head and that person’s re
sponsibility m turn to the manager
and from him to the Council,
which in turn answers to the citi
zens.
He stated that each individual
occup.ed his position in the city
administration for the express pur
pose of supplying a service to the
people for which they pay taxes.
Pointing cut that employes will
be open to verbal abuse by certain
individuals, he warned them to
maintain a personal d.gnity and
never stoop to the level of retalia
tion.
While describing tlie business of
the City Government as a public
matter, he warned against public
discussion of matters in the process
of discussion by city officials and not
yet formulated by the Council, in
order to avoid confusion in the
public mind.

Owls Head and Pleasant Valley
Granges will hold a joint meeting
next Tuesday at the Grand Army
hall. Degree work will be carried
out.

WALDO

theatre

EVENING SHOWS 8 O'CLOCK
Saturday Night Shows at
6.30 and 8.45
Matinees Saturday 2.30, Sunday
at 3.00 P. M.
FRIDAY, MARCH 8
Metro-Ooldwyn-Mayer Presents
ANN SOTHERN
GEORGE MURPHY

in

“UP GOES MAISIE”
with

Hillary Brooke, Ray Collins,
Jeff York

SATURDAY ONLY, MARCH 9

Two Full Length Features
BOB MITCHUM
BARBARA HALE

in

“WEST OF THE PECOS”
Also on the Program

‘FOLLOW THAT WOMAN’
with
William Gargan, Nancy Kelly
SUN.-MON., MARCH 10, 11
Warner Brothers Presentation
JOAN CRAWFORD
JACK CARSON
in

“MILDRED PIERCE”
With
Eve Arden, Zachary Scott and
Ann Blyth

in

“DANGER SIGNAL”
With
Rosemary DeCamp, Dick Erdman
and Bruce Bennett
PHARMACISTS

Read The Courier-Gazette

444

Main Street N^RocIiLaw*, Maine

THURS.-FRI., MARCH 14, 15

Paramount Pictures Presents
EDDIE BRACKEN
VERONICA LAKE
in

DANIELS’

“HOLD THAT BLONDE”

DIAMONDS

SATURDAY ONLY. MARCH 16

Famous For More Than

Two Full Length Features
A Re-Release Starring a Popular
Favorite

WHEN IN ROCKLAND

Fifty Years

VAN JOHNSON

FAYE EMERSON
in

ii-tf

“BORN FOR TROUBLE”
Also On the Program

“LABOR TODAY”

MARCH 8 AND 9

SPEAKER

LAST DAYS

JOSEPH SALERNO

--------

TUES.-WED., MARCH 12, 13
Warner Brothers Presents
FAYE EMERSON
ZACHARY SCOTT

“THROW A SADDLE
QN A STAR”

• W';

With
Ken Curtis and Adele Roberts

Massachusetts State C.I.O.

For Private Readings

With

Rev. Ruth Mathias

MONUMENTS

PHILCO

IN KNOX COUNTY

Radios, Refrigerators, Auto Radios,

62 YEARS
AU kinds of Granite and Marble
finished by high class workmen.
Our Specialty—A Satisfied
Customer

Wm. E. DORNAN

A

Duchess Washers, Regina Floor Polishes,

Electricbroom.

ADVISOR
Complete Private Reading
with
Questions Answered
Fee $1.00, Hours 9 to 9

s

COME DIRECT TO

FOft A QUICK LUNCH—at the

YOUR HEADQUARTERS

FRIENDLY CAFE

for

ROCKLAND

PHONE 891

P. S. TRY OUR FAMOUS FRIED CLAMS

Or Tel. 1485 for Appt.

SALES—PARTS—SERVICE

MAKE OUR GARAGE

8 PARK STREET,

THE THORNDIKE HOTEL

Place Your Order Now for Early Delivery

DELICIOUS SANDWICHES

16-F-tf

DeSoto, Plymouth
Chrysler, Dodge

Automobiles and Trucks When Available

DORNAN
SON. INC.

Main Office, Thomaston
TEL. 175, THOMASTON

Service

HENRY K. ALLEN
TEL. 59

TENANT’S HARBOR

20-lt

6-F-tf

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME

CAKES

New Ordinance Will Become Strong Argument Made In
Its Favor By Counceilor
A Law March 29—Its
A. C. McLoor.
Provisions

With visiting Lions present from
With visiting Lions present from
Camden. Vinalhaven and Bangor,
plus several guests, the Rockland
Lions held an interesting session
Wednesday, enlivened by John M.
Richardson’s address and a duet by
Howard Crockett and Gil Laite.
Attention was directed to next
Wednesday when tire Club will have
ladies' night in place of the regular

WBZA Sunday 11.30 A.M.

HEALTH SOAP
When Available'1

---

|•

adv. •

SATURDAY, MARCH 9

FOR

2 m’s

---

Necessitate The Issuing Of
Serial Bonds At Thomaston Are Three Suits Just Filed In Section 6 of the new City Build Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
The proposed one-way Rotarying Ordinance defines the fire limits
Cumberland Superior
-v-Total Cost $13,000
cf the city’s business and industrial Traffic seems to be the best solu
tion of our traffic difficulties on
Court
area, with following sections defin
Veters at the Thcmaston town

BUILDERS OF

MHO ANO

IT SOAP

Of Local Interest

were voted. This is a considerable
increase over last year.

Ceilings Washed and Whitened
Visit Lucien K. Green & Son's,
All Werk Guaranteed
second floor, 18 School street, Odd
Tel 323-R after 6 p. pi.
75 Broad St.
Rockland Fellows Block, City, for Furs. Fur

2

Overdue Repairs

Appropriations

No eyes may see me weep.
Forever In my aching heart
Your memorv will I keep.
How I miss you no one knows.
Mv thoughts are always with vou
From early morn till evening close.
Ever sadly missed bv his loving wife,
•
Mande A. Howard.

pork lb

(unless Frankforts

,
Kt!

DIED
Crawford—At Camden. March 7, Ed
gar C. Crawford of Thomaston, age 89
years. 10 months, 1 day. Funeral Sun
day at 2 o'clock from Davis funeral
home, Thomaston. Burial ln Warren.
Ingraham—At Rockland. March 6.
Edward Leland Ingraham, age 68 years.
2 days. Funeral Saturday at 2 o'clock
from Russell funeral home. Rev. C.
Vaughn Overman officiating. Burial ln
West Rockport
Watts—At Damariscotta. March 8.
Stella Watts, of Waldoboro, widow of
John Watts, age 64 years. Funeral Sun
day at 1.30 front Flanders' funeral
home
Interment ln Comery ceme
tery
Lovejoy—At Owl's Head. March 6.
Flora Eliza Lovejoy, widow of George
E Lovejoy, age 90 years. 7 months. Fu
neral Friday at 2 o'clock from Burpee
funeral home Interment ln Littleton.
N H. in the Spring.
Sullivan—At Bangor, March 2. Cath
erine E Sullivan, widow of Edward E.
Sullivan, age 88 years, 7 months, SfZ
days.
Benner—At Rockland March 7. Har
riet E (Hahn), widow of Lafayette W.
Benner, aged 91 years. 4 months, 8
days. Services at the Russell funeral
home Sunday at 1.30 p .m

TOWN MEETINGS IN ORDER

At the annual town meeting held
at Revere Memorial Monday the
IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of Sgt Preston O. following officers
were elected:
Howard. Jr , killed In action on Iwo Selectmen, Assessors and Overseers
March 10. 1945.
76Ftf Jlma.
cf Poor, Charles H. Turner, Hollis
JTever to be forgotten by
B. Nevells and Forrest MacDonald;
His Aunt, Margaret C Atkins.
20* lt town clerk, Jeannette F. Turner,
treasurer, Virginia B. MacDonald;
IN MEMORIAM
collector of taxes and excise tax.
TWO STENOGRAPHERS
In loving memory of my dear hus
George A. Turner; member of
band,
WANTED AT ONCE
WILLIAM G HOWARD
School Board for three years, Stan
Permanent Positiod, Excellent Salary
Who passed away March 9, 1934.
ley E. Dodge, Jr..
I often sit in silence.

& up-LB

L;,L__,

BOBN

Smythe—At Wilahlre Hospital. Olen
Dale. Calif , Feb 27. to Mr and Mrs
Colville Nathaniel Smythe (Pauline
Healey) a daughter Sydney Rosa
mond Smythe.
Smith—At Elyria. Ohio Feb 20. to
Mr and Mrs. Donald Smith, formerly
ol Thomaston, a daughter- Diane Lee.
White—At Miles Memorial Hospital.
Damariscotta. March 5, to Mr. and
March 8—Interdenominational ob Mrs. Leighton A. White (formerly
servance ot World Day ot Prayer at Blaisdell). a daughter.
Universalist Church.
Hooper At Knox Hospital, Feb. 27.
March 9— Llmerock Valley Pomona to Mr and Mrs. Clarence Hooper (Ar
Orange meets with St. George Grange lene Sprowl). a daughter—Donna Ar
March 11—Camden town meeting
lene.
March 11—Vinalhaven town meeting
March 13—P T A Light Fund Ball at
MARRIED
Community Building. .
March 14 (7 30 p m.)- Republican
Metro-Truscello— At Rockland, Feb.
Caucua at the Court House
26. Pero Metro and Kathryn Hazel
March IS—Woman's Educational Club Truscello. both of Rockland—by Rev.
meets In the Universalist vestry at J Charles MacDonald.
3 p. m.
Ames-Polk—At Rockland. March 7.
March 17—St. Patrick's Day.
Kenneth. Morris Ames and Priscilla
March 18 Cushing town meeting
March 20—Illustrated lecture by Ed Doris Polk, both of Vinalhaven.—by
ward Rowe Snow at Community Build Rev. J. Charles MacDonald.
Shelley-Carlson—At
Coral Gables,
ing, benefit Knox Hospital
March 21-33—Rockport High School Fla., Feb. 12, Keith E. Shelley and
Miss Dorothy Mae Carlson, formerly
Carnival.
March 22 23—Democratic State Con ol Rookland.
vention ln Portland.
Sprowl-Batts-- At Dover. N H., Feb.
19, by Dr J. Lester Hankins. Trafton T
of Rockland, and Cpl. Maggie
Knox County Camera Club met Sprowl
Mae Batts, of Fort Devens. Mass . and
Tuesday night at Wilbur Senter's. Rocky Mount. N. C.
Several reels of German motion Ross-Rhodes—At Bangor, Feb. 24.
pictures were shown. They are 1945 by Rev Charles Marstaller.
the property of Alwyn French. The George Alfred Ross of Owl's Head, and
Annie Mae Rhodes, of Rockland.

of 400 famous
Silex coffee
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Tuesday-Friday

LADY ASSISTANT

Ambulance Service
TeL 701—702
• CLAREMONT ST.
BOCKLAND. MB.

MONUMENTS
AND MARKERS

NATIONALLY ADVERTISED HOME AND FARM EQUIPMENT

We use Genuine Factory Engi

neered and Inspected Parts, that

Fit Accurately, Last Longer and

Perform Best!

PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW

In Beat Quality Granite Or Marble
Spring Delivery Assured On Orders
Lettering and Cleaning
THIRTY YEARS PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE

As Fast As Equipment Is Available, We’ll Fill Orders According To Date of Order

Headquarters For International Harvester Farm Equipment

TRI • COUNTY FARM EQUIPMENT CO.

PROMPT AND COURTEOUS SERVICE

CHESTER L BROOKS
TELEPHONE 8-5

GIBSON
ELECTRIC RANGES
HARDER-FREEZERS
SONORA RADIOS
WHIRL POOL WASHERS.
NEW HOME SEWING MACHINES
QUAKER CABINET HEATERS
GIBSON
REFRIGERATORS

WARREN, ME.

lOO.p-22

116 PARK STREET, ROCKLAND

MILLER’S GARAGE'
DeSoto-Plymouth
27-31 BANKIN' ST., ROCKLAND

14F20 j

WASHINGTON

WALDOBORO

Dorothy M. Ranta of the Wacs
UNION
stationed
at Camp Buckley, Col.
A A A A
zs Z\
ZX
has received discharge and is visit
ing her mother, Mrs. Edward C
MRS CHARLOTTE HAWES
MRS ISABEL, ItABE
Jones
Mrs. Ranta whose rank was
Correspondent
Correspondent
that of Corporal at time of dis
ZS
ZS
O
zs zx zx
ZX ZX ZX
✓s zx zx zx
charge, entered the service May 27
Telephone
2-21
and trained at Camp Atterbury
Telephone 78
Ind.
Mr. and Mrs Roy Clark and son
The Storer Shoe Store and build
Republican caucus will be held of Bath were week-end guests of
ing have been bought by Mr. and tonight at the Town hall at 7
Mrs. Qallie Weaver.
Mrs Ellard Mank
o'clock Town meeting will be Mon
The Hodge school house was re
Sermons Sunday at the Baptist/ day.
cently
wired for electricity. A beano
Church will be: In the morning,I The Rebekahs will serve a public
“God's Way and Our Way ” and in dinner Monday noon. Dinner com game will be held there tonight to
the evening, “The Purpose
ol , mittee is Mrs. John Cunningham, help defray expenses.
Mr and Mrs. Herbert Cox were
Christ's Coming.'’ Tlie Missionary Mrs. Bliss Puller Mrs. George Day,
Society has postponed its meeting Mrs. Nelson Calderwood, Mrs. Har recently in Augusta on business.
from the first FTiday of the month old Moon, Mrs. Clarence LeonaTd
Mrs. Florence Creamer spent last
to March 8, on account of the World and Mrs. Hazel Burns.
Friday with her sister, Mrs. Hazel
Day of Prayer.
Twenty-seven members of Bethel Leach of Union who is ill with
At the Women's Club Tuesday Rebekah Lodge attended the 5Ofh rheumatic fever
Mrs. Harriet Jones recently held
afternoon, Mrs. Gibson was unable anniversary of Good Luck. Lodge
a Red Cross meeting at her home
to be present on account of illness. Tuesday in Waldoboro.
1 The Victory Girls met Tuesday
Stewart Pollard substituted and
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Heald were with Mrs. Myrtle Kirkpatrick. Pres
gave an interesting talk on “Pacific given
miscellaneous shower at ent w’ere Mrs. Delia Moore, Mrs
Pox Holes.” The president ap their ahome
Wednesday night by Evelyn Sidelinger, Mrs. Alma Jones
pointed as a nominating committee; friends
and relatives in the commu and Mrs. Elizabeth Grinnell.
Elsie Mank, Sace Weston and Isa- nity.
Mrs. Dorothy Powell and children
dore Stalii. The speaker at the next
meeting 'will be Prank A. Winslow, I Community Club will meet Tues are spending a few days with Mr
day at the Club rooms with Past and Mrs. Irving Powell on the
editor of The Cour.er-Gazette.
President Mrs. Edith Bowes in
A daughter was born March 5 at charge of the meeting. Each mem Ridge
Harry, Herman and Joseph DeMiles Memorial Hospital to Mr and ber is asked to contribute some in
iRosier, sons of Mrs. Alexander DeMrs. Reginald Hall.
teresting item for the program. Rosier, have been discharged from
Mr and Mrs. Irving Pinkham and Hostesses are Mrs. Mabel Tuttle, service.
two children were in Portland Sun Mrs Marion Alden and Mrs. Nan
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Cox and
day to visit Mr. Pinkham’s grand- I Burns.
family who were recently driven
mother Mrs. Lizzie Perkins, who is ' Mr. and Mrs. Bliss Puller were from their home by fire, are occupy
92 years old.
dinner guests Sunday night of Mr. ing the house owned by Edward C
Mrs. Evelyn Dalton, Mrs. Lila1 and Mrs. Oscar Grinnell in Camden Jones in Stickney Corner.
Lovejoy and Mrs. Barbara Pinkham!
Cpl. Estern Wellman recently reMisses Norma Fossett and Na
and two childdren were visitors
! reived discharge and is at his home
thalie
Fossett
arrived
home
Sunday
Tuesday in Damariscotta.
from Baltimore. The former will here.
Miss Barbara Grinnell and Mrs
havf a week’s vacation and Na
Alma Jones were at the home of
CUSHING
thalie four weeks.
their parents for the week-end.
Town meeting will be March 18.
Grange Circle meet Wednesday
Mrs. Chester Grierson and chil
The Ladies Aid will serve dinner afternoon at the hall. Supper will
dren
of Thomaston were recent cal
from 11 to 12 at the town house. precede the meeting
The third
The afternoon session will begin at and fourth degrees will be conferred lers at Mr. and Mrs Robert Grier
son's.
1 o’clock.
on one candidate.
Mrs. Edwin Monroe and children
Mrs. Blanche Hager entered Knox of Chelsea have been guests of Mrs
Colombia has removed price con Hospital Monday, critically ill with
Clifton Lowden.
trols
pneumonia.
Mrs. Alice Ware. Mrs. Marion
Clark
Mrs. Harriet Jones at
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT tended and
the Rebekah meeting Tues
day in Waldoboro.
ZS
ZN

zn

ZS

ZX
ZN
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VOTE FOR
MILDRED E. DAMON

WEST WALDOBORO

Republican Candidate for TOWN CLERK
In Waldoboro Town Meeting March 11
Candidates Training Particularly Qualifies Her For
The Duties Of Town Clerk
* B.S. Degree School of Secretarial Science, Simmons College
* M.C.S. Degree Boston University School of Business Admini
stration
* Seven Years Experience as Secretary
* Eight and a Half Years Teaching Business Subjects in High

School
If Elected

REGULAR OFFICE HOURS WILL BE MAINTAINED
Special Emergencies Always Courteously Met by Appointment

19-20

MILDKED DAMON

Mrs. Madelene Crane and Miss
Marion Eugley spent the week-end
in. Boston.
Mrs. Fannie Waltz, Mrs. Alice
Waltz and Harlow Genthner have
had telephones installed.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Stahl, Mrs
George Soule and daughter Mar
guerite were Rockland visitors Mon
day.
Eugene Winchenbach is employed
at the Depositors Trust Co.
Mrs. Viola Kuhn and Mrs Goldie
Sheffield entertained the Wesley
Society last Thursday afternoon
with 21 present. The next meeting
will be March 14. with Emily Win
chenbach.
Miss Eleanor Winchenbach was
in Rockland Saturday.
Mr and Mrs. Fred Merchant of
Bath were guesfs, Sunday of Mr.

/'mproud to sed
a tire ndtn a\

□

5$
S

Harr Warranty
^bjushntni Agreement
IV,ik
atlas

□

K?
ES

“We’ve got something really out

standing here for you folks who
need new tires . . .
“Think of it! With every Atlas Tire
you get:

"FIRST—a compreheniiTe, written, 12month warranty...
"SECOND —Full assurance of repair or
replacement in case of failure under the
warranty...

"THIRD —

33,000 on-the-road dealers,
wherever you go irom coast to coast and

in Canada, each of us fully authorised to
make good on the spot on any Atlas Tira
Warranty!

“It takes a really great tire to support an
offer like that And these are great tires.
Made by the most modern methods and
equipment in the business. Tested and proved
by millions of miles of use on Esso Mar
keters’ cars and trucks. Backed by 41 years
of Esso reputation for delivering quality
products and quality service.
“You can pin your faith on ATLAS Tires.

We’ve pinned our business reputation on
them!”

tsso
DEALER

THE TIRE THAT MAKES GOOD

The Sign of "Happy Motoring"

COLONIAL

ATLAS

BEACON

ON THE ROAD

OIL

COMPANY

WARREN
« « « «
ALENA L. STARRETT
Correspondent
ZS ZX ZS ZX

zx zx zx zx

Tel. 49
Mrs Martha Bishop of Spring
vale will occupy the pulpit at the
Baptist Church, Sunday morning at
both services, an.d her visit is looked
forward to with anticipation. Spe
cial music has been arranged for
the morning service. Sunday School
will meet at 12. The first rehearsal
for the Easter Cantata. “The Seven
Last Words of Christ," (Dubois) will
be held at the-church immediately
following the evening service.
A
business meeting of the church wiil
follow the morning service.
The Parent-Teacher Association
will meet Tuesday,at the new school
building. Members are reminded to
take prizes for the beano game
which wiil follow the business meet
ing, which starts at 7.30 p. m.
The Penney Sisters will furnish
guitar music during the serving of
the public supper Saturday at the
I.O.OF. dining hall, between 6 and
8 p. m. This will be a chicken pie
supper, and followed by dancing at
Glover hall, proceeds for the build
ing repair fund.
The Help One Another Circle of
Kings Daughters will meet Monday
at the home of Mrs. Isa Teague.
The theme of Rev. Lynn V. Farnsworth s first Lenten sermon, at the
Congregational Church will be. Sun
day morning. “The Secrets of
God, A Challenge to Christian
Faith.” Church School will meet
at 9.30 a. m. Special music has been
arranged by the choir for the morn
ing service.
and Mrs. Arnold Standish and Mrs
Lilia Standish.
Willard Fowler, Jr., who recently
returned from Newfoundland is
visiting his parents Mr. and Mrs
Willard Fowler.

SPRUCE HEAD
Sprowl-Batts
In, a quiet wedding at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Sprowl of
Dover, N. H„ Miss Maggie Mae
Batts, daughter of Mrs. L. A Baker
af Rocky Mount, >N. C., became
the bride Feb. 19 of Trafton T
Sprowl. son of Mrs. William Colby
of this place.
The double ring service was per
formed by Dr. J. Lester Harkins,
pastor of the St. Johns Methodist
Church.
The bride wore a two-piece dress
of beige and green, with a corsage
of orchids and mixed flowers. She
was attended by Mrs. Arthur Sprowl
who wore a grey wool dress and cor
age of mixed flowers. The bride
groom was attended by his brother,
Arthur Sprowl, as best man.
Following the ceremony, a buffet
lunch was served to the wedding
party. The couple left on a wed
ding trip, upon return from which
they will make their home at 1271
Water street, Fitchburg, Mass.
The bridegroom is a former staff
Sergeant in the Army Air Force,
having served in the European
Theatre. He now has a Civil Serv
ice position at Fort Devens, Mass.
The bride is a corporal in the
WACS, now on terminal leave.

We are promised that any reason
ably well equipped amateur pho
tographer may soon be able to make
his own, color transparencies ana
prints.
ORDINANCE NOTICE
The following amendments to the
following ordinances had final pass
age at a meeting of the City Council
on Feb 19. 1946, and wlll become effec
tive twenty days after the date of this
publication unless suspended from go
ing Into operation by valid (petition for
referendum thereof:
DEPARTMENT Of PUBLIC WELFARE
Section 105. Is amended by adding
after the figure "13” the word “and”
and the figure “16" so that said sec
tion shall read as follows:
Section 105
Chapters 8, 13 and 16
of the Revised Ordinances of the City
of Rockland, and any other ordinances,
orders and resolves or parts thereof
inconsistent herewith are hereby re
pealed.
"FIRE DEPARTMENT”
Section 101 ls amended by adding
the following sentence after the words
"City Manager.” The number of fire
men shall be determined by. and each
fireman shall be appointed by the City
Manager, except as he may delegate
the power of appointment to the Fire
Chief so that Section 101 shall read
as follows:
Section
101.
ESTABLISHMENT:
There shall be a Fire Department, the
head of which shall be the Fire Chief;
there shall also be a Cl‘y Electrician
and a Building Inspector, both, of
whom shall he unde- the direction of
the Fire Chief, all three shall he anpolnted by the City Manager. The
number of firemen shall be determined
bv. and each fireman shall be appoint
ed by. the City Manager, except as he
may delegate the power of appoint
ment to the Fire Chief
“THE CITY MANAGER”
Sect,on 104 ls amended by striking
out the word “Law'' and Inserting ln
place thereof the word “Legal” so that
lt wlll read "Legal Department."
"PUBLIC HEALTH DEPARTMENT”
Section 107 Is amended by striking
out all words in the first paragraph
after the wo-d “Rockland.” in said
section so that the first paragraph
wlll read as follows:
Section 107 DUTIES OF INSPECTOR
OF DAIRY PRODUCTS
The Inspec
tor of Dairy Products shall he Inspector
of milk, cream, butter and all other
dairy products, substitutes therefor,
and Imitations thereof, who befoe en
tering upon his duties, shall give no
tice of his appointment by publish
ing the same for two weeks ln a news
paper published ln Rockland.
GERALD U MARGESON.
20-lt
City Clerk.

Laosess-up Dry Hacking

COUGHS
—Bronchial Coughs »r Throat
Irritations Duo To Colds

The King of all cough medicines
In cold wintry Canada ls Buckley's
CANADIOL Mixture. Fast working
—triple acting Buckley's Mixture
quickly loosens and raises phlegm
lodged In the tubes—clears air pas
sages—soothes rasped raw tissues,
one or two sips and worst coughing
spasm eases. You get results fast
You feel the effect Instantly.
Compounded from rare Canadian
Pine Balsam and other soothing
healing Ingredients Buckley s CAN
ADIOL Mixture made In U. 8. A. Is
diffe-ent from anything you ever
tried. Get a bottle today—4S-85c.

Corner Drug Store—Goodnow Phcy.
—Carroll Cut Rate—Thomaston agt.
McDonald's Drug.

Opportunity Knocks

TuSsBay-Frlck

TuesBay-Friday
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ORDINANCE Nil
The following ordlna
first reading at a meetl
Council held on March
public hearing thereon
the City Council Roon
1946. at 7 30 P. M

Naomi’s Meeting

Maine Veterans Will Have Eastern Star Chapter At
Tenant’s Harbor Has a
Many Chances In Recrea
Happy Session
tional Field
Opportunities on the horizon for Naomi Chapter O.ES. met last
Maine veterans interested in enter Friday night. March 1, with an at
ing the recreational field are limit tendance of 66.
less and undoubtedly the most
promising in anything this State Forget Me Not Chapter of South
can prouce, according to the Maine Thomaston was a special guest.
Development Commission.. The in D.D.G.M. Katherine Veazie and
flux of tourists and vacationists ex past DD.G.M. Gertrude Boody were
pected in Maine this year will be guests from Golden Rod Chapter,
twice an great as any in the past, Rockland.
and at present facilities to handle
Work was exemplified by admit
this traffic are far from adequate. ting five candidates into tlie order.
Hotels, sporting camps, boys and The officers performed their duties
girls camps will require thousands in a very efficient manner.
of guides, cooks, waitresses, bell
After the meeting about 66 mem
boys, counsellors, doctors, nurses, bers and guests were ushered to the
golf proie^onals, instructors in banque-t hall where a delicious re
physical education and wood craft, past was served by the committee
filling station attendants, and book in charge of Nina Leach, Harriet
keepers.
Rawley, and Belle Anderson, assisted
A great percentage of Maine men by Beulah Allen Ernest T. Rawley
and women have had some experi and Charles Leach. The table
ence in this field and should fiind decorations were attractive, the color
no difficulty in finding the job they scheme being carried out in the 5desire. For others, sufficient oppor Star colors, blue, yellow, white,
tunities will exist whereby they can green and red. The centerpiece
take up anj’ phase they wish either lor each table was silver candelabra,
through actual employment or on- its holders bearing five candles
the-job apprenticeship.
representing the Emblematic Stars
We've received many reports of of the order. The dainty plates and
vets pooling their resources to pur napkins were exceptionally pretty,
chase sporting camps, filling sta also carrying out the color scheme.
tions, and restaurants. On the The “Unique Star Lamp" gleamed
coast some have gone into the busi across the table.
ness of buying and selling clams and
The place cards evidenced rare
lobsters. Elroy Johnson of Bailey taste and artistry bearing an out
Island told us that he has paid as
hand, conveying a Pargetmehigh as $110 for the sea moss one lined
not
seal
to welcome “Forget Me
man gathered in a single day. A Not Chapter
” of South Thomaston
woman collected as much as $40
Another
meeting
of Naomi Chapfrom him for one day's work.
:
ter
will
be
held
with
Mrs. Ethel
Fishing and hunting guides get
Coffin
and
Mary
Keen
as a com
from $7 to $10 a day, and a great
mittee
of
refreshments.
deal more if they can provide their
TO NAOMI
own boats. A guide can usually
find work enough to keep him busy My friends like a rose, with lips of pale
red.
from five to nine months out of the
As a rose heart ln Its perfumed bed—
year.
Sweet and fragrant, like flowers of the
In, the transportation department
night.
every plane, boat, truck and taxi Like dewy flowers ln the moonlight
operator should be able to get all Her form ls like a Illy, so gracefully
the business he can handle. Serv
tall.
icing agencies will be screaming for Like the lovely tiger lily that blos
soms in the Fall.
mechanics, drivers, filling station, j She stood
In the dusk, with sweet face
attendants and clerks.
aglow.
A prominent State official who With Madonna-llke loveliness of aq
old cameo
has 'been engaged in the recrea
tional industry for many years My friend’s like the violet, her eyes are
deep blue,
warns that if the people of Maine Like the
heart of a violet all sprinkled
don’t make the most of the golden
with dew,
era ahead of them, outsiders will My friend, full otf kindness and beauty
to me—
surely come in and take over.
Our visit to Bar Harbor last week Who worships after her sweet memory
was rewarded by the revelation of
GLENMERE
a veterans rehabilitation and re
employment program supported
Donald Watt who has employ
whole-heartedly
by
practically ment in Bath, was week-end guest
every individual itn the community. of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wins
Every store-owner, building trades low Watt.
man, manufacturer, filling station
Rev. George F. Bolster of Brewer,
operator, and owners of other es district secretary of the United
tablishments and services employ Bapt.st Convention of Maine, deliv
ing two or more men contacted by ered the sermon Sunday morning
Harry E. Benedict, director of the at the R.dge Church.
local information center, have Mrs. Eugene Watts of Camden was
agreed to accept on-the-job trainees recent guest of her aunt, Mrs.
or give outright employment to Walter Barter.
Bar Harbor vets.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Harper
The Lions Club of that famous
resort area is planning a gala ban and son have moved to their heme
Mr. Harper was recently
quet for returned servicemen to ex here,.
press their appreciation for the job discharged from service.
Byron Davis was a Rockland visi
they accomplished.
Maine Council of Veterans’ Affairs. tor Saturday.
Mrs. Molly Keen, Mrs. Nellie Er
vine and Mrs. Eliza Wiley attended
Doctor Earns $108,000
the meeting of the Ladies’ C.rcle
The average doctor earns $108,000 held Thursday at the home <jf Mrs.
in a lifetime; a dentist, $95,000 and Ethel Coffin in Martinsville. Mrs.
a minister, $41,000.
Elizabeth Barter cf Tenant’s Har
bor will be hostess March 14.
Best for Construction
Misses Rosa Teele and Edith Har
1939 was the best year since 1929 ris who are sperffitng the Winter
for the construction industry in the in Wiley’s Corner attended church
United States.
here Sunday morn.ng.
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INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
for Selling-Buying-Renting-Serviceg

HERE’S WHAT IT COSTS
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines in
serted once for 25 cents, two times for 50 cents. Additional
lines five cents each for one time; 10 cents for two times. Five
small words to a line.
Special Notice: All “blind ads” so called i. e. advertise
ments which require the answers to be sent to The CourierGazette office for handling, cost 25 cents additional.

WANTED
Wish to board two boys. 5 and 4
years. LILLIAN LAMERS, 6 Lisle St..
City_______________________________ 20*21.
TIRES replaced on baby carriages,
carts and trlcvcles; also repaired, and
painted
RAYES CRAFT SHOP 14
Prescott St.. City._______________ 20"FK6
~HOUSEKEEPER for small family
wanted in Camden; must be experi
enced
cook
Apply
ADVERTISER.
Box 147. Camden. ____________
20*21
~~MOTORCYCLE wanted ln good con
dition
Write FRANK REYNOLDS.
C.G.C. Le Gare. Coast Guard. ,
20*23
“woman wanted to open and clean
six room house at 5 Chestnut Hill,
Camden.
Write giving price, to K.
MCDONALD, The Courier Gazette.
20*21
EX SERVICEMAN, wife and child
need three or four-room furnished apt.
TEL 1048 MK___________________ 20 21
HOUSE wanted 5 or 6 rooms, with
bath, garage; vicinity of Rocklnad.
TEI, BATH 363 W________________ 20 22
MAID wanted. $20 possible, free day
weekly
MRS E H HAWLEY, 780
High St., Bath Tel 725 ______ 20*lt
WILL swap for hay sV>ck, eTther
Guernsey or Guernsey-Jersey heifers 3
to 12 months old. A Guernsey bull 6
to 10 months! Hereford heifers. 3 to
10 months old or Hereford bull, 6 to
10 months old
Some good young
Hampshire sheep. ROSE HILL FARM.
Owl's Head. Tel. 292-R
20 23

ESTATES
BOUGHT

OUTRIGHT
FOR
CASH

I

BUY

WILL

1 st and 2d Mortgages
on Real Estate

BENJ. A. GLOVSKY
10 Grace St., Rockland
Tel. 603-W

7tf
MIDDLE-AGED lady desires posi
tion as housekeeper; 19 McLOUD ST..
City.__________________________ *
19*20
WTLL pay cash for used household
furnishings ln small or large lots. TEL.
CAMDEN 780
19-20
WTLL buy refrigerators needing re
pairs; any kind ln any condition. Call
or write MR COLLINS. Central Trade
School, 86-88 Middle St., Lewiston.
Tel. 5440.
18-21
IF you can't get your coal delivered,
call THOMASTON 66 3 or ROCKLAND
973 R
10*20
OLD marble top furniture wanted,
antiques of all kinds in any quantity.
Write or phone W J. FRENCH, 10 High
St.. Camden.
lOtf
ANTIQUES wanted

will pav highest

prices.
RIPLEY and
Oliver St. Tel 767-W.

JORDAN. 38
104tf

4

FOR SALE
WHITE enamel range. Phll-gas and
oil for sale MRS RAYMOND UPHAM,
27 Erin St., Thomaston. Tel. 16 3
___________________________________ 19*20
TWO house lots facing Macy's Pond
for sale, very pleasant to build on,
acre wood lot runs to Macy's Pond, all
on Main road; also old-fashioned bed;
stands, dishes, organ and other misceL
laneous articles. W. A. MOON, Rock
ville._______________________________ 19*20
HARDWOOD edgings for sale. Qood
kitchen wood.
ED
COFFIN
Tel
853-22_________________ •____________ 19*20
TABLE model radio and speaker for
sale, also mahogany china closet, cot
bed with mattress, brass trimmed
white enamel bed, spring and mattress
and two ladders. TEL 422 W
19 20
NINE ROOM house with bath, for
sale, hardwood floors, hot water heatelectric lights, garage and large lot of
hand
About ten minutes walks from
Post Office, TEL 556-M___________ 19tr
THREE 11-months old dogs and three
trained dogs on rabbit, coon, and fox,
for sale or will trade for sporting equip
ment.
ALBERT E HEAL. R F.D 2
Union, Me
-19*20
MAPLE knee-hole flat top desk for
sale.
MARTTN BILLINGS, 16 Knox
St,. City.________________ __________ 19*20
MODEL A trap hoister, with roller
for sale. RICHARD WALDRON. Spiuce
Head
___________________________ 19-20
I HAVE a dandy over-stufled set for
$159 95 (new), plenty of new mat
tresses well made and good quality for
$15.95. new studio couches $52 00 New
over-stuffed chairs, 28 00 and $30 00,
new hand vacuum cleaners, new ice
cube trays, and lots of used furniture
of a general mixture, about April lst. I
will be able to show you as nice a line
of new furniture, with all of the latest
patterns and styles, than can be
bought ln New England Watch for
future announcement. In your local
newspaper. H. B KALER. Washington,
Me. Tel. 5-25. Always home Sundays.
_____________ _ ___________________ 20-lt
HAY for sale. 30 tons, $14 a ton for
the lot In barn
MRS H L GRIN
NELL. Union. Tel. Union 17-13. 19 20
NEW and reconditioned watches for
sale Price $8 and up. GENE'S CLOCK
AND WATCH SHOP. 258 Main St., next
to Emery's Radio Shop.
19*20
TWO male fox hounds, for sale,"
Walker breeding Coming to ln April.
Eligible to register.
H. A. YOUNG.
South Cushing.
19*20
GLENWOOD circulating heater for
sale. G. R. SKINNER. 17 Ocean St.
____________________________ , 19*20
ONE pure bred Cocker Spaniel, seven
months old. with papers, for sale.
WALTER POWERS. Cushing. Telephone 189-12.
19*22
BOAT for sale, 36 ft. long and 9 ft
wide, with a Chrysler engine, with 2
to 1 reduction gear All equipped for
lobstering
Wlll sell April 1.
HAROLD BUNKER Matinicus.
19-24
RANGE oil burners Just arrived Ex
pert Installation and service. New fur
naces available, tailored to your home
needs by a trained heating engineer.
H E. OSBORNE, phone 574, P. O Box
596. Rockland._____
iotf
I WILL buy for cash at a fair market
value, a single, or double tenement
house, or both, ln Rockland, or vicin
ity. If you have either or both, with
no Inflated prices, your cash ln wait
ing. My motto has always been that no
better Investment can be made than
to call me. if, and when you have
anything to sell, regardless of what
lt may be H B KALER. Washington,
Me. Tel. 5-25. Always home Sundays.

of over 100.000 and is the largest

coaling station in the world.

TO LET

Candy Consumption

The per capita consumption of the
average person is 16 pounds.

BACKACHE,

LEG PAINS MAY

BE DANGER SIGN

ROOMS to let with bath
tet.
906-M.
20 23
ROOMS to let at
Webber’s Inn,
Thomaston, also two rooms for light
hoifxekleeplng
TELTHOMASTON,
8060
19*22

20-lt

I PAY CASH
for real estate
located or in
If priced right
bid and pats

no matter where
what condition.
will make cash
paper* at once.

BENJ. A. GLOVSKY
10 GRACE ST., ROCKLAND

LOST AND FOUND

TEL 603-W

TAN leather billfold lost ln or
7tf
vicinity of Fox Lunch, Wednesday
WILL buy antiques, marble top
night.
Reward
RONALD
LUFKTN,
If backache and leg pains are making yon
20*21 tables and stands, haircloth furniture,
miserable,don't just complain and do nothing 34 Crescent St., City.
plain or with grapes and roses, old pic
about them. Natu re may be warning you that
TIRE mounted on rim 500 or 525-20 ture frames, old lamps of all kinds,
your kidneys need attention.
lost
between
Simonton's
Corner odd bases and shades, old glass and
ThekidneysareNature'schiefway of taking through Camden, to Spruce Head Sat
china, old books old postage stamps,
excess acids and poisonous waste out of the urday
night.
HERMAN RACKLIFF. old bureaus and commodes.
Almost
blood. They help most people pass about 3
Spruce Head.
19*20 anything old
Oet my prices before
pints a day.
you sell
CARL SIMMONS. Rockland.
If the 15 miles of kidney tubes and filters
Maine. Tel. Res. 1240. Tel Shop 1403.
don’t work well, poisonous waste matter stays
in the blood. These poisons may start nagging
53tf
backaches, rheumatic pains, leg pains, loss of
USED
Furniture
and
Stoves
wanted,
pep and energy, getting up nights, swelling,
'e wlll pay cash or trade for new.
puffiness under the eyes, headaches and dizzi
kll 1154. V. F. STUDLEY. INC.. 283
ENGLISH Shepherd pups for sale,
ness. Frequentor scanty passages with smartMain
St.. Rockland
S3tf
ingand burning some timesshows the re is some good cow dogs E O LUDWIG, Hope
20*21
thing wrong with your kidneys or bladder. Tel. Lincolnville, 12-3.
Don’t wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's
CEDAR chest, small radio, victrola
Pills, a stimulant diuretic, used successfully floor
model, also car trailer, 900 lbs.
by millions for over 40 years. Doan's give
20*21
happy relief and will help the 15 miles of cap. TEL 319.
kidney tubes flush out poisonous waste from
SELL or trade Bulck Coupe. TEL. 570
PRIVATE readings given by appoint
the blood. Get Doan’s Pills.
or call Owl Club, ask for NATE SAUN ment.
TEL 165 W
20-21
DERS.
17-22
AFTER
this
dale
I
wlll
be
respon"
BOSTON CASUALTY COMPANY
BREAKFAST set. table and four
only for those bills which I con
52 Province St., Boston, Mass.
chairs for sale; 93 Limerock St. TEL. sible
personally. ELMER JOHNSON
431-W._____________________________ 20*11 tract
ASSETS DEC 31, 1945
Feb. 6, 1946.
20*22
Bonds (amortized value),
$202,304.96
BRUNER air compressor for sale;
ELECTRIC
MOTORS
Cash in Office and Bank,
14.1)22 65 used very little. EARL McCLAINE. Tel.
Motors rebuilt and rewound
Agents' Balances,
21372 Rockland. 44-12.
20*22 Electric
to Factory Specifications.
All work
Bills Receivable, Credit,
(173.58)
POTATOES at Howard Gerald’s farm. guaranteed. Send them to SOUTHInterest and Rents,
2.818 55
Maine’s
Finest
Machine
All other Assets.
4 500 00 Union. $1.75 bu.; hay. and '35 Chevro- WORTH.
let coupe TEL UNION. 14 5.
20*22 Shop. 30 Warren Ave., Portland. Maine.
Tel. 4-1424________________________ (D)
Gross Assets,
$223,986 32
McCRAY refrigerator for sale, suit
FREE! If excess acid causes you
able for restaurant or store. DUNN St
Deduct Items not admitted,
4.500 00 ELLIOT, Thomaston. Me Tel. '5. 20 tf pains of Stomach Ulcers, Indigestion,
Admitted,
$219,486.32
Heartburn. Belching. Bloating, Nausea.
PIANO for sale MRS. BERNARD KA Gas' Palns, get free sample Ulga, at
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1945
LER. 56 Pleasant St Tei. 486 W 20*22 CORNER DRUG STORE
16*30
Net Unpaid Losses,
$19,104.96
1930 Pontiac, converted for truck, for
FIREWOOD
may
be
had
for
Its
cut
Unearned Premiums,
7.941.61 sale.
Wlll sell cheap, as is. ALFRED ting. ALBERT TOLMAN. West Rock

All other Liabilities,
6.612 02 RAWLEY.
West
Warren
_________
19*20
Cash Capital.
100 000 00
port.
15*26
FARM
for
sale.
50
acres
on
black
road.
Surplus over all Liabilities,
85.827 73
YOUR clocks and watches expertly
House, barn, two brooder houses, elec repaired,
make, or type, inspection
tricity. water in house and bam. made andany
Total Liabilities and Surestimates given before ac
$219 486 32 JAMES E KINNEY Thomaston, R D. cepted for cleaning or repaired
plus.
You
20F24 1. Tel. Warren, 40-4
19-CO must be satisfied or money refunded.
Electric clocks a specialty, new cords,
cleaned and repaired. $2 50 Clocks and
watches bought and sold, old alarm
clocks wanted, cash, walling GENE'S
CLOCK AND WATCH SHOP, 258 Main
Just Received a shipment of Oil, Phil, and City Gas Combi
St , next to Emery’s Radio Shop 19*20
nations, Coal and Wood, Combinations, with either Phil or City
IF you want to make an appoint
Gas, Kitchen Ranges for wood or coal. Cabinet Phil or City Gas
ment for Tuesdays or Saturdays, tele
phone ln advance during noon hour
Stoves, Cabinet Electric Stoves. White Sinks Porcelain Tops,
or after 5 p m. My specialty ls plate
with the water spray, Norge Pot Burning Oil Heaters, large and
work DR J. H DAMON, dentist. 153
medium sizes. Plenty of Chromium or Nickle Stove Pipe, Collars,
Limerock St. Tel. 1357.
5tf
and Eibors. New Fluorescent Lamps and new Four-Cover Camp
LOUIS A. WALKER. Life Insurance
and Annuities; 79 Summer street. TEL.
Stoves. Repulse Electric Oil Pumps, place your oil barrel
577. Rockland Me
5»24
anywhere, and the pump does the rest, and plenty of those Etna

Of Tired Kidneys

FOR SALE

MISCELLANEOUS

BARGAINS FOR YOU

Oil Burners for your Kitchen Ranges for $28.95, sent anywhere
on receipt of check.
16-tf

H. B. KALER
WASHINGTON. MAINE, TEL. 5-25, HOME SUNDAYS

DRY clefted hardwood, oil circulating
heaters, white enamel combination gas
and oil stoves, white enamel coaJ and
wood stoves, new table model radios,
electric toaster, electric 2-burner hot
plate, 3 second-hand dining room sets.
New overstuffed living room set. elec
tric floor lamps and Firestone auto
mobile w tires.
EARL BOYNTON on
Tannery Lane, Camden. Tel. Washlngton 7-5, or Camden 2041.
18*20
| HEA'IEk with Range Burner Installed
for sale, also one 14" Burner, suitable
for furnace or large stove. Several
pre-war model aeroplane kits. Priced
to sell. ROLAND D MORSE 120 Main
St., Thomaston. Me.
19*20
TABLE model radio and Majestic
cabinet radio. C E GROTTON 564
Main St. Tel. 1091-W
17 20
USED, but like new 4-room Red
Cross brown enamel coal heater, pre
war. a few black coal and wood par
lor heaters Used 2-room oil burning
heater: 2,a-horse-alr cooled gas engine;
3 or 4 cow separator, and 6 pairs of
boys' or girls' shoe skates, and don't
lose sight of the fact that we have a
lot more. H B KALER, Washington.
Me. Tel. 5-25 Always home Sundays.
20-lt
BARRED Rock chicks for sale. U S
bullorum
cleaned
and
approved,
straight run, 15 cents each. TEL 263 5.
18*1921

STEi£l and cast Iron furnaces for
sale, also white electric range, circulat
ing heater, water heater. Vlctroia,
range oil burners and coll, stove pipe,
oil barrels with faucet, and stoves of
all kinds. C. E GROTTON. 564 Main
St Tel. 1091-W.
17 20
SWISS stop watch ln good condition
for sale. Price $15 00. TEL 793-W

JUST received a shipment of Oil.
Phil, and City Gas Combinations,
Coal and Woo^ Combinations, with
either Phil or City gas, kitchen ranges,
for wood or coal. Cabinet Phil or City
gas stoves. Cabinet Electric stoves,
white sinks, porcelain tops, with the
water spray, Norge Pot burning OU
heaters, la-ge and medium sizes, plenty
of Chromium or nickle stove pipe,
collars, and elbows Repulse electric oil
pumps, place your oil bbl. anywhere,
and the pump does the rest and
plenty of those Etna Oil Burners for
your kitchen ranges for $28 95. sent
anywhere on receipt otf check
H B
KALER Washington. Me
Tel. 5-C5.
Home Sundays.
20 It
GRANITE PRODUCTS LIVE FOREVER
Granite For
Walks. Curbing
Paving, Out-Door
Fireplaces. Colored Flagging, Property
markers. Boat Mooring Culvert Stone,
Brook Covers. Honor Rolls. Steps,
Monumental Stone and Bases, Crushed
Stone for Dock
Fill and Driveway Filling and Surf tclna
JOHN MEEHAN & SON
Clark Island, Me ............. Rockland 21-13
Alfred C. Hocking Tenant’s Harbor 56-13
103 tf
OFFICE Equipment—We handle a
complete line of office equipment and
supplies, steel fireproof safes, all sizes.
Corona Portable typewriters.
L. C.
Smith Standard Business typewriter.
Drop us a card or phone Belfast 130
and our representative wlll call nn you.
JOURNAL PUBLISHING CO, journal
Building, Belfast. Me.
85tf
MY ANTIQUE- glass for sale, at home
Serviceable laundry room lighting Tuesdays.
and Saturday*,
calls for light directed on. such work 1.30 to 6 p Wednesdays
m. and evenings. Appropri
areas as wash tubs, ironing board, ate gifts for showers, weddings etc. No
ironer and counters or sorting table. dealerra K. C NEWMAN, 40 Masonlo

This ordinance being
1000 words ls prime,
only
Copies of the f i
obtained at the City C
This ordinance Is dt
trol ahd prevent the sp
The Health Officer is
authority created by
Maine with regard to
communicable diseases
sons are not to be re
permission. Infected c/
to attend school.
Pe
with small pox. scarlet
rla. pulmonary tuberculi
factious or communlca'
• ot to mingle with tl
valescents and nurses a
the premises without a
the Health Officer. Cl
to
contagion
are
e
school Infected people
public conveyances. He:
quarantine Infected pel
Officer shall furnish ant;
and drugs at the expen
when necessary. The Clt;
free vaccination. Ph\
notice of Infectious did
vtded by Section 61, Cha
Revised Statutes otf M|
for violation of this
fine of not more than
prlsonment of not nl
months, or by both su<
prlsonment.
State Plumbing Code
the City Manager slid
plumbing
inspector
6hall approve his own
for plumbing are requlrt
of charges is made for
permit according to am
done
Inspectors of J
(Jjealth officer must in
ports.
The penalty i<j
pdumbl'ng code Ls the
provided for by State
Sewerage facilities ar
provisions are made for
les, vaults, cesspools, am
Removal of private nui
Ing of filth ls provided
Expectoration ln any
prohibited The use of
and towels ln public p
ted.
Health Officer
building unfit for occi
NUISANCES AND AN|
This ordinance belnt
one thousand words ls imary only. Copies of tin
be obtained at the Cltv
Under this oidlnanci
forbidden.
This ordl
the keeping of swine, bai
sanitary conditions,
dumps or graveyards ;
within the city limits
dangerous condition mi
a nuisance and removed
or use of any building v
Uius exhalations, offen
’wither annoyances bec<
and dangerous to the h<
or property of Indlvldals
lie, ls declared a public q
nuisances are defined su
use of cemeteries, sewer]
cotlcs, dumps, encumb]
6tructlon of highways, «
maliciously kept, built
proper fire escapes, ham
houses otf Ill-fame, etc
of posters to light pol
hydrants, and other pul
prohibited.
Interference by radio
which radiate waves bet
length and 500 meter
hlbited.
Definite rules for tl
refuse are provided.
The use of slaughter hr
mills ls controlled Dens
anv source Ls prohibited.
This ordinance providi
tion for damages and for
nuisances together with :
DOGS
This ordinance being li:
Thousand words Is print'
only Copies of the fu:|
obtained at the City CH
This ordinance provide
censing and cbntrol of
the city, and more or Id
State Statute The own|
ls responsible for his
see that he wears the
times. He ls also respom
ages done by dogs and
they do not become i
barking. It also provide]
dogs shall be killed am
penalty for cruelty to ai
USE OF STKI I

Today Port Said has a populatoin

Speed of Antelopes
Antelopes have been known to at
tain a speed estimated at 60 miles
an hour.

regulation

AND SANITAKV

7tf

This ordinance being
one thousand words
summary only. Copies
may be obtained at th,
Office.
This ordinance Is deslg
the use of streets lo th,
vantage of all citizen
shall abandon any vehlcl,
No assemblage can be
street without a permit
conduct an auction
•rreet without a permit
Awnings erected herea
seven feet above the sid
Begging ls prohibited
Blasting ln any street
Blit.
Bulletin boards requlr
Conducting business
quire a permit.
Indecent. Insulting, in
Beene conduct ls prohi
streets.
The defacement of an
walk, building, or oth'
to prohibited. Creating
1s prohibited.
Basement doors enteri
6ldewaJk shall not be
used without a permit
Permit ls required to
the sewer In any street
The City Council can
of encroachment upon
No person shall use
sidewalk to keep boxechandise. etc., nor sha
display such articles up
or sidewalk for the p .
^Barbed wire fences a
"ubllc streets.
Lots of land which pri
to the public must be
st eet.
The discharging of ti
by a Police Officer Is
public streets.
No person shall 1 ’
anv fireworks on the pi
The playing of gamt
streets Is prohibited
No person shall remove
any water hydrant exc
duly authorized
Intoxication ln a pu
prohibited
Any person desiring t
atlon ln the location or
street shall apply to the
The littering on any
hlbited.
Loitering about prlva''
prohibited and lol
places Is prohibited.
Children under the a
must be off the -• n i
unless accompanied by
.provided with a good e>
H No person shall thre
on any street
No person shall renw
ment set as a street bo
Dlstu-blng the pea
noises on public streetby a fine of not less tl
more than $20 00
The tearing down of
hlbited
The removal of numb*
and buildings is prohtb
The obstructing of
water-course Is prohibits
No person shall hang
hung anv goods or oth,
a sidewalk or street with
No advertising sign si
ed upon public sldewa
No person shall leave
anv public street
No person shall use pr
public street
No sidewalk gasoline
hereinafter be installed
limits of any street or sic
city, and none presently
be replaced
The conveying of refu•treet shall be ln such
kP prevent the escape otf

*

Tues3ay-Fri3ay

ED

ORDINANCE NOTICES
five following ordinances had their
first reading at a meeting of the City
Council held on March 4, 1946, and a
public hearing thereon wlU be held ln
i i.- City Council Rooms on March 18
i ,46, at 7 30 P. M.

ADS

HEALTH REGULATIONS, PLUMBING

ng-Services

COSTS
kceed three lines in
to cents. Additional
for two times. Five

pled I. e. advertise
ment to The CourierUitional.

'OR SALE
Inamel range, Phll-gas and
I MRS RAYMOND UPHAM,
I Thomaston. Tel. 16-3.
I
______________ 19*20

I sc lots facing Macy's Pond
l-ry pleasant to build on.
lot runs to Macy's Pond, all
lad; also old-fashioned bed;
les, organ and other miscell
|cles
W A. MOON, RocJr
19*20
OD edgings for sale. Oood
ED
COFFIN
Tel.
19*20
lodel radio and speaker for
“nahogany china closet, cot
I mattress, brass trimmed
>1 bed, spring and mattress
pders TEI, 422 W
19 20
PM house with bath, for
floors, hot water heat
hs. garage and large lot of
Tit ten minutes walks from
TEL 556-M
19tf
[months old dogs and three
on rabbit, coon, and fox,
Itll trade fo;- sporting equlu■JKitl' E HEAL, RFD 2

_________ -19*20

bee-hole

flat top desk for
BILLINGS. 16 Knox
________ 19*20

This ordinance being lu excess of
one thousand words ls printed by sum
mary only Copies of the full text may
be obtained at the City Clerk's Office.

trap holster, with roller,
2HARD WALDRON, Spruce

________ 19-20
I dandy over stufled set for
k) plenty of new matbnade and good Muallty for
I' alio couches $52 00
New
rs,
28 00 and $30 00,
lacuum cleaners, new Ice
land lota of used furniture
]mixture, about April 1st, I
Ito show you as nice a line
ltuie, with all of the latest
|d styles, than can be
»< w England Watch for
luncement, in your local
pi B KALER, Washington,
Always home Sundays.
_____________ 20-It
lale, 30 tons, $14 a ton for
Tarn
MRS H L ORIN
Tel. Union 17-13 19 20
■reconditioned watches for
" and up. GENE’S CLOCK
SHOP, 258 Main St., next
'adlo Shop.
19*20
fox hounds, for sale,'
ling Coming to ln April,
piaster. H. A YOUNG.
,M5-___________________ 19*20
circulating heater for
SKINNER. 17 Ocean St.

VINALKAVEN
st st ft st
MRS. EMMA WINSLOW
Correspondent

returned Wednesday, Mrs. Peterson
and son remaining for a longer visit
■with MT. Peterson’s (parents, Mr.
and Mrs^ A. IA. Peterson.
Complimenting Mrs. Evelyn Pat
rick ot Rockland, who was her guest
for the day, Mrs. Moira Thomas en
tertained a group of friends at sup.
per and cards Tuesday, first honors
at cards going to Mrs Madeline
Smith, second to Mrs. Evie Hennigar.
Mr. and Mrs. James Calderwood
visited Rockland Tuesday.
Miss Josephine Austin of Wey
mouth, Mass., is a visitor at the
home of Mr. and Mrs Valois Young.
C. S. Roberts of Rockland was
weekend guest at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Freeman Roberts.
Mrs. J. F. Headley is visiting rela
tives in East Orange, N. J.
Mr
and mrs.
Mrs. nuins
Hollis nuigess,
Bui gess, ji
Jr....
i*
11 anu

Hutchinson’s parents, Mr. and Mrs Lansing. 'Mich., one year. She enAngus Hennlgar.
.
• , listed in the USCOR (WR.) March
The work committee of the Eliza. 26, 1943, received her boot training
beth Hutchison Bible (Class, Miss at Palm Beach. Fla Having been
Edith Grimes, Mrs. F. V. Mullin,! stationed at several Coast Guard
Mrs. G A. Newbert, Mrs. I. S. Lit- Stations she is now on duty at the
tlefield, Mrs. Carrie Burns and (Mrs. Separation Center, St. Louis.
F L. Roberts met Wednesday afterAfter a brief honeymoon at the
noon, at the home of Mrs. Moira home of Mr. Conway's parents, they
Thomas and work was planned for will return to St. Louis where they
the Class Fair to be held later.
will be discharged from the servMr. and Mrs. Reuben Carver who ice in June. They will then leave
spent the (Winter in Boston, re- for Hartford, Conn,., where Mr. Conturned Wednesday to their home way will have employment in the
hereI office of the Maine Fresh Lobster
Mrs. Julia Johnson was guest Co., under the management of 7/alTuesday and Wednesday of her sis- ter E Smith, formerly of this town,
ter, Mrs William Whitney at Rock------------------P°rtNORTH HAVPN
Mrs. Fred Stwanson of Worcester, (
«vn i n nHvc.lv
Mass., has been guest this week of
Pierce Crockett returned home
Mr. Swanson’s parents, Mr. and Mrs Monday after several months spent
Fritz Swanson.
' with his sons, Parker and Leon, in
Mr, and Mrs. Frank Peterson and Buxton
»«uaj from
Lawrence Grant was home from
son Jeffrey came Monday
Mr Peterson Rockport for a few days this week.
Washington, D. C
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Dyer of
were visitors in town
droppings, scattering, and depositing Rockland W

Linder this oidlnance nuLsances are
forbidden.
This ordinance controls
the keeping of swine, barking dogs, un
sanitary conditions, etc.
Automobile
dumps or graveyards are prohibited
within the city limits. Buildings In
dangerous condition may be declared
a nuisance and removed The erection
or use of any building which by noxi
ous exhalations, offensive smells, or
/Tther annoyances becomes Injurious
and dangerous to the health, comfort.
or property of lndlvlduls, or of the pub
lie is declared a public nuisance. Other
nul-ances are defined such as Improper
u-< of cemeteries, sewers, drugs, nar
cotics.
dumps, encumbrance or ob
struction of highways, engines, fences
maliciously kept, buildings without
proper fire escapes, handbills, samples,
houses of Ill-fame. etc., the attaching
of posters to light poles, trees, fire
hydrants, and other public places are
prohibited.
Interference by radio receiving sets
wh.ch radiate waves between 200 meter
length and 500 meter length Is pro
hibited.
'•
Definite rules for the handling of
refuse are provided.
The use of slaughter houses and saw
mills Is controlled. Dense smoke from
of any filthy substance on any street. I "Cdnesday.
anv source Ls prohibited.
The owners ol all buildings on both
Mrs. ‘Irven
Simpson
returned
ThLs ordinance provides for an ac
tion for damages and for abatement of sides of Main Street whose roofs slant home Sunday from Camden.
toward
the
street
shall
Install
snow
nuisances together with a penalty. #
Mrs. Eleanor Thornton is having
fenders within thirty days after being
DOGS
notified to do so.
a month's vacation from the W. S.
No person shall Injure any street Hopkins, ‘Inc store, which she is
Thls ordinance being in excess of one
i usand words Is printed by summary signs.
spending in Boston.
only Copies of the full text may be Persons engaged ln building or al
P -------L. Brown, Lloyd Crockett, Ray
vviiiig U
tering
a DtlCCl
street UT
or MUVWU1K
sidewalk snail
shall proobtained at the City Clerk's Office.
This ordinance provides for the 11- vide barricades, danger signs, lan- ; Beverage and V. L. Beverage made
CHi.-lng and cbntrol of all dogs within withS sJc'h' w^ungsSOn ShaU lnterfere a business trip to Rockland this
the city, and more or less follows the
No person shall deposit any large
_
State Statute. The owner of any dog
Ine Board of Review of the Boy
1-. responsible for his license and to amount of snow or ice in any street
No owner of any building shall allow Scout Patrol held a session in the
see that he wears the same at all
times He ls also responsible for dam acros.7ather sVdewaPk
SUCh bUlldlng library Wednesday night to conages done by dogs and must see that
No person shall throw any stones ddct examinations on the subjects:
they do not become a nuisance by
First aid. conducted by Carl Bunbarking. It also provides that vicious against any building.
No person shall cut down, dig up. ker; public health, by Leon Stonedogs shall be killed and provides for
break, cr inju-e any tree, shrub, plant
,__ «
it
,
penalty for cruelty to animals.
or bush ln any park, street, or public an^ sa^e,y. by Herman Crockeil.
USE GF STREETS
placp in the city.
Scouts Curtis Dickey, Glen and
ThLs ordinance being In excess of
Truants shall be apprehended and James Pendleton passed with high
one thousand words ls printed by
No private walk shall be built across
^'ce acted as chairman,
summary only Copies of the full text
The Scoutmaster, Austin Joy, gave
may be obtained at the City Clerk's any street without a permit.
General penalty for violation of any
brief address. After the tests
Office.
This ordinance Is designed to control provision of this ordinance is not less were completed,
the board and
than $5 00, nor more than $20 00
--.j .
.
the use of streets to the greatest ad
gerald
u
margeson
.
scouts
were
entertained
at a social
vantage of all citizens.
No person
20 it
city Clerk, given by Herman Crockett.
bhall abandon any vehicle in any street
No assemblage can be
held, ln any
street without a permit.
No person
J»n conduct an auction in the public
The Water Must Be Boiling
Wreet without a permit.
Awnings erected hereafter must be
ae en feet above the sidewalk.
Warm a crockery teapot. Put in one teaspoonful of tea for each person.
Begging ls prohibited on the streets.
Add
fresh, bubblinq, BOILING water. Steep five minutes and serve.
Blasting ln any street requires a per
mit.
Bulletin boards require a permit.
Conducting business ln streets requ.re a permit.
Indecent, Insulting. Immoral or ob
scene conduct ls prohibited on the
streets.
The defacement otf any fence, side
walk. building, or other public place
1- prohibited
Creating a disturbance
is prohibited.
Basement doors entering upon any
sidewalk shall not be constructed or
u ed without a permit.
Permit ls requires! to open and drain
the sewer ln any street.
The City Council can order removal
ot encroachment upon any street
No person shall use the street or
Only Fine Quality Gives Fine Flavor
si lt walk to keep boxes, barrels, mer
chandise, etc., nor shall any person
display such articles upon the street
or sidewalk for the purpose cf sale
^Barbed wire fences are prohibited on
“ibllc streets.
Lots ot .and which present a hazard
t< the public must be fenced on any
st eet.
The discharging ,of firearms except
by a Police Officer ls prohibited on
public streets.
No person shall set off or explode
ai’.v fireworks on the public streets.
The playing of games on public
WHO
streets ls prohibited.
No person shall remove the cap from
PURCHASES A NEW
ar.v water hydrant except a person
duly authorized.
Intoxication In a public street ls
prohibited.
Any person desiring to make alter
ation in the location or grade on any
—AUTOMOBILE OR TRUCK—
street shall apply to the City Engineer.
The littering on any street ls pro

19*20
Cocker Spaniel, seven
with papers, for sale.
JWERS, Cushing. Tele____ _____________ 19*22
lale, 36 ft. long and 9 ft.
Chrysler engine, with 2
|n gear All equipped for
Iflll sell
April 1.
HARl Matinicus.
19-24
I burners Just arrived. ExIon and service. New fur|e, tailored to your home
trained heating engineer.
|.\'E phone 574, P. O Box
frred

«

_____ lotf

for cash at a fair market
Jjle or double tenement
lh, ln Rockland, or vlctnpave either or both, with
[rices, your cash ln waltis always been that no
nent can be made than
Hf. and when you have
[sell
regardless of what
B KAI.ER, Washington,
Always home Sundays.
____________________ 20-lt
hardwood, oil circulating
enamel combination gas
. white enamel coaJ and
■ new table model radios,
Tr. electric 2 burner hot
i-hand dining room sets.
living room set. elechps and Firestone autoEARL BOYNTON on
Camden
Tel. WashCamden 2041
18*20
i Range Burner installed
|one 14” Burner, suitable
or large stove. Several
aeroplane kits. Priced
IND D MORSE 120 Main
In. Me.
19*20
M radio and Majestic
c E GROTTON, 564
1091 W
17-20
like new 4-room Red
Inamel coal heater, pre
lack coal and wood parT*ed 2-room oil burning
ne air cooled gas engine;
yparator. and 6 pairs of
I shoe skates, and don't
Ihe fact that we have a
|B KALER. Washington,
Always home Sundays.
_ __________________ 20-lt
ck chicks for sale. U. S.
faned
and
approved,
cents each. TEL 263-5.
18*19-21
cast Iron furnaces for
electric range, clrculatwater heater. Vlctroia,
J' rs and coll, stove pipe,
faucet, and stoves of
GROTTON. 564 Main
_________________ 17 20
catch ln good condition
$15 00. TEL 793-W.

SAUM
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Such A Headache!

THIS IS A "BUTTER RUSH”

Bartlett Robbins.

Roy Gross is improving in health

Mrs. Edmund Johnson. Jr„ and
daughter Cynthia have returned
from Castine Hospital and are stay
ing with Mrs. Johnson's parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Coombs.
Mr. and Mrs. Mam-ice Ulmer, As
sistant District A^orney Donald
Finnegan and Mrs. Finnegan ol
Bangor were recent visitors here,
Mr. and Mrs Archie Hutchinson
have returned from a visit in
Mountainville.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Burgess have
received word that their son, Carl,
is on, his way home.
The Junior Choir sang Sunday
morning at the Latter Day Saints
Church.
Alton Dunham is employed at the
Central Garage.
Sunday Schood pupils of Mrs.
Louise Gross gave her a surprise
party last Friday night. Present
were: Katherine Burgess, Pauline
Fifield, Sarah Robbins, Lorraine
Morey, Elaine Billings, Elinor
Hutchinson, Albert
Hutchinson,
Lila Hutchinson; and guests, Wayne
Cleveland, Elmer Gross, Kenneth
Allen and Richard Robbin.s. Mrs.
Gross received many nice gifts.

SWAN’S ISLAND
Mrs. Calvin Stockbridge, Mr.
and Mrs. Phillip Whitehill and
daughter, of Schenectady. N. Y. ar
rived here last Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Whitehill
have bought the George Stanley
homestead.
Mrs. Levi Moulden arrived Satur
day from Rockland after caring for i
her niece, whose mother. Mrs. j
Delia Richardson, was in Florida
caring for her son..
Miss Ann Colley, R. N , accom
panied patients to the hospital
Thursday
Mr. and Mrs. Carleton Joyce are
heme following a tew week’s visit
in Rockland.
Guy Lunt who was a patient at
Knox Hospital for six weeks, re
turned home Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Judson Smith and
Harry Smith arrived home Thurs
day, having spent the Winter on the
mainland.

MATINICUS

A Jay See Gives “Simple”
Explanation of Locating
A Certain Day
Why so much ‘ redundancy” in,
these days? Think of the paper
required to print the calendars from
year io year when a simple 2x3 inch
or even smaller card would be amp
ly sufficient and alter a week’s use
could almost be banished entirely.
For instance the year 1946 could be
c.mpletely covered by the fol
lowing:

1946
Jan
2
May
3

MERCURY - FORD - LINCOLN

hibited.

oite-ing about private dwellings ls
P’- hiblted and loitering in public
place, is prohibited.
Children under the age of fifteen
in J-t be off the streets by ten o'clock
unless accompanied
by an adult or
-J. vided with a good excuse therefor
No person shall throw any missile
on any street
N person shall remove any monuht' ut set as a street boundary
Distu-bing the peace by making
n
on public streets ls punishable
b\ a fine of not less than $3 00, nor
m *e than $20 00.
The tearing down of notices ls pro-

hib.ted

4

The removal of numbers on houses
an-l buildings ls prohibited
The obstructing of any ditch or
'er-course ls prohibited
No person shall hang or cause to be
nur.g anv goods or other things Over
a -idewalk or street without a permit.
No advertising sign shall be paint
ed upon public sidewalks
No person shall leave any poison ln
public street.
No person shall use profanity In any
Public street.
No sidewalk gasoline pumps shall
hereinafter be Installed within the
• mils of any street or sldewaik ln this
[tty and none presently installed shall
replaced
d The conveying of refuse throuRti the
•treet shall be ln such a manner as
ip prevent the escape ot odors and the

TIRES!

TIRES!

ALMOST EVERY SIZE OF
PASSENGER and TRUCK TIRE

We Carry one of the Largest Stocks in New England
16-F-tf

April

Aug.
4
Dec.

--F.GGS

CAIN’S MAYONNAISE

A

Food fatae
1

Do2en BROOKSIDE

is Equal

ECC5

+o l^a POUNDS of the

Best NUTRITIOUS FOOD you can buy

*

CKADE A
LARGE SIZE

Fresh eggs are a protective

Food because thev contain
vitamins, minerals ai|d pro
teins.
Brookside eggs are
selected from the finest
nearby farms and are guar
anteed to be strictly fresh.

Qwu/rr MEATS
a* FIRST NATIONAL

PLUMP MILK-FED

FOWL

LB

PLUMP TENDER ROASTINC

CHICKENS

Town Meeting

FRESH PLUMP NORTHERN - UP TO 20 POUNDS

TURKEYS
SKINLESS - VERY BESI QUALITY

FRANKFORTS
COUNTRY STYLE - MILDLY SEASONED

SAUSAGE MEAT

»3

|lT'S FRESHER at
" FIRST NATIONAL

7*

READY-TO-SERVE - TASTY, DELICIOUS

SPICED Luncheon Meat t> 39‘

FLORIDA BABIJUICE OR
CALIFORNIA NAVEL

FAT BACK

SALT PORK

2

59'

GRAPEFRUIT 5

25‘

ORANGES

DELICIOUS FLAVOR - READY-TO-EAT

TEXAS

SPICED HAM
*

FOR A QUICK SNACK

COOKED SALAMI >39

Mr. and Mrs Leon Young have
returned from Rockland, where
they spen.t several weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Orren Ames have
been visiting relatives in Albion.
Chaney Ripley was week-end cal
ler in Rockland.
Mrs. Eugenja Teel is a patient in
The Army's master menu in 1775
Knox Hospital
Thomas Young spent a few days for Revolutionary soldiers included
recently at his home here after re only beef, flour, dried peas, milk,
turning from the Pacific area.
i . and spruce beer.

SEEDLESS

FANCY WESTERN

APPLES
YOUNC - TENDER

NO 1 CRADE FANCY

CARROTS

LB. 45‘

FRESH CAUCHT

FLOUNDER FILLETS

• 45c

FRESH - FOR STEWINC

OYSTERS

p.

65*

linp Valuvs at
Krpryilay Sarinf/

TOMATOES

Household Values
BORAX
2
27*
rec 15‘
BORAXO
PKC 8C
WYANDOTTE
RED CROSS TISSUE ROLL
BLEACH sunny day ^9*

Enjoy your favorite sport at its best...

delight in leisurely hours on sun-drenched beaches or in our
private solarium. This distinguished hotel caters to guests
who demand the best in appointments—service and cuisine.
MAKE RESERVATIONS NOW FOR MARCH AND APRIL

I

CELLO
PKC

Lj

JUICY CALIFORNIA

LEMONS

29«

DOZ

SOLID HEADS

CABBAGE

2 - 17

WASHED - READY-TO COOK

WHOLE KERNEL CORN 2 SSi 27*
SLICED BEETS
JAR 13‘
18 OZ
SWEET POTATOES
CAN 17‘
20 OZ ing
RED KIDNEY BEANS
CAN 10<
2Jc°*Sf29‘
DICED CARROTS
CUT GREEN BEANS
■SS 12*
VECETABLE *> 18 OZ *>Q
29<e
HERE'S HEALTH JUICE
i CANS
14 OZ
GORTON'S FLAKED FISH CAN 41‘
3-OZ
LIBBY'S DEVILED HAM CAN 14c
OZ
COMSTOCK'S quarter cut beets 28JAR
16‘

sticks

2.^15*

RED RIPE

NEW CROP -

WINSLOWS

2 - 291

% SEA FOOD VALUES x-

SMELTS

ALL-

PALM BEACH, FLORIDA
JAMES J. FARRELL, M$r • WRITE FOR BOOKLET AND RATES

By Th« Makers of

MARKETS

------

L

The annual town meeting was
held at Dirigo Hall, March 4. Prayer
was offered by Rev. Harold W Nut
ter. These officers were chosen:
Moderator, Rev. Harold Nutter;
selectmen,, assessors and overseers
of the poor, Wyman Drinkwater,
Maynard Marriner and Richard
Merriam; clerk, Alleine Adams:
treasurer, Mrs. Harr:et E. Knight
road commissioner. Frank Fuller;
member of the school committee,
Mrs. I-ouise Robbins; collector and
constable, Ira Packard; fire chief,
fire warden and inspector, Russell
Knight; budget committee, Mrs Ora
Bryant, Harold Cobb, Everett Hook,
Frank Jackson, George Jackson.
Richard Lewis, Don, Lucas, Charles
MacKenzie, Elden Maddocks, Hiram
Davis, Charles MacKenzie, Lawrence
Robbins, George Sibley, Ernest
Sprowi. Leslie Wentworth,
These appropriations were made;
Schools, $5875; highways and
bridges, $5630.50; welfare. $1405; re
duction of debt, $1003; salaries of
officers $1150; snow removal $836 57;
fire equipment, $100; control of
white pine rust, $200; miscellaneous,
$645.50.

PALM BEACH HOTEL

oust

Onten’s Kaaio Journal"

io t-.e

£5^

WALDOBORO—and—ROCKLAND

NO DEPOSIT REQUIRED

ff/ifietiiei

Todays Bes+

bacook Lodge. FAM., held March
M. degree was conferred
upon Willard E Osborne and Ro
land M. Edgecomib. Visiting mem
bers were present from ten lodges.
An oyster stew supper was enjoyed.
Mrs. Russell Knight is a surgical
patient at Bradbury Memorial Hos
pital in Belfast.
Mr. and Mrs. Will tMehuren, son
Roland, and Raymond Poole, all of
Pemaquid, recently visited Mrs
Mildred Hemenway and her sons
Gardner and Drummond.
The Farm Bureau group met Feb.
26 with Mrs. Josephine Aldus, chair
man The subject was One Meal
For ,Ad.” which was nicely demon
strated by Mrs. Marion Osborne,
foods leader. In the afternoon Mrs.
Osborne also demonstrated making
an, upside-down gingerbread and a
casserole dish.
Eight members
were present to enjoy an interest
ing meeting and the hospitality of
the hostess.
Mrs. Frank Bryant visited Mrs.
Ava Simmons in. Oakland for sev
eral days recently. Mrs. Simmons
returned with her and is guest of
Mr. and Mrs. Bryant.
Rev. Herbert F. Aldrich of Au
gusta, the district superintendent,
will be the speaker at the Commu
nity Methodist Church March 10.
After the service, the fourth quar
terly conference will be conducted
by Rev. Mr. Aldrich.

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO.

PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW!

July

—

—AT THE—

JOHN H. MILLER, OWNER
—SAYS—
“$50.00 cash off the regular retail price of any new car or
truck purchased by a veteran who has been overseas, and
honorably discharged.
$25.00 cash off to the veteran who has not been overseas,
and honorably discharged. This is one way I can help to
show my appreciation for the sacrifices you have made. We
have already delivered a number of new cars to veterans.
Every one received his bonus.”

Production of textiles is to resume
in China in the near future

1

5

2, the M.

POTATO CHIPS

Less than 400 attorneys practiced
in England in the reign of Ed
ward III.

5 plus 10 equals 15 minus 14 equals 1
or Sunday.

SUPER

I

W

Mar.

call go in committing things to
memory. I readied that .limit by
calling the roll of officers in South
Hope and Knox Pomona Grange
where in both of these bodies I have
many terms officiated as secretary.
A Jay See.

FIRST NATIONAL STORES

FOR EVERY VETERAN

1st a shipment ol Oil.
|ty Gas Combinations,
_ Combinations, with
?lty gas, kitchen ranges,
al
Cabinet Phil or City
fablnet Electric stoves,
orcelaln tops, with the
lorge Pot burning OU
|nd medium sizes, plenty
or nlckle stove pipe,
ows Repulse electric oil
k'our oil bbl. anywhere,
IP does the rest, and
Etna Oil Burners for
■ranges for $28 95. sent
“ecelpt of check
H B
Jngton. Me
Tel. 5425.
___________________ 20-lt
IDUCTS LIVE FOREVER
lranite For
|tng Paving. Out-Door
□red Flagging, Prop-rty
I Mooring Culvert Stone.
I Honor Rolls, Steps,
lone and Bases. Crushed

Feb.
5
June
6
Oct.
2

represents January ”5..’ Februaiy
and so on to December “0.”
Wishing to find what day of the
week any day in 1946 will fall or has
fallen on, proceed as follows. I
will assume that you have memo
rized the 12 numbers in order as
given.
At random select as an. example,
October 19 What day of the week
will it fall on?
Solution: Take “2” symbol of Oc
tober, add ”19” day required, mak
ing 21. Subtract largest multiple
of 7 possible, which in this case is
21, leaving a remainder of 0 which
denotes Saturday as desired day.
Another example, July 31: Method
1 plus 31 equals 32 m.nus 23 equals 4
or Wednesday required answer.
Example 3. March 10: Method,

Always subtract 7 or its highest
multiple.
Probably nothing like this will
l
ever supplant the regulation calen
Nov.
Sept.
dar, but it .is simple to apply after
5
0
0
learning these 12 numbers thorough
ly whiclf I know is not hard by
Really complete to me, but I will classing them in four groups, as
written here. But for my part it
elucidate.
The first rnumber on this list
is amply hard as 13 is as high as I

A CASH BONUS

7tf

lax- Filling and Surf veins
■■IEEHAN A- SON
le
Rockland 21-13
ng Tenant’s Harbor 56-13
___________103tf
Llpment—We handle a
If oiflce equipment and
Tflreproof safes, all sizes,
lie typewriters.
L. C.
Id Business typewriter,
or phone Belfast 130
Intatlve win call
vou.
pLISHTNO CO , journal
J-t. Me
85tf
'glass for sale, at home
lesdays and Saturday*,
[nd evenings. Approprlers. weddings etc. No
NEWMAN, 46 Masonto

RocHanci Couner-£azeffe, Friday, MarcH 3, 19??

ANO SANITARY CODE
This ordinance being in excess of
1000 words ls printed by summary
only
Copies of the full text may be
Marguerite Chapter, O£B„ met
obtained at the City Clerk's office.
A musical enter
This ordinance Is designed to con- Monday night.
was furnished by the
col and prevent the spread of disease. tainment
The Health Officer Is given the usual ‘ Barber Shop Quartette,” in cos
authority created by the Laws ol
Maine with regard to Infectious and tume, with vocal and instrumental
r iinmunlcable diseases. Infected per selections. The quartette consisted
sons are not to
be removed without of Mrs Doris IR. Arey, Mrs Beulah
p.-rtnlsslon
Infected children are not Drew, Mrs. Gertrude Sellers and
attend school.
Persons afflicted
w,th small pox, scarlet fever, diphthe Mrs. Blanche Kittredge with Mrsria pulmonary tuberculosis, or any ln- Leola Smith as announcer. Follow
u,- tlous or communicable disease are ing the concert refreshments were
M • to mingle with the public. Con served by the committee, Mr.s.
valescents and nurses are not to leave
• i,c premises without a certificate from Muriel Lape and Mrs. Ida Libby.
n . -r. .
—
•
Health Officer. Children exposed an. one t
P^Tcy ^arter> Jr ” are visiting Mrs. Burgess’ parents,
contagion
are
excluded
from
Ba£,er.s Parents. Mr and
Hudson. Conway in
'■hool. Infected people are not to use Mr InTtr01
public conveyances Health Officer may ItoothKv
V
’
I Wilmington, Mass. During their
<j larantlne Infected persons. Health Boothbay.
i
absence Betty Burgess is with her
Officer shall furnish antl-toxln, vaccine,
John Johnson, who has been pass grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis
and drugs at the expense of the City
when necessary Tlve City shall provide ing several weeks at his home here, Burgess, Sr.
free vaccina* Ion. Physicians to give went Monday to Whitinsville, Mass.
This is how last Saturday’s “flash” butter sale looked three minutes
notice of Infectious diseases as pro
____
_ of Rockland
Conway-Mifflin
Mr.s. ______
Hubert______
Patrick
afterafter the boxes appeared. Three long queues had formed in that
vided by Section 61, Chapter 22. of the
Stanley IA. Conway, Y3c, USCOR brief time and people were scampering toward the big First National
Revised Statutes of Maine.
Penalty is guest this week of her mother,
.
eldest son of Mr. and Mrs. Llax Supermarket for all the woild like chickens at a corn rattling.
for violation of this ordinance Is a Mrs. Margie Chilles.
hue of not more than $50 or by lmThe Farm Bureau will meet Conway and Durcilla Mifflin, Y2c.
prl-onment of not more than six March 12 at the home of Mrs. Moira USCG. PW R.) daughter of Mr. and
months, or by both such fine and Im
Thomas.
Mrs Horace W. Mifflin of Clayton,
SEARSMONT
prisonment
STONINGTON
The recently organized ”B, B.” Mo., were married March 1 in the
State Plumbing Code ls adopted and
Mrs..
Ora
Clark of Belfast was a
Walter
Gray
is
home
after
his
the City Manager shall appoint a Club was entertained last Friday Chapel of St, Michaels and St.
plumbing
inspector.
No Inspector njght by Mr. and Mrs. Ted Mac- George Episcopal Church at St. recent trip to Danzig with relief recent visitor at the home of Mrs.
shall approve his own work
Permits
Mary Collins and Mr. and Mrs.
supplies for the Poles
for plumbing are required
A schedule Donald, at their home on High Louis, Mo.
Raymond Harriman.
Mr.
and
Mns.
Daniel
Clark
and
Mr. Conway is a graduate of
, t charges Is made for the plumbing street. Lunch was served and the
Rev. and Mrs George Volz were
permit according to amount of work evening .passed with cards.
The VHS, Class of 1939. He enlisted son James have returned from
done
Inspectors of plumbing and members of the club are: Mr. and in the Coast Guard ln December, Portland.
recent dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
ulth officer must make annual re
Regina Parsons was recent gues’ Harold CObb.
Torts
The penalty for violation of Mrs. MacDonald, Mr. and Mrs. Hoi- 1942 and at the time of his enlistElmer Cunningham has received
plumbing code Ls the same as that lis BurgessjSr , Mr. and Mrs. Ernest ment was'employed at the (Pratt ahd of her mother, Mrs. Geneva Shep
provided for by State Statutes.
his discharge from the Navy, and
hard.
Clayter,
Mr,
and
Mrs.
Robert
Whitney
Aircraft
Co.,
East
HartSewerage facilities are required and
ford, Conn. He received his boot
Lillian O Eaton has returned returned home.
provisions are made for cleaning prlv- Georgeson.
Harold
Baker
of
Springfield,
training
ai
Manhattan
Beach,
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Hillman of
1--. vaults, cesspools, and septic tanks.
here, with her son, Clyde, of the
Removal of private nuisances consist Mass , who has been visiting Mr. Brooklyn N. Y. ’After having com- Marines.
Baltimore were recent business
ing of filth ls provided for.
and Mrs. Max Conway, has employ- pitted 18 months sea duty is now
William Haskell is in Boston for visitors here.
Expectoration ln any public place ls
ment
in town and will reside at the stationed ai the C. G. Separation medical treatment. Mrs. Haskel)
prohibited
The use ot common cups
George Skinner of Bath visited
home of Miss Mary Maker.
Center, St. Louis.
and towels In public places ls -prohlbl
accompanied him.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Cushman
Mrs.
Pauline Hutchinson
and
Mrs. Conway Ls a
graduate of
lid
Health Officer may condemn
John Adams of Boston has re over the week-end.
building unfit for occupancy.
daughter Janice of Rockland were Rock Lsland High School and at- turned
home after selling the
At tlie latest meeting of Quantanuisances and annoyances
overnight guests Tuesday of Mrs., tended Michigan State College, Adams property on Main street to

ECTIVE

|1TN

TuSsBay-Frlctey"

SPINACH

CELLO
PKC

19*

CITRUS JUICES
NATURAL FLORIDA OR SWEETENED

GRAPEFRUIT JUICE

46 OZ 25'
*JCC
CAN

ORANCE AND CRAPEFRUIT

BLENDED JUICE

18 OZ

18*

CAN

NEW PACK FLORIDA

ORANGE JUICE

4Ca“ 41
*’*

CALIFORNIA RICH FRESH PACK

ORANGE JUICE

20*

GROUND FRESH WHEN

4K

YOU MAKE YOUR PURCHASE
We grind your coffee fresh when
you make your purchase because
the nearer coffee is ground to cof
fee making time, the fresher and
more flavorful coffee you will get
every time.
1-LB
BACS

331 MAIN STREET
FUSE PARKING SPACE FOB CUSTOMERS

I

Educator Speaker

ROCKPORT
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E A. CHAMPNEY
Correspondent

GLADYS O. CONDON
Correspondent
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XX
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Tel. 113-3

Tel. 2220

Mrs. Norman Whitehill enter
tained the T.&R. Club Monday
night at her home cn Beechwood
street. A kitchen shower was ten
dered MLss Jcyce Whitehill whese
marriage to Ccrydon Adams will be
an event of the near future. Lunch
was served, including a bride’s cake
and games were played. Prizes
were won by Mrs. Norma Flaherty,
Mrs. Bernice Hatch, Mrs. Phyllis
Hunt and Mrs. Leona Whitehill, all
of Rockland. Others present were
Mrs. Frances Dean. Mrs. Louise
Crozier and Mrs. Marion Richards.
Those unable to attend but who
sent presents were Mrs. Marion
Breen, Mrs. Grace Simmons and
Mrs. Ruth Foley Guests were Miss
Jeon Hunt ai^d Miss Patricia
Whitehall.
Tlie Democratic Caucus will be
held March 15 at 7.30 p m. in
Watts hall. Town meet.ng will be
March 25
Flmer Ingalls is a surgical patient
at the Deaconess Hospital, Brook
line, Mass.
Union services will be held
Thursday night during lent for the

The Republicans will meet in
caucus at 7 o’clock Tuesday night
for the purpose of selecting delegates
to State Convention and transact
ing such ether business as may be
in order.
The Baptist Church will have
morning wosrhip Sunday at 11
o'clock. Sunday School meets at
noon. Eveing service will be at 7.
The pastor will begin a pre-Easter
series of sermons on the subject,
“The Meaning of Easter.”
Camden-Rockport WJC. T. U. has
arranged for Temperance Day to
be observed in the schools March 8.
The movie entitled “It’s the Brain,
that Counts" will be shown at sev
eral schools during file day: High
School at 9; Hoboken at 10; Rock
ville at 11; West Rockport after
lunch; Camden Junior High School
at 2.30. Parents and friends are
invited to visit the schools.
Vernon Kenney celebrated his
birthday Tuesday with a party.
Those present were: Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Young and daughter Ruth
of Camden, Mrs. Nana Wentworth,
Florence Wentworth, Mrs. Cora Up
ham, Marion Upham and Capt. and
Mrs. John Small of this place; Mrs.
Lila Allard of Spruce Head and
Leroy Hubbard of Chelsea, Mass.
Rev. and "Mrs. James W. Barr are
spending a few days in Farmington..
Mrs. Hattie Small returned Tues
day from a few days visit in Boston.
Miss Lois ,Burns is at home from
Boston for an indefinite visit with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Orris
Burns.
Mrs. Mary Whitman has returned
from a two months' visit with her
sister in Atlanta, Ga.
Murray S. Cooper, who has been"
stationed at Guam, was discharged

TODAY

SATURDAY

and

Shows, 2.«4i. 6.25,

8.30

A Mew/ St(/fez in
.
Luxurious Entertainment/,
l»'» Romance in Rhumba Time

when

a captivating countess (rom

‘.i-

z

Brooklyn meets a torrid

toreadoi - and teaches him
Latin love on
the American

plan.

Paramount
Presents

DOROTHY LAMOUR

ARTURO de CORDOVA

Ma gujuenr ade
irr Mexico
PATRK: KNOWLES • ANN DVORAK • GEORGE RIGALiD
Noted* UWDowel*
r
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MITCHELL LEISEN
PRODUCTION

STIIAH
TEL. 892
Starts Sunday
LOST WEEKEND”

Baptst and Methodist Church. The
first meeting will be held Thursday
night at 7 o’clock at the Baptist
Church.
The Friendly Circle will meet
with Miss Helen Studley Tuesday
at 2 o'clock at her home on Hyler
street.
Beta Alpha Club will meet Mon
day night with Mrs. Roland Morse
on Main street.
Church News
Mass will be celebrated at St.
James Catholic Church Sunday
at 9 a. m.
Service will be held Sunday at
St. John’s Episcopal Church.

»

Services at the Federated Church
Sunday w 11 be: Worship at 11
o’clock; Sunday School at 9.45 a. m.
morning topic, “The Call To En
durance.” Anthem “Our Refuge
and Strength,” (Holton). Evening
service at 5 o’clock, topic, “Poured
Uut Unto the Lord.” Epworth League
7 o’clock. Friendly Circle will'meet
with Miss Helen Studley Tuesday
at 2 p. m

'
1

I

CAMDEN
xx XX

GRANGE CORNER
ft ft £ ft
ne frma all

ft ft ft ft
Tel. 2214
J. H. Burtner

The First Baptist Church of
Rockland will be host to the
monthly Bible conference to be
held on March 12, at 7.30 p. m.,
sponsored jointly by the New' Eng
land Fellowship of Boston, Mass.,
and co-operating churches in the
from the service this week at Fort
Devens and has returned home.
Leroy Hubbard of Chelsea, Mass.,
is visiting his cousin, Mrs. John
Small.
The Thimble Club will meet Wed
nesday with Mrs. Evelyn Crockett.
They will celebrate St. Patrick's
Day.
The Try to Help Club will meet
Monday with Mrs. Mary Spear,
Camden street.
Mrs. Julia Johnson, who has been
spending a few days with her sis
ter, Mrs. William E. Whitney, re
turned Wednesday to her home in
Vinalhaven.
The Baptist Ladies Circle will
meet Wednesday with Mrs. W. E.
Whitney.
Morning worship at the Metho

dist Church will be held at 11
o'clock Sunday when Rev. James
W. Barr will speak on “The Win
ning Christ.”

This will be the first

of a series of Lenten messages to be
given on Portraits of Christ in the
Gospels. Sunday School will meet
at 10 o’clock under the direction of
Ernest Crockett.
The Midweek
Felwolship will be Thursday night
at 7 o’clock.
In London, England, dog racing is
a year-round sport with 15 tracks
operating Each of the tracks are
open two days a week.

PARK

■ ROCKIAND ■ >

FRIDAY and SATURDAY
JUMP FOR JOY!

,

- ie here today »« ’

(
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Arthur Mullen of West Concord,
Mass., who for years twas associated
with the Hughes Woolen Mill, died
suddenly Tuesday. Surviving are
his wife and four children, jack
Arthur. Robert and Bertha.
Mrs. Jocelyn Christie-left Wed
nesday for a visit to Washington,
D C.

Mrs. (Albert Means of Brookville,
Pa., is visiting her husband. General
Secretary of the local YM.C.A.
Fred Hall, who assists Mr. Means
at the Y.M.C-A., is a patient at
Community Hospital as the result
of a fall. Elmer Barnard will sub
stitute at the Y. during his absence
Mrs. Ora Brown will entertain the
Good Cheer Class Tuesday night at
her home on Union street.
The Monday Club will meet
March 12 with Mrs. Winfield With
am at The Manse. Mrs. Ora Brown
will be the reader.
An evening of Fellowship will be
held at the Congregational Parish
House Sunday at 8 o’clock. The
program will be entirely musical,
with piano duets by Mrs. John Wil
son and Mrs. Harry Tounge; harp
solos by Miss Grace Lenfest; flute
solos by Dr. Harold Jameson and
vocal solos by (Mrs. James Went
worth and Mrs. Winfield Witham.
The hosts will be Mr. and Mrs. Gus
tav. Gunderson and Mr. and Mrs.
Knut Gauterson. It if? hoped that
all members of the parish will at
tend.
Charles Merritt was guest speaker
at the Lions Club Tuesday at Wads
worth Inn. He gave an interesting
recital of experiences while serv
ing as a pilot in the Air Force. Mr
Constantine of Rockland "Was also a
guest. Many of the local club ar®
planning to accept the invitation of
the Rockland Club for ladles’ night
March 13.
Rev. and Mrs. Kenneth Cissens of
Rockland will be at the Methodist
Church Sunday at 10.30 a. m„ “to
give a message in song.” They will
also visit the Sunday School classes
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Erskine
were in Portland this Week to visit
their son, who is a patient at tha
Children's Hospital.

Mr-

ROY
R06ERS

THOMASTON

i

th®

At North Haven Grange these of
ficers were installed by Past Mas
ter Floyd F. Crockett, assisted by
Hope Ames as marshal and Leona
Stone and Freida Mills as bearers;
Master, Arthur Emerson; overseer,
Hiram Beverage; lecturer, Harvey
Calderwood; steward, Almon Ames;
assistant steward, Curtis D’.ckey;
chaplain. Meribah Crockett: treasurere, Florence Brown; secretary,
Dorothy Emersos; -gatekeeper. Dan
iel Pendleton; Ceres, Nellie Bever
age; Pomona, Jennie Beverage;
lady assistant steward,
Harriet
Stone; executive committee. Rich
ard Crockett.
•

Correspondent

A

♦

*

Hope Grange Circle met Wed
nesday with Mrs Helen Wentworth
and worked on aprons for the Sum
mer sale. The Grange met Mon
day with a goodly attendance.
Supper was served by Mr. and
Mrs. Clifton Robbins. The third
and fourth degrees were conferred
on three candidates. A fine pro
gram was presented by the lecturer,
Mrs. Bernice Robbins.
♦ * ♦ •

Limerock Valley Pomona will
meet Saturday at 2 o'clock with St.
George Grange. The theme will be
“Agriculture.” A picture, “From
Farm ta Market” will be shown
from the Department of Agricul
ture. Roll call will be on interest
ing facts about Knox Ccunty. Pic
tures of Hawaiian 'Islands will be
shown.
Commercial petroleum production
began in China in 1939. yet oil and
gas were known and produced in
that country 2000 years ago.

OIONNE'QUINTS'
always rely on this great rub for

COUGHSCOLDS
All

It Must Be Good!

thru the years — at the first sign of
a cold—the Quintuplets’ chests, throats
and backs are immediately rubbed with
Musteroie.
Musteroie inglautly starts to relieve
coughs, sore throat and muscle soreness
of colds. It actually helps break up
painful local congestion. Makes breath
ing easier. Great for grown-ups, too!
In 3 strengths.

MUSTEROLE

Retail Food Prices
Some Interesting Facts Are
Gathered From an Of
ficial Source

TALK OF THE TOWN
The week of Prayer was observed
at the meeting of Ruth Mayhew
Tent Monday night by singing the
hymn. “Sweet Hour of Prayer? Fa
vorite quotations of the late Mary
Derry Rich were read by Lizzie
French and there were humorous
readings toy Bessie Haraden. Ec>.
Mullen was a "supper guest and re
ported Bert Thomas ill at his home
on Pacific street. It was voted to
omit the supper at the next regular
meeting March 18.
All “Loyal
Daughters" are reminded to contact
some member of the Committee on

“Food costs, which comprise twofifths of the budget of moderate in
come families in Portland, declined
0.7 percent between mid-December
and mid-January,” it was stated <oday by Wendell D. MacDonald, re
gional director of the Bureau of La
bor Statistics of the U. S Depart
ment of Labor. “Seasonal declines
in egg prices were responsible for
this decrease,” he said.
11 cents a bunch, and a No 2 can
Average prices of food are now to
of
tomatoes from 10 to 14 cents.
1.4 percent above a year ago.
That group of foods costing $10
in. August 1939, when the war broke
Notices of Appointment
out in Europe now costs $13.99
I. Willis R Vinal. Register of Probate
Fresh fruit and vegetable prices for the County of Knox in the State

Maine he eby certify that ln the
advanced 3.1 percent. Potatoes rose of
following estates the persons were ap
seasonally 6.8 percent, onions 5.1 pointed
Administrators.
Executors.
percent, while prices of carrots Guardians and Conservators and on
the dates hereinafter named:
dropped.
Fresh fuit and vegetable prices ALFRED W MATHEWS of Thomas
ton"* February 5. 1946 Mary Lane of
on the average are now M 3 percent Cambridge.
Massachusetts was appoint
higher than in August. 1939. During ed Conservator, and qualified by filing
this same period meats rose 29.7 bond on same date. Stuart C. Burgess
of Rockland was appointed Agent in
percent and fats and oils 50,9 per Maine.
cent.
MARY K EATON, late of Rockland,
The price range in Portland was deceased. January 9. 1946 Helen M
broad reflecting the many brands, Moran of Hyde Park, Massachusetts,
was appointed administratrix.
and
qualities, and store classifications ■ qualified
by filing bond on February 8.
throughout the city. In mid-Janu i 1946 Christopher
S Roberts of Rock
ary a ten-pond sack of flour sold land was appointed Agent ln Maine
from 50 to 76 cents, carrots from 5 SANFORD CARGILL, late of Wash

Probate Notices
STATE OF MAINE
Lincoln. SS
To all persons Interested in either of
the estates hereinafter named:
At a Probate Court held at Wiscas
set. in and for the County of Lincoln,
on the twe nty-seventh day of Febru
ary. in the year of our Lord one thou
sand nine hundred and forty-six. and
by adjournment from day to day from
the fifth day of said February. The
following matters having been pre
sented for the action thereupon here
inafter indicated, lt ls hereby ORDEH.K1):
That notice thereof be given to all
persons interested, by causing a copy
oof this order to be published three
weeks successively in Die Courier-Ga
zette. a newspaper published at Rock
land, in the County of Knox, that they
may appear at a Probate Court to be
held at said Wiscasset on the second
day cl April, A. D. 1946. at ten o'clock
in the forenoon and be heard thereon
if they see cause.
Joseph N. Vinal. late of W'arren. de
ceased. Docket No 29 1946 WUl and
Petition for Probate thereof and that
Letters Testamentary issue to Willis
R Vinal. the Executor named therein,
without bond, (said Willis R. Vinal be
ing the Register of Probate of the
County of Knox); Presented by said
Willis R. Vinal.
Niven C. Crawford, late of Warren,
deceased.
Docket No. 73-1943. First
and Final Account and Petition for
Distribution presented for allowance
by Willis R Vinal. Executor, (said
Willis R. Vinal being the Register of
Probate of the County of Knox).
WITNESS JOHN W
BRACKETT.
Judge of said Court, at Wiscasset, this
twenty-seventh day of February, ln
the year of our Lord one thousand nine
hundred and forty-six.
HARVEY R PEASE. Register.
18F22

lngton. deceased.
February 19. 1946,
Herbert B Cunningham of Washington
was appointed
administrator.
and
qualified by filing bond on same date.
AUSTIN S CALDERWOOD, late of
Vinalhaven. deceased
June 5, 1944,
Joseph Headley of Vinalhaven was ap
pointed administrator, and qualified
by filing bond on February 19. 1946
HAROLD L. KENNISON. late of Rock
iand. deceased.
February 19, 1946.
Florence W Kennlson of Rockland was
appointed administratrix and qualified
by filing bond on same date.
DAVID ANDERSON, late of Vinal ha
ven, deceased. February 19. 1946. Hen
ry Anderson of Vinalhaven was appoint
ed administrator without bond.
OOLBY A MOORE late of Rockland,
deceased February 19. 1946, Arlene D
Fickett of Rockland was appointed
executrix, and qualified by filing bond
on same date.
EDGAR J. SMITH, late of Rockport,
deceased. February 19. 1946. Herman
A. Smith of Brockton. Massachusetts,
was appointed administrator, without
bond. Frank H. Ingraham of Rock
land was appointed Agent In Maine.
OREN WTLLIAM CURRIER, late of
Appleton, deceased. February 19. 1946,
Julia A. Currier of Appleton was ap
pointed executrix, without bond.
FRANCIS M. SNOW, late of Rockland,
deceased
February 19. 1946, Israel
Snow of Kittery was appointed admini
strator. without bond.
MARY HARRIET STAPLES of Rock
land.
Februa-y 20. 194S. Walter J.
Staples of Somerville. Massachusetts,
was appointed Guardian and qualified
by filing bond on same date
Frank
H. Ingraham of Rockland was appoint
ed Agent ln Maine.
LIZZIE N. ROBINSON, late of Rock
land. deceased. February 26. 1946. John
Alton Perry of Rockland was appointed
executor, without bond.
Attest:
WILLIS R VINAL, Register
18F22

"/ edef^t see

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Lowell en
tertained a group of friends at sup
per Monday in honor of the birth
days of Charles Wall, George Bitgood, Richard Lowell and Laura
Armstrong. Two tables were pret
tily decorated. Others present were:
Mrs. Wall, John Wall, Charles Wall,
Jr., and Janies Kent of Tenant's
Harbor; Mr. and (Mrs. Clifton Carroll, Mrs. Bitgood and Mrs. Al'bena
Taft of Rockland: Mr. and Mrs.
Vernon Tabbutt, Mr and Mrs. John
McLain, Chief Warrant Officer Ray
mond Hamilton of the Coast Guard
Cutter, Shrub and Chief Boatswain's
Mate, Edward Bunn of the Coast
Guard base in Rockland.

King of the Cowboys

TRIGGER
: Horse

Russia has increased the speed ol
all tractors produced there.

SUN., MON., TUES., WED.
Sun. Shows Cont. 3.00,5.00, 7.00,9.00

Watch Out fcr the

featuring GEORGE "GABBY" HAYES

Mon., Tues., Wed. 2.00,6.20,8.30

ZV A

MISS HBWJPJ M. RIOH

Baptist Sunday School meets at

9.45 a. m.; morning service 11
o'clock, subject. 'Daniel: God’s Man
Of the Hour.” Men's voices are
Raymond Greene, Edward Oxton,
Edward Newccmbe, Alfred Strout,
William,White and Dr. H. W. Flagg
'When Jesus Is Ii Control) by
Gabriel.
Evening subj'ect “God,
Man's Best Refuge” Monday,
Beta Alpha Club will meet with
Mrs. Roland Morse on Main
street. Tuesday, Ladies’ Mission
Circle meets with Mrs. Leona Wil
son, Main street. Thursday, boys’
handcraft class.
Union Lenten
prayer meeting at the Baptist
Church with Dr. H. W. Flagg
leader.
>

vicinity. The conference will have
as its guest speaker Rev. J. H. Burtner of Harrisburg, Penn
Bom Ln Hununelston, Fenna., In
to a minister s fam ly, Mr Ourtner
followed in His father’s footsteps.
Following his graduation from
Muhlenberg College and Dallas
Theological Seminary, he served
several churches ln Pennsylvania.
Mr. Burtner is currently engaged
as dean of faculty at the Harris
burg School of the Bible. He is
also director of Children's Bible
Camp of Linglestown, and conducts
the Children’s Bible Porum,' a ra
dio program designed for juveniles.
The publie is cordially invited to
this inspirational meeting.

••e

DALE EVANS

loon fvto*

AWTHUl I OFT . MAUDE aUENt and

Bronchial After-

BOB NOLAN aad
THE SONS OF THE PIONEERS
kf FUN* MaOONAUt

People Talked About The Book in WHISPERS...
Critics SHOUT Their Praises of The Film!

Effects cf a Cold

SUNDAY and MONDAY

Th

"One of the greatest pictures I have ever seen,”
•aye Lou ella Partoni

Important Tn Neglect

When nothing seema to do that
Irritating bothersome cough any
good Just go to any good drug store
and get a bottle of good old Bronchu-llne Emulsion.
Take it as directed and notice how
easily It takee hold—gives yon relief
and helps you get a good night’s
rest.
Often one-half bottle Is enough
and you re better before you know
lt. The very first dose takes right
hold, loosening phlegm, soothing
and quieting irritation. So get a
bottle of Bron-chu-llne Emulsion
today and get relief a® quick ae you
can. Money back if diseatlefled.

. raff

f,One of the best movies ever made,”
•ays Danton Walker

^An unforgettable picture with never a dull moment!”
eayt Leonard Lyani

ANY TOWN. U S A.
All the occupants of both cars were
injured when these two automobiles
collided and telescoped at a dark inter
section.

GOODNOW’S PHARMACY
CORNER DRUG STORE

NEWCAMDEN'THEATRE

r-

CAMDEN

•

•

•

PHONE

2519

WEDNESDAY MATINEE AT 3.45; SUNDAY AT 34C
OTHER DAYS AT 2.0C.

Modern, efficient street and highway lighting is so inexpensive,

230 REASONS TO BE PRESENT
The story of Jap prison cruelty!

Wei/'

", h»rge,!
you’ll ne«er

Produced by Charles Brackett

.

Directed by Billy Wilder

\

» ram Urn NaraI by

Umrim Jarluaa

TEL. 892

pedestrian, are a criminal waste of property and life.

way and street lighting conditions.

“Frontier Gunlaw”

town, city or state authorities at once for modern street and highway

We, and we alone, can t^ke the necessary steps to improve high

Make your appeal to the proper

lighting.

CHARLES STARRETT
SUNDAY and MONDAY, MARCH 10, 11

M-G-M’s GREAT ENTERTAINMENT
GINGER ROGERS

STRAW O“

so readily available to the communities that accidents, both auto and

Only one man could trap the
Phantom outlaw gang . . .
THE DURANGO KID!
Socking Action.'
Rocking Rhythm!
Starring

with
Phillip Terry • Howard da Silva
Dorie Dowling • Frank Faylen

llrr elbe,«l
The be* -Xe
rrco'e*1
»

ditions which result in accidents such as this.

EVENINGS FROM «.3O

SATURDAY ONLY. MARCH 9

66

We the people, solely, are responsible for highway lighting con

LAN* TURNER

CENTR

WAITER PIOGEON.

SPECIAL: Square Deal Fer Every Child

POWE

NEWS

AINE
PANY

t

National Defense for their contri
bution for the Red Cross.

The tug, Eugenie Spofford is in
Portland harbor for a few days, fill
ing in the vacancy caused by the re
tirement of the tug. Cumberland of
the Cemral Wharf Towboat Com
pany. A War Shipping Administra
tion tug has been bought by the
firm, delivery of which is expected
next week, and at which tune the
Spofford will return to her usual
tjuties here and in bay ports.

>

Tuesday-F|
Mr. and Mrs.
in Florida. Uponl
will be accompJ
Seavey who has
Winter there.
Kiev, Ukranianl
a subway nebwon]

Mervin
P
Harriman, who
for the past week has been
substituting for Frank Horey|f
seek on Maine Central trains 52 and
57, has returned to his regular run
on the “Night Flyer,” fast Rockland
to Brunswick and return train.

Probate Notices
STATE OF MAINE
To all persons interested ln either of
the estates hereinafter named:
At a Probate Court held at Rockland,
ln and for the County of Knox, on the
nineteenth day of February, ln the year
of our Lord one thousand nine hun
dred and forty-six. and by adjourn
ment from day to day from the nine
teenth day of said February. The fol
lowing matters having been presented
for the action thereupon heretnaftei
indicated it Ls hereby ORDERED:
That notice thereof be given to all
persons interested, by oa using a copy
of this order to be published three
weeks successively in THE COURIER
GAZETTE, a newspaper published a‘,
Rockland, ln said County, that thejc,
may appear at a Probate Court to b»
held at said Rockland on the nine
teenth day of March. A D 1946 at nine
o'olock ln the forenoon, and be heard
thereon if they see cause.
ELLA F. BROWN, late of Vinalhaven.
deceased. Will and Petition for Pro
bate thereof asking that the same may
be proved and allowed and that Let
ters Testamentary issue to Herbert A
Lawry of Vinalhaven. he being the ex
ecutor named therein without bond.
EDWIN B HOLT, late of St. George,
deceased. Will and Petition for Pro
bate thereof asking that the same may
be proved and allowed and that Let
ters Testamentary issue to George X.
Bernier of St. George, he being the
executor named therein, without bond.
HOWARD H BROWN late of Rock
land. deceased Will and Petition for
Probate thereof asking that the same
may be proved and allowed and 'that
Letters Testamentary issue to Emerson
Sadler of Rockland, he being the ex
ecutor named therein, without bond.
JOHN M PUSHAW. late of Hope, de
ceased
Will and Petition for Probate^
thereof asking that the same may be
proved and allowed and that Letters
Testamentary issue to Harry L. Pushaw
of South Hope, he being the executor
named therein, without bond.
FLORA E LUDWIG, late of Thom
aston. deceased Will and Petition for
Probate thereof asking that the same
may be proved and allowed and that
Letters Testamentary Issue to Alfred
W. Ludwig, of Thomaston, he being
the executor named therein, without
bond.
I.EVI SEAVEY, late of Thomaston,
deceased
Will and Petition for Pro
bate thereof asking that the same may
be proved and allowed and that Let
ters Testamentary issue to Frank D.
Elliot of Thomaston, he being the ex
ecutor named therein, without bond
MARY C DAVIS, late of Camden,
deceased. Will and Petition for Pro
bate thereof asking that the same may
be proved and allowed and that Let
ters Testamentary issue to Josephine
Porhan Harmon of Portland, she being
the executrix named therein, without
bond.
£
ESTATE CASSIE N HEWETT, late
of Rockland, deceased
Petition for
Administration asking that Jerome C.
Burrows of Rockland, or some other
suitable person, be appointed admini
strator, without bond,
ESTATE FRANK M. SIDELINGER.
late of Union, deceased. Petition for
Administration asking that Sadie M.
Feyler of Waldoboro, or some other
suitable person, be appointed admini
stratrix, without bond.
ESTATE GEORGE L OBRIEN, late
of Warren, deceased Petition for Ad
ministration asking that Mildred E.
Chatfield of Penobscot, or some other
suitable person, be appointed admini
stratrix. without bond
ESTATE JOHN E BRADBURY, late
of Owl's Head, deceased. Petition for
Administration asking that Myra A.
Bradbury of Owl's Head, or some other
suitable person, be appointed admini
stratrix. without bond.
ESTATE ALVIN C. RAMSDELL. late
of Rockland, deceased
Petition for
Administration asking that Winfield
A Ramsdell of Portland, or some othti
sultbale person, be appointed ad min 1^
strator. without bond
ESTATE PERLEY E MILLER, late of
Tenant's Harbor. St. George, deceased
Petition for Administration asking that
Flora H Miller of South Portland, or
some other suitable person, be ap
pointed administratrix, with bond.
ESTATE ROBERT L BROWN, late
of Vinalhaven. deceased Petition for
License to sell certain real estate situ
ated ln Vinalhaven and fully de
scribed in said petition, presented by
A. Everett Libby, Administrator.
ESTATE MARGARET CRANDON, late
of Thomaston, deceased
Petition for
License to sell certain real estate situ
ated in Thomaston and fully described
ln said petition, presented by Sylves
ter., P. Barrows, of Rockport, Admini
strator.
ESTATE EMELtNE HILLMAN AB
BOTT late of Matlnlcus, deceased
First and final account presented for
allowance by Carrie E. Ripley, Ex
ecutrix.
teTATE ELLEN H YOUNG, late of
Matinicus, deceased.
First Accounjfc
presented for allowance by Gladys £/
Mitchell, Executrix.
ESTATE DELBERT E WOTTON. late
of Thomaston, deceased
First and
Pinal Account presented for allowance
by Rodney E Jordan, Administrator
ESTATE MAE R CUSHMAN, late of
Friendship, deceased
First Account,
including private claim of executor,
presented for allowance by Albert D
Cushman, Executor.
ESTATE WILLIAM G LOUCKS, late
of Thomaston, deceased
First and
Final Account presented for allowance
by Rodney E Jordan. Administrator.
ESTATE FRANCES E COOK LEE. of
Friendship. Fourth and Final Account
presented for allowance by Alan L.
Bird. Guardian.
SUSAN W. STEVENS, late of War
ren. deceased. Will and Petition for
Probate thereof asking that the same
may be proved and allowed and that
Letters Testamentary Issue to Stuart
C. Burgess of Rockland, he being the
executor named therein, without bond.
ESTATE HARRIET P. STEVENS. la'-M
of Warren, deceased Petition for Ad
ministration. de bonis non. with the
will annexed, asking that Stuart C.
Burgess of Rockland, or gome other
suitable person, be appointed Admini
strator. d b n.. c|t.a. with bond
ESTATE CLIFFORD B CARROLL,
late of Warren, deceased Petition lor
Administration asking that Thelma O.
Carroll of Warren, or some other suit
able person, be appointed administra
trix. without bond.
FRANK W FULLER, late of Rock
land. deceased
Will and Petition for
Probate thereof asking that the same
may be proved and allowed and that
Letters Testamentary issue to R. Wy
man Foster of Portland, he being the
executor named therein, without bond
ESTATE ERNEST R GLIDDEN. late
of. Vinalhaven. deceased
First and
Final Account presented lor ailowaace
by Margaret V Ofidden. Administra
trix.
|
WTTNBB8.
HARRY
E.
WOJBUR.
Esquire, Judge of Probate Court for
Knox County. Rockland. Maine
Attest:____

WILLIS R VINAh,
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[bor for a few days, fillcancy caused by the re[he tug, Cumberland of
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,nd at which tune the
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Mr. and Mrs. Willard Fales are
Mrs. Harold Oeriush has returned
in Florida. Upon their return, they after a brief visit with friends and
will be accompanied by William relatives at Wiscasset and BoothSeavey who has been spending the bay Harbor.
Winter there.
A safety-pin serves to emtoelish
Kiev, Ukranian capital, is to have the pigtail of the women of the
a subway network under Its streets. French Cameroons

Mr. and Mrs. Frank A. Tirrell. Jr.,
and V. F Studley leave today for
Boston to attend the wedding of
their niece. Miss Beulah MacLeod
to Lt. Steven Vcsbyrgh on Satur
day.

Read The Courier-Gazette
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iate Notices
ITE OE MAINE
tis Interested ln either of
irelnafter named:
Court held at Rockland,
County ot Knox, aa tha
of February, In the year
|ne thousand nine hunty six. and by adjourny to day from the ninesaid February. The fols having been presented
thereupon hereinafter
k hereby ORDERED:
I thereof be given to all
sted. by causing a copy
to be published three
ively ln THE COURIER
newspaper published at
said County, that the^,
a Probate Court to b^
Rockland on the ninelarch. A D 1946 at nine
forenoon, and be heard
“y see cause.
JWN. late of VlnaJhaven,
I and Petition for Pro
sklng that the same may
allowed and that Let
•ary Issue to Herbert A
lhaven. he being the exthereln without bond.
OI.T. late of St Oeorge.
I and Petition for Pro,klng that the same may
allowed and that Lettary Issue to Oeorge X.
Oeorge. he being the
d therein, without bond.
BROWN late of RoekWH1 and Petition for
if ashing that the same
and allowed and -that
lentary issue to Emerson
eland, he being the exthereln. without bond.

Mr. and Mrs. Perry Rich of De
troit are at the family home, Glen
Cove Mr. Rich's father. J. Frank
Rich, who has been a patient at a
Camden nursing home, 'will join
them shortly.

SHAW, late of Hope, de-

lowed and that Letters
Asue to Harry L. Pushaw
;, he being the executor

Mr. and Mrs. Edw. Wood of East
Haddenton. Conn., have moved to
Rockland and are making their
home with Mrs. Wood’s parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Wade.

, without bond.
.UDWIO. late of ThomWIU and Petition for
f asking that the same
and allowed and that
lentary Issue to Alfred

.Sf-TFl N HEWETT, late
deceased
Petition for
asking that Jerome C.
lockland. or some other
n. be appointed adminliit bond,
IANK M SIDELINGER.
. deceased. Petition for
asking that Sadie M.
ildoboro. or some other
be appointed adminiiut bond.
>RGE L OBRIEN, late
leased Petition for Adasktng that Mildred E.
’enobscot, or some other
n, be appointed admlnljut bond
HN E BRADBURY, late
deceased.

deceased

B. As seen in
MADEMOISELLE

A. As seen in CHARM
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Mrs. H. Laton Jackson will enter
tain the members of the Methebesec
Club this afternoon.

G^t ready for a whirl this spring, in
light-hearted moderns that step out with
you at a moment’s notice .. . That
bear a jaunty air because they’re
100% wool! Lucky the girl who can
add all these to her wardrobe . ..
the new dressmaker suit, the
Topper, the matching ensemble.
Any one will be fun to own.
A.

Mrs. Kay Young gave

Give yourself a

A circlet belt points up the peplum!

Dressmaker suit

in pure wool.

Sizes

Cold Wave Permanent!

9

to 15......................................................................$45.00

%

So easy to do right at home!
Soft, natural-looking curls.

B. Magnificent wool fleece, shaggy surfaced

' Ask for Crowning Glory • . .

for juniors. Sizes 9 to 15................... $47.50

C.

a bridge

party at her home Wednesday night.
High scores were made by Mrs.
Helen Korplnen and Mrs. Nelouise
Hastings.

The suit takes a coat.

— (with twrlaru

.

Both all wool.

<giai In)

Sizes 9 to 15. 3 pq. suit . ....................... $58.00

CARROLL CUT-RATE

18F24

Spencer Supports
I

/

WRITE OR CALL

Petition for

certain real estate situ-

ETHEL G. CUSHING

alb a ven and fully fie
ld petition, presented by

1 ELLIOT ST., THOMASTON
TEL. 7

by. Administrator
RGARET CRANDON. late
deceased
Petition for
certain real estate gltu|iston and fully described
on. presented by Sylvee
rs. of Rockport, Admlnl-

or
GRACE L. SIMMONS. R.N.

C. As seen in
GLAMOUR

M EL TNE HILLMAN ABof Matlnlcus, deceased
tl account presented for
Carrie E Ripley. ExIbEN H YOUNG, late of
creased.
First Accoun*
allowance by Gladys. E.
'utrlx.
LBERT E. WOTTON. late
. deceased
First and
presented for allowance
Jordan, Administrator
IE R CUSHMAN, late of
leceased
First Account,
vale claim of executor.
allowance by Albert D
rcutor.
LLIAM O LOUCKS, late
deceased
First and
presented for allowance
Jordan. Administrator.
ANCES E COOK LEE. of
'ourth and Final Account
allowance by Alan L.
,n.
STEVENS, late of WarWill and Petition for
of asking that the same
xi and allowed and that
tnentary Issue to Stuart
Rockland, he being the
ed therein, without bond.

Mrs. Emery Niles and Anthony
Smalley were in Portland Thursday
to meet Robert SmSffey, who re
ceived his honorable discharge in
Boston, after 18 months' overseas.
Miss Ruth Payson, who has been
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Leo Mor
timer of Sharon. Mass., the past
three weeks, has returned home.

Jaunty Juniors.. ^Treble

your attractiveness

Petition for

asking that Myra A.
>wl's Head, or some other
n. be appointed admin 1jut bond.
.VIN C. RAMSDELL. late
deceased
Petition for
n asking that Winfield
Portland, or some othti
n. be appointed admini
ut bond
tLEY E MILLER, late of
>or. St. George, deceased,
dmlnistratlon asking that
pr of South Portland, or
suitable person, be ap
iilstratrlx. with bond.
'BERT L. BROWN, late

The Women's Educational Club
meets in the Universalist vestry,
Friday, March 15. Senator Denny
will speak in the afternoon and Dr
Maricn Sweetman of the State Uni
versity Heme Economics Depart
ment will speak in the evening, tak
ing as her subject, “Pioblems of
Nutrition.” In add-Ccn there will
be a fine musical program with local
artists participating.

Mrs. C. C. Wahle has been called
to New York because of the serious
illness of both her parents-in,-law,
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Wahle.

tnri Petition for Probate^E
that the same may be

1Y. late of Thomaston,
1 and Petition for Protking that the same may
allowed and that Lettary Issue to Frank D.
laston. he being the extherein, without bond.
)AVIS. late of Camden.
1 and Petition for Pro■.ktng that the same may
allowed and that Lettary Issue to Josephine
in of Portland, she being
named therein, without

Social Matters

Maine daughters were well repre
sented at the Massachusetts State
Federation of Women's Clubs News
paper Forum last week, at which
the guest speaker was Dorothy
Thompson. In the President’s box
at the Shubert Theatre as her
guests were: Mrs. Cory <President
cf the Maine Federation of Women's
Clubs) Mrs. Robert Fowle, Past
President of the MassachusettsMaine daughters, and a former
Hallowell girl, and Mrs. George L.
True, Jr., <Phyllis Moran) who was
Stat$ Chairman of Education at the
time of enlistment in the army.
Incidently the President of the
Massachusetts State Federation,
Mrs. Edwin Troland, came from
Bangor.

\

PAINTER ROSS WEDDING

This And That

Rockland Mu Chapter of Beta
Sigma Phi met Feb. 27 in its Club
iconi at the Thorndike Hotel. Plans
fer the rummage sale Match 16 at
the Armory hall were made during
the business meeting. Preparations
are now under way for the Spring
formal to be held April 8. introduc
ing Bud Clark and his orchestra.
The “English Language” was the
program subject for the evening.

Thomaston. he being
named therein, without
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TEL. 42
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21

We will be in our new location

Mrs. F R. Cowan of Brewer spent
the weekend with Mr. and Mrs. H.
G. Cole.
The Browne Club of the First
Baptist Church meets tonight at
the home of Mrs. Crosby French.

By K. S. F.

Capt.: Hew did you find the la
Mr. and Mrs. George H. Jackson,
24 Franklin street, announce the dies at that queer dance hall?
Pvt.: Why I just opened a door
engagement of their daughter,
Georgia Helena, to William A. Ma- marked "Ladies” and there they
honen, son of Mr. and Mrs. Elias were.
♦ ♦ ♦ •
Mahonen of South Thomaston. No
date has been set for the wedding.
A staunch and cultured gentle
woman had this advice to give to
A number of Rockland Gar her children: “Always remember
den Club enthusiasts are planning rny dears consideration of others
to attend the Spring Flower Show in is the beginning and end cf good
breeding. Qu.te worth rememberBoston.
| ing.
• • • •
Shakespeare Society meets Mon
Artist: You are the first model
day night at the home of Miss Ma I’ve
ever kissed
bel Spring. The leader will be Mrs.
Model:
How many have you had?
Laura Buswell.
Artist: Pour—a vase, a flower, an
apple and you.
Knox Hospital Auxiliary met
♦ * * •
Tuesday afernoon at the Bok
Like good tapestries, a noble life
Nurses Home with an excellent at
Is
the result of many small stitches.
tendance. It was voted to pur
• * • •
chase a gas anesthesia machine to
Introductions
are
sometimes
be used in the operating room of
the Knox Hospital. An. auction was difficult to word, and the mind gets
planned for the meeting to be held tangled as to names. Thus once
April 2. A similar auction was held when William Lyon Phelps, a not
last year and was much enjoyed. ed professor of Yale University, was
Members are asked to take some being introduced by a more pom
thing to be auctioned. Cooked food pous chairman that public speaker
would be much appreciated. Mrs. said in a mix-up of thought: “I
Frank Carsley will be chairman, now have the great honor to intro
assisted by Mrs H. IP. Blodgett. Mrs. duce to you, Prof. Yeps of Fale.”
♦ ♦ ♦ •
Hervey Allen, Mrs. Earle Perry and
Mrs. Lwarence Miller. Following
Why do food experts put all of
the business meeting, tea was the dainty flavors in one dish of
served. Mrs. Herman J. Weisman foods and spoil or at least lose the
was the hostess for the afternoon.
true values of each? Take, for in
stance, temato. lobster, mushrooms
The supper at the Universalist and cheese. You really w.ll be hard
Church next Wednesday will have to convince that the brilliant Mar
i'tb? following Housekeepers—Mrs, gery Mills and her expert helper
C. J. Bowley, chairman; assisted by wculd do a thing like that. But I
Mrs. A. A. Robinson, Mrs. Levi Flint, listened to a d.sh recipe over the
Mrs. Earl MacWihiams, Mrs. E. L. radio recently with all these differ
HeweXt, Mrs. D. W. Farrand, Mrs. ent delicate flavors and foeds com
Oliver Holmes, Mrs. Charles T. bined into one dish. Just to have
Smalley, Mrs. B. E. Flanders, Miss somethnig new to suggest, I suppose
♦ ♦ ♦ *
Pearl Borgerson, Mrs. Karl O'Brien.
Mrs. Leonard 'Campbell, Mrs, Ruth O beautiful the sun
Coltart Shaw, Mrs. Everett Phil Upon the early Easter mern,
brook. Miss Katherine Veazie, Mrs. And beautiful is the sea
Elmer Witham, Mrs. Carl Freeman, Below the city where I was born.
Mrs. Raymond Jordan. Mrs. 'Arthur The soft winds blow the sh ps
Jordan. Supper at 6 o'clock.
Along their billowy track
While Spring breaks into song
LOMBARDO-BOWER
As warmth m air comes back.
• • • •
Jasper Frank Lombardo of Rock
land and Miss Shirley Ann Bcwer
WINTER SEA
of Bristol, Ccnn., .were married And in that dusk wc heard the sil
Tuesday night by Rev. Archie Gillis
ver flight
of St. Bernard’s Church.
Mrs. Lombardo, whose parents are Of water to the northward as it
fled.
♦
Mr. ,and Mrs. Arthur J. Bower of
Bristol, is employed at Knox Hos Ebb ng into the starlight of a night,
pital and is a graduate of Sunapee, Leaving the strand a level mile
ahead,
N. H. High School. Mr. Lombardo
is a graduate of Rockland High Down which we walked as if we
were pursuing
‘School and an employee of the Van
Baalen-Heilbrun Co. to whose em The muted cadence of a lifted bell
ployment he recently returned after That rang above a sea gulls lonely
mew.ng,
military service.
Soft
as forgotten music in a shell.
Their attendants were Miss V.ta
Pauline Lombardo, sister of bride It was that hour in which peace de
groom and Michael Anthony Lom
scended.
bardo, uncle of the bridegroom.
In which the sea seemed sleeping
Following the ceremony, a re
with the sky.
ception was held at the home of An hour when the dusk and evethe bridegroom’s parents. Those
n ng blended
assisting in serving were, Miss Lil Into a stardrift that fell quietly
lian Drinkwater of Bristol, Conn., Upon a marshland dim and deep
Pauline Leo, Virginia Lombardo,
and low.
Matilda Leo, Mrs. Dorsi Lombardo, Washed by the radiant beauty of
Florence Brown.
After returning from a brief wed ' the snow.
Harold Vinal.
ding trip, the couple will make their
Vinalhaven, Me’
home at 10 Maverick street.
Visit Clinton F. Thomas, optome Get your ticket new, (only limited
trist, for a pair of good glasses, 492 number can be sold), to P. T. A
Old County Road. Rockland, Me. Light Fund Ball, Community Build
Hours 2 to 5 and 6 to 8 p. m , Mon ing, March 13. Lennie Lizotte’s
Band, 9 to 1. Specta ular
day. Wednesday and Saturday. ■Dance
Albert
McCarty
arranged program,
Phone 590. City.
10tt 8 to 9, with $25 door
prize, and every
single penny to the High School
light fund. Help swell the fund and
OVER 100 MILLION BOTTLES
see the greatest affair in years.
SOLD! SIMPLY GREAT FOR
adv. *

MONTHLY PAIN

MRS. FLORA E. LOVEJOY

Mrs. Flora Eliza Lovejoy, 90, a
former Superintendent of Brigfitlook Hospital, St. Johnsbury, Vt.,
for 20 years, died at the Smith
Nursing Home at Ingraham's Hili,
after an illness of e’ght months.
She was the widow of George E.
Lovejoy.
She was born in Lunenburg, Vt.,
Aug. 6, 1855, daughter of Roswell
and Jane Blakeslee Bowker. She
is survived by her son, Maurice F.
Lovejoy; two grandaughters, Mrs.
Priscilla Clement of Dansville, Va.,
and Mrs. Avis Stanford of Wayne,
Maine; and a great-grandson. Don
ald. She also leaves a nephew,
Judge Edgar M. Bcwker of Whitefiel d.N. H., and a niece, Mrs. Elmer
Healey of Lancaster, N. H.
Mrs. Lovejoy was member of the

Speech Readers Club and Congretional Church. During the last war
she knit more than 50 Sweaters for
the Red Cross and until her eye
sight failed many pairs of mittens
for Miss Corbett. She found great
joy working in the garden, and up
to a year ago. could outwork many
a friend and neighbor.
Since 1928 she has made her
home with her son and daughterin-law in Rockland. Her oldest
son. Harry B. died in 19C2..
«
Funeral services will be at the
Burpee Funeral Heme at 2 p. m..
Friday Rev Maldwyn V Parry of
the Congregational Church, Rock
land, officiating. Burial will be in
Glenwood
Cemetery,
Littleton,
N. H
Read The Courier-Gazette
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ILulLU
FINEST QUALITY-MODERATE PRICE
CONVENIENT TERMS

BEAUTIFUL
DIAMOND RING

Wedding Ring to Match 14k

$39.95
$1.25 per week
DIAMOND RING
And Wedding Iting to Matrh
14k White Gold

$49.95
$125 per week

DIAMOND RING
And Diamond Wedding King
to Match

$99.95 per set
$1.25 per week

DRESS

HANDSOME

RINGS
Lockets to Matrh
Solid 10k Gold

$29.95

WATCHES

PENDANTS

Ladies and Gents
7 to 17 jewels, Na
tionally known
makes

14k Gold
Reduced

25 to 50'

from $22.75

$125 per week

$125 per week

$125 per week

MANHATTAN JEWELER’S SPECIAL!

LADIES’ WATCH, $49.50
14k Gold Cases
Jewel, Latest High Rank Crystal

17

$125 per week

DANIELS’

Watch Repairing, No Waits, All Work Guaranteed

DIAMONDS

Come In And Look Over Our Wedding Gifts

Famous For More Than
Fifty Years

MANHATTAN JEWELERS

Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com

pound does more than relieve
monthly pain when due to female
functional periodic disturbances. It
also relieves accompanying weak.
' tired, nervous, cranky feelings—of
such nature. Taken regularly —
Pinkha<n’s Compound helps build
up resistance against such distress.
It's also a great stomachic tonic!

Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd M. Painter, married at the Owl’s Head Chapel
Sunday afternocn. Mrs. PainteT is the former Costance M. Ross of Owl’s
Head. The complete report was published* in the Tuesday edition of The
Courier-Gazette.
—'Photo by Cullen.
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Rockland’s Credit Jewelry Store

376 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

139 MAIN ST., BANGOR

MARCH
Limerock Street

Opposite Post Office

(PARKING OFF THE STREET FOR CUSTOMERS)

Full line of WEST1NGHOUSE APPLIANCES as available

■ RRIET P. STEVENS,

ceased
Petition for Ad
de bonis non. with the
asking that Stuart O.
ckland, or some other
n, be appointed Admlntct a . with bond
1 11TORD B CARROLL.
;n deceased Petition for
n asking that Thelma O.
trren, or some other sultbe appointed adm In Istrabond
FULLER, late of Rockd
Will and Petition for
•of asking that the same
ed and allowed and that
mentary issue to R Wy>f Portland, he being the
— therein, without bond
tNEST R GLIDDEN. late
'n. deceased
First and
presented for ailowa*cft
V Glidden. AdmtnlstraI
HARRY
E
WIUBL'R,
?e of Probate Court for
Rockland. Maine
■

IS R VTNAL,

Complete line of wiring materials

F-M Soft Coal Stokers
Lightolier Fixtures

NEW PHONE No. 1376

s

Industrial and Commercial Fluorescent Fixtures

Motor Stoker Hard Coal Stokers

F-M Pumps

GILBERT-BARKER Oil Burners when available

A. T. THURSTON

ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR

Tuesday-Friday
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The Christian Endeavor service is
at 630 p. nt., with Benjamin. Lind
say as leader. At the Thursday eveing prayer meeting the pastor will
continue the study of the “Dispen
sations of God’s Plans.” The Sew
ing Circle meets Tuesday at 7 p. m.
with Mrs. Alice Woodman.

A WATERFALL OF SNOW AND ICE

Port Clyde Models

Busy At Snow Bowl

Waning Winter Finds Many Figure In Cover Page of This
Week’s Saturday Evening
Activities At Hosmer’s
Post
Pond Resort
The cover page of this weeks
In spite of poor weather condi
tions, there were good crowds at Saturday Evening Post is one
the Snow Bowl last weekend, and which should be preserved in the
Saturday afternoon Perry Oreen home of every Knox 'County subbrought his sled dog team of beau j scriber to that popular magazine
for it depicts the pulling of lobster
tiful Chinooks, where they were traps from a color photo made by
Viewed toy many spectators. Skiing the Post’s staff artist. Mead Schaef
was good and tlie ski tow operated fer. who spent a portion of last
Wednesday, Friday, Saturday and Summer at iPort Clyde, and who was
a most Interesting visitor to The
Sunday afternoons. Bryd B. Jame Courier-Gazette office during his
son, Scout master, brought a large stay. Speaking of this true to life
group of boy scouts from Friendship cover the Post says: t
"In case you wonder how an
and the Girl Scouts were headed by
their leader, Mrs Frank Foster of i artist knows where to (go to find exfactl.v the scenery and characters he
Friendship.
Plans for the coming weekend de needs, you may find a partial
pend on the weather, but if snow answer in the history of the paint
and ice conditions are favorable the ing on (this week's cover.
*‘A couple of visitors from Maine
Lodge House will be open and the
ski tow operating Saturday and dropped into Artist Mead Schaef
fer’s home in lArlington, Vermont.
Sunday afternoon as usual.
Among the volunteers assisting Schaeffer told them he hoped to get
(Milford Payson at the Snow Bowl up their way soon, on a search for
last weekend were Tom McKay, Jr., material He was going to pamt a
Robert Brown and Clifford Stin lobster-fishing picture, as lobster
son on the Ski Tow. Saturday aft fishing is done in families where fa
ernoon at the Lodge Rouse Mrs. rther teaches the skill to son. The
Alice True and Bernice Robbins of visitors listened to a long descrip
Hope served on the house commit tion of just what Schaeffer wanted,
tee, and Sunday afternoon, Ethel and should have been, impressed
Oliver. Olive Corthell, Madeline with an artist’s willingness to
Nevers, iNathalie Smith and Wini search the whole seaboard for pre
cisely the right spot. But all they
fred Burkett assisted.
said
was: ‘Port Clyde.’ Mead went
Outing Club Meeting
to Port Clyde, Maine, asd found
In the report of last week’s meet exactly what he wanted.
His
ing of members of the Camden Out models were Alvin Chadwick, of
ing Club at the Selectmens Office Pori Clyde, and Chadwick’s grand
son.’’
ORDINANCE NOTICE
"Yankee Storekeeper" is the
To the qualified voters of the City of subject of another Maine story in
Rockland:
Notice Ls hereby given that the fol the current issue of the Post. "Kie
lowing ordinances had final passage by editors speak of it in this manner:
the City Council at a special meeting
“For many years, Mr. Gould
held March 4 19+6 and will become
owned
and operated village general
eflecttve at the expiration of 20 days
after date of tills publication unless stores in Somerset County, Maine,
suspended from going Into operation first at Harmony asd later at An
by
valid
petition for
referendum son,. Now 75 years old, he has re
thereof:
tired. Yankee Storekeeper is the
CITV COUNCIL
This ordinance being in excess of factual story of his experiences,
one thousand words in length ls pub which he wrote without the help
lished by summary only. Copies of of a collaborator.
the full text may be obtained at the
"Full of Yankee wisdom and wry
City Clerk's office.
This ordinance provides for tlie humor, Mr. Gould’s story tells you
change In the City seal Incorporating what he did about the deadbeats
the name "Maine'' which has heretofo e been omitted It provides for the who wouldn’t pay their bills and
filing of bonds by eve.y City officer and the shoplifters who raided his pea
employee who handles any public nut barrel; and how he unloaded
monies; lt defines the boundaries of a stock of stale butter and how he
the City of Rockland; defines the
words “City Charter"; covers com outsmarted the competition; about
pensation of employees appointed by skunk-trapping and soap-making
the City Council; deals with contracts; during his boyhood days on his
fire Investigations;
and specifically
provides that City Council Members father’s farm; about the queer
shall not vote on any question ln characters of whom every small
which they may be interested, and town has its quota. It is a bcok of
further prohibits any Council member horse-sense and chuckles.”
from entering into any contract with

SERMONETTE

REPENT YE

Throughout the Old and New
Testament, the words ’repent’’
and “repentance" are used. One
frequently confuses them as

synonymous

King winter treats a group of Laurentian skiers to some scenic beauty
near Piedmont in the Province of Quebec. The popular touring parties
which traverse the countless trails, in this and other parts of Quebec's
Laurentian expanses, come upon these wonders of winter beauty constant
ly. Touring Ls the simplest form of enjoyment on skiis, ottering the tyro
an opportunity to gain balance and confidence upon the rolling trails of
Quebec’s Laurentian winter playgrounds.

The Jewish Appeal

“Quiet Hour”
I

The Goal Is Unprecedented, Popular Lenten Services Will
But So Is the Need,
Continue At Universalist
Lehman Says
Church

with

conversion.

There is a sense when they right
ly can be so used, as in the case
of John the Baptist, where he
called upon men to repent; also
in the case of Paul.
Th.s difference should be kept
in mind; conversion comes but
once, whereas throughout life
ccnsc.ence demands that one re
pent from sins that we-gh upon
one’s soul. Used m the sense of
conversion, the word means
mere than penitence, it means
turning from sin to pursue a new
attitude of life, a changed life.
My pastor recently referred to it
as “a change of course.” This
is understandable to all seamen.
A captain, tn storm and fog,
drives toward the coast. He is
unable to ascertain his exact
position and is sail, ng by "dead
reckoning.” Soon he knows his
ship nears the coast, but he can
p.ck up no landmarks. To go on
is folly, he must change his
course and get out to sea, if not
too late.
At the close of the Civil War,,
mv father, then pastor of the
First Baptist Church, Rockland,
held some special meetings in
the schoolhouse at Ingraham’s
Hill. F.ve sea captains were
there converted and he later
baptized them into the fellow
ship of the First Church. This
was before I was bom, but I later
knew these captains. In that
little schoolhouse they changed
their course and became Christ.an church members. Soundly
converted? Aye! But can any
one believe they became sinless
Doubtless they had many causes
to repent, as all men do, of their
sins.
Th s world is in deadly peril!
The leading nations look to
America. John Foster Dalles re
ports at the UNO Conference .n
London, “Americans failed to
breathe into that world organi
zation the spirit needed to make
it a living body.” For a second
tune in history, people are driv
ing blindly on, in dense fog. The
nat-ons must change their course
or perish.
William A. Holman.
March 3.

The United Jewish Appeal has
The Quiet IHour services during
set the unprecedented goal of $100,- Lent in the Universalist Vestry
000000 for the relief of Jewish war have become a tradition in the convictims. Bui if ihe goal is upre- gregation and with friends in Rock
cedented, so is the need.
land during the last 12 years. The
The surviving Jews in Europe, first Quiet Hour service in the
exclusive of Russia, number perhaps present Lenten season comes Tues
a million and a quarter of the six day evening, March 12 at 7 30 in
and a half million who lived there the vestry. Dr. Lowe has chosen
before the war The majority are
poverty stricken. More than one- as hte central theme of his brief
half require basic relief in the form talks: Understanding the Mind of
of food, clothing, medical aid and Jesus. HLs topic for Tuesday night
shelter.
will be: Understanding the joy of
Those were the figures given by Jesus.
Herbert H. Lehman at the drive’s
launching a fortnight ago. Mr.
SHELLEY-CARLSON
Lehman, explained why so great a
Miss
Dorothy M. Carlson and
sum is needed in addition to the
Keith
E.
Shelley were married at
relief which the United Nations Re
lief and Rehabilitation Admini the Coral Gables Congregational
stration is able to give. That or Church, Tuesday, Feb. 12, 1946 by
ganization. does not operate in Rev. Frank E. Harlow.
The ceremony was a quiet one,
countries where a large percentage
of Jews now are—in France, Bel attended by the parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur V. Carlson, formerly of
gium and Holland, for example.
In eastern Europe Mr. Lehman 319 Broadway, Rockland and Mr.
describes its commitment in such a and Mrs. Landen O. Webb, 24 N. W.
the City of Rockland whereby he Is
country as Hungary as a mere drop 3rd street, Miami, Florida. The
directly or Indirectly Interested; au
HOPE
thorizes the City Manager to investi
in the bucket when placed against bridesmaid was- Miss Peggy Chinn,
gate all departments; provides for
Town
meeting will be Monday. overwhelming needs. U. N. R A. and the best man was Edward O.
notice regarding possible dangerous
Schweitzer.
“Man” is the subject of the Les
structures or defects; requires oath of Dinner will be served at noon by aids displaced persons in camps in
Immediately following the wed
office by every City officer; provides a women members of the Grange.
Germany and Austria, but some
son-Sermon
that will be read in all
general penalty for violation of all
A large boulder has been placed one else must take over when a per ding the couple left for a short
ordinances; establishes employees’ re at the Corner, and a bronze plaque
Churches
of
Christ, Scientist, on
honeymoon
in
Palm
Beach,
Florida.
manent home is found for them.
sponsibility for public property; deals
March
10.
The
Golden Text is:
Mr.
Shelley
was
recently
dis

will
be
attached
thereon,
to
serve
It cannot be overemphasized that
With public records, accounts, and re
ports; establishes rutes of constmc- I as a Service Honor Roll.
relief efforts must be concentrated charged from the U. S. Navy at
tion for ordinances; provides for the
Mrs. Helen Wentworth passed the
The task is one not so Jacksonville, after two and one-half
naming of streets; and defines terms week-end with her sister, Miss in 1346.
much
of
aid
as of providing means 1 years of service, and he is now emof office of officials and employees
Included ln this ordinance are the rules Corinne White in Boston.
for survival. The Jewish communi i ployed at the Biltmore Hospital in
of procedure for the City Council
Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Barret had ty here Ls banded together in the Coral Gables.
These are designed so that the bust- i as guests Sunday at dinner, Alberta
Mrs. Shelley is a graduate of
United Jewish Appeal to meet the
ness of the City and the City Council
Rc ckland High School (valsdictorian
meetings shall be conducted In an Garland, Mr and Mrs. John Twit- crisis.
O derly and business like manner, and chell,
Quentin Barrett. Edwin
The funds will be distributed by of the class of ’43) and she is also
are
In
accordance
with
modern Dodge and Wilfred Hobbs.
the
Joint Distribution Committee, employed at the hospital.
methods of procedure.
Mrs. C. A. Dunton, was called the United Palestine Appeal, the
The couple plans to make a trip
GERALD U MARGESON.
City Clerk. Saturday to Massachusetts by the National Refugee Srevice and the to Rockland this Summer in order
sudden illness of her father. She National Jewish Welfare Board in to see Mrs. Shelley’s friends who
FIRE PREVENTION
returned Tuesday, as he was much this city. But the relief of suffer are living there.
This ordinance being ln excess of one improved.
ing peoples has no racial or sectari
thousand words ln length ls published ,
Mrs. Perry Davis and son Perry an boundaries. The appeal is one
by summary only. Copies of the full j
text may be obtained at the City ' were visitors this week at the home which involves the conscience of
TO-NIGHT
Clerk's office
of Mr. and Mrs. E. N. Hobbs. Mr all men, of good will—Herald
This is an brdlnance designed for the , Hobbs who has been ill. is gaining
TOMORROW AtRIOHI
Tribune.
prevention of fires la the City of Rock
Det-endable
.
land and authorizes the Chief of the j slowly.
4//-VEGETABLI
Mrs. Alice True is spending the
Fire Department or any member desig
An ironing cord that automatical
LAXATIVE
nated by him to inspect all premises, week-end with Mr. True in Boston,
ly coils itself when, not in use is a
except the Interiors of private dwellings i
Miss Pauline True was home over development of wartime communi
throughout the City and to make or
ders for the removal or remedy of con- ! the week-end and had as guest, cation cable.
dltlons liable to cause fires or inter Miss Carol Dennison, a classmate
fere with the operation of the Fire ’ at U of M.
They attended the
Department. It also provides for the i
lequlrlng of permits for the storage ' sports at the Snow Bowl in Cam
of certain combustible materials.
den.
CAUTION

GERALD U MAROESON.
City Clerk.

FIRE LIMITS AND BUILDING CODE
This ordinance being in excess of
one thousc-d words in length ls pub
llshed by summary only. Copies of the
full text may be obtained at the City
Clerk's office
ThLs ordinance which ls In line
with ordinances recommended by the
National Board of Underwriters pro
vldes for certain lire limits being es
tabllshed within the City of Rockland,
and further provides for the type of
construction and material used in al!
sorts of buildings, together with penal
ties for violations.
GERALD U MARGESON.
•
City Clerk
__________
20-lt

TO EASE MISERY
OF CHILD'S COLD
RUB ON VICKS
v VapoRub

■
'
!

i

,

i
j

only a brief summary was given due
to lack of space.
Additional committees appointed
at the meeting included: Percy Kel
ler, Gleason. Perry, liaison commit
tee (to work with YM.C.A and
Scout Camp Committee, headed by
Howard Herderson.)
i
Plans were also discussed for
raising money |by raffling a new
electric refrigerator. Raffle com
mittee, Mrs. Gene Rich, chairman,
Gilbert Harmon. ' Harold Corthell,
Milfof-d Payson (Parcel Post), Har
old Nash (Beano).
Members were reminded to save
waste paper for collection this
Spring proceeds io go to the Outing
Club.
The financial report of the Out
ing Club, given by George Thomas,
treasurer, as of March 6, 1946, shows
receipts amounting to $1329 and dis- j
bursements of $1280; balance in
general fund, $48.

"The steps of a good man are or
dered by the Lord: and he delighteth in his way” <Psalms 37:23).
t ft » t
Sunday morning at The Universa
lis, Church 10.40, Dr. Lcwe will give
the first discourse in a series of
Lenten sermons in. explanation of
the latest statement of faith now in
use in all Universalist Churches.
His subject will be "The Bond of
Fellowship.”
The
kindergarten
and sub-primary departments for
younger children will meet in ’he
children s rooms during the preach
ing service. The Church School for
older classes meets at noon. Junior
Youth Fellowship meeting in the
vestry, 5 p. m. Tlie senior group
wil meet with the Methodist and
Congregational groups
in, the
Methodist Church in a union serv
ice. Tuesday 7 30 p. m. the first
Quiet (Hour service in .the vestry.
Dr. (Lowe speaks on (Understanding
Tlie Mind of Jesus.
• * * *
Sunday at the Littlefield Memorial
Baptist Church the pastor. Rev. C.
Wendell Wilscn will speak at 10.30
on the ninth in the series on the
Ten Commandments, using the sub
ject, "The Judgment of Unguarded
Speech." Sunday School follows at
11.45 with classes for all ages. Young
People's meeting at 6 o'clock. The
theme for the popular evening serv
ice which opens at 7.15 will be
"Marriage A Partnership Not A
Battleship.” A special musical pro
gram will include the Radio
Trumpeters under the direction of
Frank Young, and the Young
People’s choir. Mid-week prayer
and praise service, Tuesday night
at 7.30, subject, "The Judgment of
the Nation Israel.” The Ladies Aid
will meet in the vestry Wednesday
night.
• • • •
At the First Baptist Church at
10.15 the men will meet for prayer
in the pastor’s study and the women
in the vestry. In the 10.30 service
the choir will sing, and the sermon,
by Rev. J. Charles MacDonald will
be the fourth in the series on
“Kingdom Partnership," emphasizing"The When of Partnership ” The
Church. School departments will
meet at 12.
Miss Francena Dyer
will speak in. the Christian Endeavor
meeting at 6 showing pictures and
telling of her experiences in mis
sionary work in ihe Kentucky
Mountains. In the 7.15 service Mr.
MacDonald will give the fourth act
in. “The Drama of Life” on the
subject, “The ’Return. ” and the
choir will give the story of the prod,
igal son in song.
* • • ♦

"Turning Sunday into Funday’’ is
the theme of Rev. C Wendell Wil
son’s sermon Sunday at 2.30 p. m.,
a tthe Owls Head Baptist Chapel.
Sunday School meets at 1.30 p. m.

» • ♦ »

Morning worship at the Congre
gational Church will be ai 10.45 with
Rev. Maldwyn Vaughan. Parry
preaching on the theme, "Father,
Forgive’’ The quartet will sing,
"Come Holy Spirit” from "Missa
pro Pace’ by LaHache and "Gloria"
from the same work The Church
School will meet at 10 o'clock witli
the Nursery Department meeting at
10.45. The first meeling of the Pas
tor s class will be held at the par
sonage Sunday afternoon at 3. The
Comrades of the Way will be guests
of the’ Methodist Youth Fellowship
meeting at 7 Sunday night. Mon
day night the Boy Scout Troop will
meet in the vestry at 7 o'clock. Wed
nesday night supper will served in
Masonic Temple banquet hall at
6.15 under the chairmanship of
Francis Orne. The second of the
Lenten series will be held in the
banquet hall immediately following
the supper with the showing of the
sound film, "We Too Receive.” This
is a story of missions in the Pacific
area. Special music will be fur
nished by the Men's Association.
There will be no 'meeting of t.he
Parry’s Mates until further notice.
The Odds and Ends will meet with
Mrs. Ernest Edwards. Thursday
night at 7.30.
* * * *
At Pratt Memorial Methodist
Church Rev. Alfred G. Hempstead
will preach- at 10.45 Sunday morn
ing on, the subject, "A New Fellow
ship.” The Church School will meet
at noon. At 7 o’clock the Youth Fel
lowship will conduct a worship
service The speaker of the eve
ning will be Secretary Means of the
Camden YjM.C.A.
Special guests
will be comrades of the Way of the
Congregational Church and the
Youth Group of the Universalist
Church. All High School student^
are especially invited. Monday the
Boy Scouts will meet at 7.30 p. m.
On Tuesday at 7 30 p. m. the first
Lenten service will be held. Wed
nesday there will be sewing at the
Red Cross rooms beginning at 10.30
a. m. The Baraca Class will meet
at the church on Wednesday at 7.30
p. m. Mrs Thelma Stanley will
be chairman of the program.

Riiy IL Easton of Camden will
speak. There will be special music
at both services.

Get your ticket now, (only limited
number can be sold), to P. T. A.
Light Fund Ball, Community Build
ing, March 13. Lennie Lizotte’s
Dance Band, 9 to 1. Spectacular
Albert McCarty arranged program.
8 to 9, with $25 door prize, and every
single lenny to the High School
light fund. Help swell the fund and
see the greatest affair in years.
adv. •

Mothballs and
Baseballs
'i

Get out your mothballs
—Put your earlaps away!
It’s time to think of the

crack of the hat and the
whip of the fly.

It’s also time to plan to
enjoy your Spring and
Summer sports in comfort.
And Gregory’s is the head
quarters for sport comfort
attire.

New Sport, Jackets and
Sweaters, you’ll play a bet
ter game, fish a better fish
in Gregory’s sport wear.

• • » ♦

ANOTHER NEW ITEM
LADIES*

the Nazarene Church Sunday
the Church School will meet at 1.3J
and the speaker at 3 will be Rev.
Curtis L. Stanley, pastor. At 7 30
At

WOOL SLACKS
Plain and in Checks, with
Tatersal Vest lo Match

More Comfort Wearing

FALSE TEETH
Here is a pleasant way to overcome
loose plate discomfort. FASTEETH. an
improved powder, sprinkled on upper
and lower plates holds them firmer so
that they feel more comfortable
No
'ummv, gooey pasty taste or feeling
It's alkaline tnon acid). Does not sour.
Checks "plate odor" (denture breath).
Qet FASTEETH today at any drug
store.

\

GREGORY’S

TOP TO TOE OUTFITTERS

416 MAIN ST.,

it

lAAt OMIT AS OlRICTIM

Hang out the Welcome-Home sign for Joe and George and Ruth

for the home comfort and beauty merchandise that is rapidly

reappearing on our shelves. We’ve all "done without” for a long
time but those days will soon be gone forever and YOU CAN
BEGIN NOW to remodel your living along the lines you have

Tust look at what's

planned, celebrating this welcome event with savings at MAIN
STREET HARDWARE CO.

been happening
FOLDING

HOLLOW GROUND
Enjoy

IN

your stay

BOSTON

PARING KNIFE

AT

“By Pal”
Famous for their sharp edges

5-foot Size
Prevents small tots from run
ning in the streets and possible
accidents.

49c

$1.39

THE HOTEL T OU RAIN E
ROOMS • . . that invite rest and comfort . . . single to
suites ... from $3.85.

114 quart saucepan

HOTEL

7” skillet
1 quart saucepan
Three Dishes

4* XH ° T E 1 •

V

■

r
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L

THINGS
COMMON

Each

98c

One Snap-On Handle
It's Interchangeable. Fits all
three dishes.

FLOOR SANDER

$2.45

TO LET

■
■

e£

•
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TO IMPROVE YOUR

TELEPHONE SERVICE 99

•’ FORMERLY VtAZIES"

44I MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

Developed in our laboratories, made prac

versations at the same time — or the living

tical by engineering and manufacturing
skill, here are a few of the new things im

patterns of television — over a single coaxial
or radio channel; an electronic clock, accu

proving telephone service:

rate to within a second a year, to

Radio links to supplement open wire and
cable circuits over land or over sea; opera

PAINTS • STOVES • KITCHENWARE /,n.

&

4*

IN
THE
CENTER
OF
OVERLOOKING BOSTON

Strong, all-metal construction
with spot - welding throughout.
Three sizes to pick from.

MRIN ST. HRRDWHREo

■ /ettiuwtw
■

METAL

in our laboratories ’

WASTE BASKETS

PYREX

RESERVATIONS ... os far in advance
os possible ... please specify date
ond time of arrival ond departure.

■

PERFORATED

FLAME-WARE GIFT SET

FOOD . . , tempting ond delkiout specialties ot rodeiote prices prepared by skilled chefs.
SERVICE ... friendly ond efficient to
meet every need.

PORCH GATES

i

help in

the measurement of frequencies upon which
modern communications are based.

tor-dialing of long distance calls that will

Ideas like these, horn of constant research

put your distant calls through faster; a tiny

at the Bel, Laboratories, help us in our aim

tube that makes possible the sending of

— to provide a telephone service that meets

hundreds of long distance telephone con

constantly higher standards.

Vto
2b0/

NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE A TELEGRAPH CO.

!■■■■■■ ■■■■■■■

TIL. 3*4

